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INTERIH o PDf ION , REsOURCE PLAN PHASE: 
BIDDING FOR NEW GENERATION RESOURCES 

1. S\lmDary 

In today's decision, we find that respondents Pacific Gas' 
and Electric company (PG&E), San Diego Gas & Electric company 
(SDG&E), and southern california Edison company (Edison) all have 
current need of new or additional electric generation.! We ' 
identify certain resources that could meet thOse needs, con~istent 
with our criteria for environmentally sensitive least-cost 
planning, and we direct the respondents to solicit bids by 
qualifying facilities (QFs) to defer or avoid those resources 
pursuant to our standard Offer 4 auction process. 

Our finding of need is also consistent with the 
california Energy Commission's (CEC) nintegrated ass~ssment of 
need- adopted in Chapter 6 of its 1990 Electricity Report (ER-90). 
Specifically, SDG&E and Edison will solicit bids for amounts of
capa'city that are in both cases within the am6unts that the eRe 
says these utilities should acquire now. PG&E will solicit bids 
from QFs on the San Francisco peninsula to defer its Hunters point" 
repowering, an option that PG&E accepts and that ER-90 invites this 
commission to consider. PG&E will also solicit bids fr6m renewable 
QFs to deter a small wind resource, in compliance with newlY 
enacted PUblic utilities COde section 701.3. (AB 1090, Hayden.) 

Today/s decision also responds to three applications 
previously consolidated with Investigation (I.) 89-07-004, the 
Biennial Resource plan update. In Application (A.) 91-08-028, 
SDG&E has asked us to declare nondeferrable its proposed S6uth say 
repowerin~. We find the project too indefinite to meet our 
oriteria for nondeferrabillty, and we therefore deny the request. 

1 See Attachment 1 for eXplanation of each technical acronym or 
other abbreviation that appears in this decision. 
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The deoision does not allocate ail of SooGE's long-term need 
through the bidding process, howeVer. This means that SDG&E will 
have the flexibility to fili this unallocated need through whatever 
means it deems most advantageous to the utility I subject to late'r 
reasonableness review. 

In the other two consolidated applic.tions (A.91-62~6~2 
and A.91-07-004), SDG&E and Edison have asked for authority to make 
certain capital improvements to Unit 1 of the San Onofre Nuolear 
Generating station (SONGS 1), We haVe previously determined that 
these improvements are nondeferrable for purpOses of the update 
(Decision (D.) 91-09-073), and that SDG&E and Edison should 
establish memorandum accounts for recording certain SONGS 1 
expenditures pending our decision on the requested authority. 
(D.91-12-046.) 

We are now considering a proposed settlement regarding 
SONGS L The settlement could involve retiring the plant. Today's 
decision on capacity aVailable for bidding precedes our final 
disposition of th~ proposed settlement. However, we will not 
inorease the amount ot capacity even if we approve r~tirement Of 
SONGS t. This commission and the CEC will consider the impact of 
pOssible retirement in the ER-92/Update cycle. 

Figures 1 through 7, following this page, summarIze 
recommended and adopted deferrable generation additioJis, the timing 
of adopted deferrable resources, adopted set-asides for renewable 
bidders, and· the adopted mix of overall resource additions 
(including demand-side management programs, spot and long-term 
purchases, deferrable resources, and other generation additions). 

. , 
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• 2. Background 
2.1 The Role of the Biennial Resource Plan Update 

TOday's decision is the third major step in the current 
update, The Commission created this proceeding to periodically 
review long-term electric resource plans and address generic issues 
related to utility purchases of electricity from a broad class of 
nonutility energy producers, called Kqualifying facilities· or 
MQFs. H Our regulation of these purchases relies on two conceptst . 
avoided costs (as to the purchase price) and the standard offer (as 
to the contractual relationship). 

AVoided costs represent the casts a utility would incur, 
it not for the presence of QFs, to generate power itself or 
purchase it elsewhere. The standard offer is an open utility offer 
to purchase electrioity from a OF, on terms and conditions stated 
in the offer. The contract terms of the otfer are developed from· 
guidelines adopted by this Commission. OVer th~ past ten Years, we 
have refined and implemented th~se concepts in a series of 
decisions. (see Attachment 2.)2 

The Update provides an industry-wide forum for continuing 
our regulatory OVersight ot utility/QF matters. A major purpose of 
the Update is to develop current prices for final standard Offer 4, 
our resource plan-based standard offer. This involves qUantifying 
the megawatts (KW) that QFs can filIon the basis of each utility/s 
need for n~w capacity. Each two-year update cycle commences upon 
issuance of the CEC's Electricity Report. 

The Update is also the forum for revising certain 
components of OF payments that affect our short-run otters, 

2 The federal Public utility Regulatory policies Act (PURPA)" of 
1978 and the California Private Energy producers Act (see PUblic 
utilities code §§ 2801-2824) supply the statutory context for the 
development of these concepts. The decisions listed in 
Attachment 2 all elucidate this legislation and these concepts. 
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standard. Offers 1, 2, and 3. 3 , Finally, we here consid~r changes e 
in methodologY or contract terms for all of our standard offers. 
2.2 How Fina1standard offer 4 works 

Before discussing the issues resolved in tOday's 
decision, we summarize briefly the structure created for final 
standard Offer 4 in D.86~07-004. Unlike our short-run standard 
offers, final standard Offer 4 derives from a utility's long-run 
marginal costs. These are determined from the respective utility's 
resource phul, which includesal.l cost-effective potential 
generation additions (e.g., new plant construction, refurbishments, 
power purchases, etc.).4 payments to QFs under the long-run 
offer are based on the fixed and variable costs of thOse additions 
that serVe as baseioad or intermediate-load resources. such 
additions are called 'identifieddeferrahle resources' (IDRs). 

pricing und~r final standard Otfer 4 varies according to 
when, ,the QF comes on.;..line. During PeriOd 2, the QF avoids a' 
speoific utility resource addition, and the QF receives payments 
based on the fl~ed and variable costs of the avoided resource.', If 

3 ~hese thr~e offers are referred to as 'short-run' because the 
energy price is computed 6n the basis of the purchasing utility's 
existing generation resources. In contrast to our final standard 
Offer 4 'long~run' prioing approach, prices for these standard 
offers are calculated without c6nsid~ration 6f possible resource 
additions. Attachment 3 summarizes theprioing provisions of our 
various standard offers. 

4 QFs do not avoid 6r defer any resource thAt, as analyze'd in 
the resource planning process

l 
would not: be cost-effective. ~he 

reason is that a prudent util ty would not commit to such a 
resource in the first place. (See D.86-07-004, 21 CPUC 2d 340,349 
note 3 and accompa'nying te)Ct.) A utility may choose to pursue some 
kinds of generation project's that'do not pass the cost-
effeotiveness test but serve; e.g., to demonstrate a new ' 
techn6logy. such pr6iects are not part 6f the -resource plan- (in 
that they are not relied on to fill 'need-) and are not subjeot to 
deferral by QFs. 
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..• the OF comes on-line in Period 1, Le., before the date when the 
avoided resource would have begun delivery of electricity, t'he' QF 

meets near-term demand growth, and therefore the QF receives' 
short-run marginal cost-based payments until the start of PeriOd 2. 

• 

The commission considers alternative scenarios for each 
utility in determining a MW limit at each Update •. WheneVer the 
capacity of QFs seeking contracts from a given utility exceeds that 
utility's MW limit, the available contracts are allOcated through 
bidding. The utilities are also authorized to pay QFs additional 
sums for providing performance features (e.g_, downward 
dispatchability at the utility's direction) nOt otherwise required 
under the standard offers. Attachment 4 presents a more detailed 
chronological overview of the final standard Offer 4 updating 
process. 
2.3 Phasing of the Issues 

The Update is a phased prOceeding in Which general 
methodological issues for the standard offers are treated 
separately from the resource plan review to determine whether th~ 
utilities have long-term resource needs for which QFs may bid. We 
began this update in response to the CEC's 1988 Electrioity Report. 
In Phase lA, we adopted certain planning assumptions for this 
Update and resolved certain generic issues over what constitutes a 
·cOmmitted· resource (not subject to defer.ral or avoidance by QFs) 
and how to test resources for cost-effectiveness. (D.90-03-060.) 

In Phase 1B, we made certain refinements to the standard 
offers tor implementation with any QF auction resulting from 
ER-90. 5 speoifically, we ensured that our QF procurement proc~ss 
was well-suited to all of the different electric generation 

5 The 1988 Electrioity Report was issued late. The commission 
therefore deoided to address methodological and contractual issues 
in Phase 18 and rescheduled the resource plan review to follow CEC 
adoption of ER-90. 
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technologies and did not have a built·-in bias toward gas-fired 
resources. Also, We enhanced that process in order to value' 
non-price factors, such as environmental impacts and fuel 
diVersity, in planning and acquiring new resources. 
(0.91-06-022.)6 

Today's decision COmes in the resource plan phase. For 
each utility respondent, We desiqnate deferrable generation 
resources, against whose costs and benefits QFs will bid. We als6 
deal with utility requests for findings of nondeferrability 
regarding specific resources. 7 

In a nutshell, today's decision establishes (1) the 
respective utilities' long-run marginal costs, and (2) biddable 
capacity consistent with the economic and operational need tests in 

6 After the Phase 1B decision, the parties have met in workshops 
to develop language changes to the final Standard Ofter 4 contract . 
and bidding protocol. The changes would serve to implement the 
Commission's directions in that decision. We will review the 
results of these workshops, and hold hearings to resolve any 
remaining implementation issues, shortly before or after issuance 
of today's decision. 

7 We also note two matters not dealt with in this phase of 
hearings but which will be important in future Updates. First Is 
the effort to develop a common cost-effectiveness methodolOgy tor 
testing both DSK programs and naw supply options. SDG&E applied 
ICEK to accomplish this in its resource plannlnq in this phase. : 
PG&E and Edison have not yet reached that point but have conduoted 
·pilot· demonstrations that will undergo pe~r reviaw in workshops. 
Our goal is that by th~ ne~t update, PG&E and Edison, like SoG&E , 
will perform -dynamio· cost-effectiveness testing tor bOth supplY 
and demand resources. Second, the assigned administrative law 
judges (ALJs) determined that, pursuant to D.91-06-022, the 
calculation ot a fuel diversity premium would not be taken up in 
this phase. The reason for that determination was that all three 
utility applicants showed renewable IDRs in their base case 
resource plans even without including such a premium. However, the 
proper valuation 6f fuel diversity is a oritical issue in resource 
planning! and the next Eleotricity Report/Update cycle should look 
further nto quantifying this value. 
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ER-90. The decision also specifies it certain arnOtlnt of-capacity 
(and benchmark prices for that capacity) to be offered for pO~csible 
Wdeferral" through QF bidding. The decision does not require, 
however, that Only QFs fill such capacity. For example, If the 
auction results in nundersubscription" (insufficient QFcapacity to 
fill the bid), then the utility may fiil the remaining capacity in 
any reasOnable way. 

Today/s decision also does not mandate a specific utility 
reSOUrce plan, nOr does it award permits for a specific project. A 
winning bidder in the auction would still have to underqo 
appropriate review and obtain all relevant permits from the 
agencies with siting authority. Therefore, if a Winning bidder i~ 
later unable to come on-line for any reason, such as its failura to 
obtain critical permits , the utility can till the capacity in any 
reasonable way. 

There is also a methodolOgy phase to the updata. This 
phase, Which has already begun and will run concurrently, is 
described more fully in section S.l.below. 

In the followinq sections; we summarize the parties l 

positions and discuss the reasoning behind our conclusions on 
deferrable resources. AS usual in such proceedings, the record" is 
voluminous. S We concentrate on the chief points of contention, 
and do not try to summarize every nuance in individual p6sitions. 

8 The record in this phase consists of 8'0 exliibits (inoluding· 
hundreds of pages of prepared testimony), 10 concurrent b~iefs, 
offioially noticed items (including ER-90), and about 1,500 pages 
of transcript •. The following parties were active in the reso~rce 
plan phasel "PG&E, SOG&E, Edison, the Commission's Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates (DRA),CECI south Coast Air Quality Management 
Distriot (South Coast AQMD)J san Diego Air pollution control" 
District (san Diego APCD) , Coalition for Energy Effioienoy and 
Renewable Techn6logies (CEERT) I Geothermal Resources Assooiation 
and Independent Energy Producers Association (GRA/IEP) I Southern 
California Gas Company (SoCalGas) I u.s. Windpower; ERe 
Environmental and Energy services C6mpany, Ino. (ERCE) I Utility 
Workers Union of America, and San Diego County Building & 
ConstructiOn Trades Council. 
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3. Policy Directiol'u Electric 
ReSources and Air Quality 

TOday's decision is the cUlmination of the resource plan 
phase of this Update. One of the key issues in this phase is the 
effect on planning strategies of explicitly valuing the costs that 
residual air emissions from pOwer plants impose On the environment. 
Explicit recognition of these costs enables a fair aSsessment Of 
electric resource options with little or no residual air emissions. 
Accounting for these costs may have an effect on the cost
effectiveness of the various resource options available to meet the 
state's electricity requirements. 

While much of the public debate surrounding this phase of 
the update has focused on the issue of residual emissions, we 
reaffirm that this commission must and will continue to balance 
many electric resource planning objectives along with environmental 
quality. Equally important are traditional objectives such as 
reasonable rates and reliable service for all ratepayers. In 
meeting these objectives, california utilities now face the 
additional challenge of planning for and acquiring a clean mix of 
energy resources for the future •. 

Concern for air quality is not new for energy planners in 
California. Both this commission and the CEC have long supported a 
greater role for energy efficiency and for cleaner technologies in 
meeting electricity needs. california utilities have generally led 
the nation in their conservation programs and in developing 
generation technologies "that rely on renewable or alternative 
fuels. In the past 12 years, california industry and utiliti~s 
haVe developed thousands of KW of cogeneration, which r~duc~s air 
enissi6ns by increasing useful output per unit of fuel consumpti6n. 

~spite the success of the utility and other sectors of 
the California economy in preventing further environmental 

. . 
degradation, these efforts did not achieve the significant 

- 16 -
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4It improvements 1n air quality necessary to satisfy state and federal 
clean air standards. Meeting those standards will require a wide .. 
variety of actions, including nore stringent emission limits, 
implementation of nOre costly control technol6gy, and retrofit of .. 
existing faciiities. 9 . 

Air quality regulators such as the South Coast AQMO . 

(which is charged with bringing the LOs Angeles basin into 
compliance with air quality standards) haVe developed a variety of 
praqrams and measures from which the costs of clean.;..up can be 
calculated. 10 Both the CEC and this Commission have determined 
that such costs should be factored into the process by which 
electric utilities plan for resource additions. Th~ effect of this 
determination is to assign for the first time a monetary value to 
the residual emissions11 of power plants. - In other words, .the 
"clean air value of less-polluting plants is-now expressed in 
dollars and cents. 

9 0.91-66-022 contains a summary of air quality information 
useful for understanding how air quality affects.electric resource 
planning. -Rather than burden the text, we reproduce this summary 
(seotions lV.B and lv.e of 0.91-06-022) as Attachment 5 to today/s 
decision. 

10 ~he LOs Anqeles basin has the most sev~re:air quality ~roblems 
in the nation, "but both sa~ Diego andth~ Sa~. Francisco Bay Area -
are also non-attainment ar~as for various pollut,ants •. The san 
Diego APCO#s proposed rules appear at least as stringent as the •. 
south coastAQMO,/s adopted rules. Because less is knoW!) about 
clea'n:'up costs in the Bay Ar~a, the commission adopted lower air, 
emission values for use by Fa'E. These values are not analytically 
rigorous but refleot the qualitative judqmentthat Northern 
california in qeneralhas less severe air quality problems than 
does southern california. 

11 MResidual emissions' are air pollutants that are released 
after all mandatory pollution abatement measures have been ," 
implemented. 

- 17 -
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We note that California's existing energy services. 
infrastructure was developed without such e~plicit valuati6fiof 
theseenvironrnental costs. This situation has complicated current 
efforts to achieve compliance with ambient air quality standards 
throughout the state. 

Our efforts tOday are a step to revitalizing california's 
energy infrastructure by accbunting for the true total costs and 
benefits of providing electrio service. We want to avoid the 
burden of this revitalization falling disproportionatelY on 
rAtepayers. Our measured actions are designed with the recognition 
that the utility sector of our economy is onlY One contributor (and 
not the largest contributor) to the state's air quality problems. 

We will face increased costs to acquire the emissions 
reductions associated with this additiOnal objective, simply 
because so~e of the cleanest resources haVe higher capital cOsts 
than many other resources. We fully recognize hoth the costs and 
benefits of this additional objective, which is another way of 
saying that our process enables us to strike a balance between 
those costs and benefits. We will not pursue our environmental 
objectives without regard to cost. 

To help us strike the proper balance, the utilities 
incorporated residual emission values in their ICEM analyses~ This 
conputer mOdeling is a diagnostic tool; using the results ot such 
modeling in various ways, the parties hava applied uncertainty 
analysis and their own strategio preferences to develop proposed 
solutions, i.e., their preferred resource plans. 

This quantitative and qUalitative analysis confirms that
PG'B, SOO'B, and Edison all need Additional resources over the next 
eight years (the lOR "window" for purposes ot the update) •. This is 
consistent with the CEC's conclusions in ER-90. 

- 18 -



• 3.1 How Emissions valuation and Fuel 
Diversity Affect this Decision 

Placing a (negative) Value on residual emissions and a 
(positive) value on generation resources that increase the fuel 
diversity of Our resOurce mix has two pOtential impacts of great 
concern to electricity planners. First, internalizing air quality 
impacts·in the ICEK analysis justifies on strict economic grounds 
increased investment in resources with low Or no emissions. 12 

second, the environmentally sensitive least-cost plan produces more 
benefits (better air quality) but may cost more (because the 
resources with low or no emissions generally have high capital 
costs) than the traditional least-cost plan. 

These concerns are easiiy handled. First, as we hav~ 
consistently held beginning with 0.86-07-004, we will not e~ceed 
the eEc's -integrated assessment of need- in its current 
Electricity Report. We keep that commitment here, and in One case 
(Soo&E), we even stop well short of the total Mlol found needed in·" 
ER-90. 13 second, the IDRs we designate include a mix of gas~fired . 
resources (repowers) with wind and geothermal resources. The 
Z"epowers are highly cost-effective with or without consideration of 
residual emissions, and for each utility the repower IDRs make upa 
majority of the capaoity offered in this solicitation. These IDRs 

. 12 At this time, we do not haVe an eXplicit value for fuel 
diversity, since residual emission valuation by itself was 
sufficient to cause diverse technologies to appear in the base case 
resource plans. We belieVe, however, that fuel diversity has 
benefits distinct from air quality and should be valued separately. 
We urge the CEC to continue its analysis of this question in ER-92. 
Meanwhile, fuel diversity has its own role in ~his update through 
our implementation of the statutory set-aside for renewable 
technologies. (see section 3.1.1 below.) 

13 For eXplanation of our deoision to li.it SDG&E's solicitation, 
see sections 3.4 et seq. (on strategic preferences) and section 5.1 
below. 
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(or QFs that underbid them) will significantiy enhance the fuel 
diversity and emissions performance of the currently fossil 
fuel-dominated Edison and SDG&E systems and at the same time will 
produce lower rates on those systems compared to the rates 
resulting from Edison and SDG&E continuing to run their existing 
power plants. 

SDG&E has clearly grasped these principles and, in its 
preferred resource plan, reaches results similar to today's 
decision.!4 Edison has more difficulty due to its failure to 
reflect within its own planning the cumulative impact of Our 
resource planning decisions of tha past 12 years. 

One policy that seems to baffle Edison is our policy in 
0.91-06-022 that residual emissions be valued; another is our 
pOlicy (going back to 0.86-07-004) that cost-effective resources be 
added to the resource plan in the first year of cost-effectiveness, 
regardless of -real worldw construction iead-times. 15 When roiled 
into Edison's and SDG&E's analyses, these policies contribute to a 
finding that both Edison and SDG&E need to change their resourc~ 
mix substantially to reduce emissions. 

Edison portrays this finding as -unintendedo·16 On the 
contrary, we fully intend to understand the effect of residual' 
emissions valuation. Where that effect is significant, we fully 
intend to hear from the parties, including the utilities, on how' 

14 PG&E also reaches results similar to today's deoision, -
although that is not surprising since the range of planning 
outcomes is much narrower for PG&E than for SDG&E. 

15 ~he construction lead-time pOlicy is further discussed in 
section :).4.4 below. , 

16 ~he finding could hardly come as a surprise. Edison has 
thousands of MW of ag1ng gas-fired generation in the Los Angeles, 
basin, which has the most severe air quality problems in the United 
states. 

- 20 -
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4It best to reduce environmental costs, with due consideration f6r 
ratepayers' out-of-pocket costs and our other planning objectives, 
Rather than suppress or ignore such information, we think the only 
way to balance objectives properly is to inform ourselVes as fully 
as possible of the factors that influence the relative weight to be 
accorded competing objectives at a given time. 

• 

Neither emission valuation nor "ideal" resource timing 
interferes with Our ability to balance different planning 
objectives; they are necessary inputs to the balancing process. 
They help define the range of pOtential air quality benefits. We 
then develop, through balancing, the best practicable plans that 
include environmental sensitivity. 

One significant change adopted in today's decision that 
should assist the balancing process is our shift in residual 
emissions valuation from unilorm to nonuniform values. (See 
section 9.2 below.) Also, we agree with SDG&E and PG&E that a 
distinction must be made betWeen long-term and short-term resources 
(see section 3.4.1 below), and \Ie also conclude that the addition 
of residual emissions valuation to ICEH precludes reliance on a 
single ICBM scenario for resource planning purposes. 17 These 
scenarios are presently too skewed by the air quality factor to 
allow us the flexibility we need to balance the various planning 
objectives. over time, the utility systems should reduce their 
emissions and air quality-driven need will deoline, which will in 
turn avoid the kind of lumpy first-year additions that concerned 
Edison in this Update. 

17 In D.86-07-004, we contemplated specifying one of the ICEK 
scenarios to derive the IDRs. Virtually all the parties in the 
current update depart to some extent from strict scenario reliance, 
and they were correct to do so • 
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. 3.1.1 Impact of New Legislation 
The previous phase of this proceeding included the issue 

of whether this commission should ensure that QFs using renewable 
fuels fill at least a stated portion of electric resource need. In 
0.91-06-022, we declined to make such an a priori allocation to 
renewables. We preferred a process that would allow all 
technologies to bid against all IDRs but would include in planning 
and in bidding specific dollar values for the air quality and fuel 
diversity benefits that renewable resources provide. 1S 

After that decision, Governor Wilson signed two bills 
strengthening california's commitment to renewable resOurce 
deVelopment. AS 2198 (Sher) adds section 101.4 to the PUblic 
utilities (PU) Code: 

MIt is the policy of the state and the intent of 
the Legislature that state and municipal 
electrio resource acquisition programs . 
recognize and include a value fOr the resource 
diversi.ty provided by renewable resources.· 

This statute essentially codifies the fuel diversity policy that we 
approved in principle in D.91-06-022. 

Also, AS 1090 (Hayden) adds PU Code section 701.3: 
MUntil the (CPUC] cOmpletes an electrio 
generation procurement methodology that values 
the environmental and diversity costs and 
benefits associated with various generation 
technologies, the (CPUC) shall direct that a 
specifio portion of future electrical 
generating capacity needed for California be 
reserved or set aside for renewable resources.-

These statutes take effect 6n January 1, 1992, and we conolude that 
they govern resourc~ procurement in this update. Our methodol6gy 
does not yet quantify the value of fuel diversity, however, so the 

18 see generally 0.91-06-022, mimeo. pp. 13-14, 26-39. However; 
neither ER-90 nor D.91-06-022 adopts a value for fuel diversity. 
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. ~ provisions of section 101.3 require us to "set aside" a portion of 
generating capacity for renewable resources in the coming ~id . 
solicitation. Our record contains ample basis for impl~menting 
these provisions. 

We will adopt for purposes of the renewables set-aside 
the definition of non-fossil resOurces that we used i~ D.91~06-022, 
Le" generation resources that do not Use oil, coal, or natural 
gas as their primary fuel source. Qualifying projects Would 
include wind, hydro, geothermal, solid waste, biomass, and solar 
projects. such a project must not use any amount of oil or coal, 
but may use natural gas for no more than 25% of its total energy 
input during a calendar year. A project acquired through the 
set-aside must certify compliance with these fuel use restrictions 
as part of its commitments under its final standard offer 4 
contract. 

we will structure the set-aside keeping in mind our goal 
of substantial consistency tlith ER-90's integrated assessrnent'of 
need. Thus, each utility will have a set-aside tailored to its', 
total resource need aild the diversity, or lack of diversity, of its. 
current resource mi~. The specifics are described in later 
sections of today's decision. 

Som~ of the aspects of bidding on set-asides are the 
subject of a proposal set fo~th in Attachment 6 to today's 
decision. The parties will have an opportunity tor turtherc6mment 
on how these aspects shouid be resolved. (See also section 8.2 
below.) However, the following 'rules are adopted now for 
administering the set-aside capacity solicitation in this Update. 
First, each 'set-aside will haVe benchmark prices set by a renewable 
lOR. second, all technolOgies will be allowed to bid against 
renewable lDRs, but at least half the capaoity of each renewable 
lOR will be awarded to renewable bidders (assuming there are 
sufficient renewable OF bidders to tully subscribe the 
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set-aside) .19 Th-ird, secOnd-price auction. rules -applyt6 the 
price awarded thewinninq bidders. (But see Attachment 6 on the 
issue of whether the second-price should be determined separately 
for the set-aside ~nd all~technolOqY winners.) 
3.1. 2 Cal ifbrnia' s Fuel-Neu-tral Resource Strategy 

Rec6<jnizing the environmental costs of residual emissions 
of different generation resource options affects cost-effectiveness 
analysis for purposes 6f resource procurement. our policY applies 
to all resource types and ail fuel sources. BecaUse coai-bu-rning 
technolOgies can prodUcl! more emissions than do many other 
generation technoloqies, the relative cost~'effectiveness of coal 
generally declines. 20 This is a predictable result of the 
application of otir analytical tools 0_ 

How~ver, as we noted earlier, meeting the state's 
objective of minimizing the environmental costs of providing-' 
electricity service is one of several important Objectives We must 
balance. In the billancing process, Wecahnot ignore the CEC's 
conclusion that new coal-fired plants should have no role in 

19 . PG&E's wind I.DR is an e>cceptionto this rule. since it is a 
small lOR in absolute terms and also in c6mparison to PG&E's 
rep6wer iDR, bidding on this wind lOR is limited to renewable QFs. 

20 _This generalizatio'r\ re~ires s6me qUalification. For e)lample~ 
sOme fuel oil has a high Bulfurcontent, with resuiting highe~ -
emissions'of sulfur/oxygen compounds (Sox), while some coal has a 
low sulfur content. The emissions from any power plant alsO d~pend 
on th~ pollution abatement ~quipment at the plant, the way the -
plant is run, and many ~ther parameters:b~sides fuel type. There 
are also technologies (e~isting or under dev~lopment) to trea~ or 
convert coal to permit oleaner combustion. Our method for valuing 
residual emissions captures such variation, however, because the 
air qUality cost is based on plant-specific emission rates, and is 
not a generio cost based on fuel type. 
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e California utilities' resource plans at this time. 21 The CEC/s 
recently-adopted report on global c1irnat~ ch~nge22 brings i 

coal-based strategy further into question in its recommendation (at 
page 22 of the report) that california reconsider altogether any 
contribution from coal-fired resources. GiVen the Valuable role 
that coal and other fossil fuel generation technologies haVe 
traditionally played in helping california meet its energy
requirements, we believe a more measured approach is appropriate, 
3.1.2.1 Purchases fro. Possil-fired Power Plants 

consistency is an essential element of an effectiv~ 
energy policy. Today's decision and D.91-06-022 signal a change; 
however, they do not make radical departures but rather continue 
our development of competitive resource procurement that we began 
more than it decade ago. While this development is still eVblving, 
its underlying direction toward a -level playing field- for alt
suppliers ot electricity should guide the way our re9ulat~d 
utilities plan for and develop their energy resource 
inlrastruotures. 

Accordingly, today's decision sends two important -
messages. First, consistent with Our statutory mandate, we are 
committed to recognizing all significant costs--including 
environmental costs--in choosing the long-term mix of resources 

21 -The Commission (CEel does not find a role for new coal-tired 
power plants. - . (ER-90 at p. 6-2.) The CEe reached the same . 
conolusion in its 1988 Eleotrioity Report, even though it there 
ascribed nQ cost to residual emissions. We interpret-the quoted 
statement to mean that the full social and priVAte cost of. . 
building, owning, and operating a coal-fired faoility at this time 
significantly e~ceeds the costs of other resource options now· . 
available to California's electrio utilities. The utility resource 
plan showinqs in the update certainly support such a conclusion. 

22 -Global Climate Change Report & Potential Impacts arid policy 
Recommendation- (adopted November 20, 1~91). 
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that will meet California's electricity requirements. second, and 
equally important, W~ provide energy suppliers with th~ price 
signals necessary to help them plan for and participate in 
california's electricity market. 

We recOgnize that state policy to directly incorporate 
environmental costs is a change. In some instances, the relative 
cost-effectiveness of proposed purchases from fossil-fired 
resources, and in particular, from existing coal plants, turns on 
these costs. In considering these proposed purchAses, we mak~ a 
crucial distinction between long-term and short-term purchases. 2l 

As part of our overall strategy to manage the transition 
to a more environmentally sensitive resource planning framework, we 
will judge the cost-effectiveness of short-term purchases on a . 
private least-cost basis, i.e., without consideration of residual 
emissions. (For a complete discussion, see section 3.4.1 below.) 
This policy is part of our commitment to consistency and to 
balance, maintaining relations with California's traditlorliH supply 
sources while achieving a diverse and steadily cleaner generation 
mix, 

LOng-term purchases from existing fossil-fired piants 
present more difficult policy questions, however. choices tor 
long-term resources go to the heart of this planning process. 
Thesa choices are ones that ratepayers will live with for 20 years, 
30 years, perhaps longer. Failing to include environmental 

23 ~he publio discourse on the Update causes us to make eXplioit 
anoth~r distinotion. ~he update concerns planning for future 
resources. It does not concern the utilities' dispatch of . .. 
resources already on their systems. we have not required.utilities·' 
to faotor residual emissions into their daily dispatch decision~ 
(so-called -environmental dispatch-), nor does the Update affect 
economy energy transactions. We are aware that other states may be 
considering environmental dispatch, and we will monitor their . 
deliberations, but we do not have plans to take up that subject. 
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objectives in our choices fOr the long-term would prevent us 
achieving our goal of environmentally sensitive, least-cost 
electricity service. 

. . 
from 

One argument fOr special treatment Of long-term purchases 
from existing coal plants is that they are all outside california 
and therefore, by implication, they do not affect CaU.torilia air .. 
quality. The implication is inaccurate in material respects. coai 
plants generally emit large quantities of carbon and sox. These 
pOllutants raise concerns about potential impacts, e.g., climate 
change and acid rain, that cross state and even national 
boundaries. i4 

FUrthermore, the extent of the climate change problem and 
national policy on climate change remain uncertain at this time •. 
We agree with the CEC that it is currently prudent to ascribe a 
fairly low value to carbon emissions; nevertheless, it is also 
prudent to adopt resource procurement policies recognizirigthat 
owners of existing coat-fired generation in the future may b~ 
required to take actions to abate their carbon emissions 
significantly, or to pay tor emission rights. This raises the 
concern that the owners may try to passon the costs for such 
actions to their customers, including other utilities making 
wholesale purchases. 

we conclude that the update long-term procurement process 
should contain no specia~ exclusions for particular generation 

24 The federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 create a 
nationwide program 6t tradeable sulfur dioxide (S02) emission 
permits. The idea behind nationwide trading of such permits is 
that abatement of S02 emissions in one reqion of the country does 
improve the environment in other, distant regions. The· CEC applies 
similar reasoning to its treatment of carbon emissions, i.e., it 
values such emissions uniformly regardless of wher~ they occurt 
·As air districts have reCOgnized, local deoisions can have global 
impacts. Those qlohal impacts must be evaluated.· (ER-90 at 
p. 5-14.) 
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technologies, generation sites, or pollutants. The same ~ 
prOCedures, including valuation of emissions, ought-to-apply to all 
technologies and to all plants, whether existing at the time of the 
Update or to be constructed. This conclusion follows directly from 
our commitment to a -level playing field N for cOmpeting sources Of 
supply. 

utilities, however, are authorized to make resource -
acquisitions outside the Update process using their best judqroent 
and subject to reasonableness review. This does not mean the 
utilities mayor should ignore residual emissions valuation between 
updates when considering long-term purchases frOm fossil-fired 
resources. The concerns expressed abOVe would continue to hav~ 
force in a reasonableness review. utilities are authorized to vary 
from assumptions used in the Update, but only to the extent such 
variation is acknowledged and justified to our satisfaction. 

Given the uncertainty over pOlicy addressing climate 
change, we also believe it essential that utilities obtain 
appropriate assurances from any prospective supplier with 
significant carbon emissions. such a supplier must eXpressly 
assume the risks relating to this uncertainty. Specifically, PG&E, 
SDG&E, or Edison should undertake a long-term purchase only if the 
supplier provides assurance that it alone wiil bear the cost of 
meeting any future costs resulting from a carbon tak, acquisition 
of tradeable emission permits J retrofits, or any other carbon 

.. 
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emission control strategy Or regulation applicable to the " 
supplier's plant(s).25 
3.1.3 How offsets Affect This Decision 

The parties raised various issues regarding offsets and 
their appli~ation to repower projects. There is also a 
methodological dispute. We address each of these issues below. 
3.1.3.1 Offset costs of a Repower Project 

Parties raised two issues regarding the utilities' 
treatment of offset costs in connection with repoWer projects. The 
first issue"" is whether the cost of the .repowerproject should 
include the value of the exemption from offset requirements for the 
capacity of the original unit. " When a utility builds a repower 
project l the utility needs Offsets only for the incremental 
capacity (i.e. t the total capacity of the repower minus the 
capacity of the original boiler taken out of service). SDG&E, for 
example, imputes no value to this regulatory e~emption in 
calculating the cost-effectiveness of repowering its plants. 

The second issue is similar: Should a utility impute 
value to an'offset it obtAins by shutting down one of its other 
plants and applying the offset to the incremental capacity of its 
repower? An example ot this issue is Edison's analysis of the 
cost-effectiveness of the san l!ernardlnorepower. Edison would 
apply an offset obtained from the retirement of another plant to 
the San Bernardino repowerl but would not treat that offset as a 
cost of the project. 

We have previously decided that the value 6f required 
offsets should be recoqnized as costs in the cost-effectiveness 

25 Essentially, any OF under any of our standard offers bears 
such risks with respeot to all air emissions over the life of its 
contraot. Thus, the assurance described in the text does not 
impose an unusual or punitive burden on non-QF sellers. We also 
understand that the Bonneville Power Administration is seeking 
similar assurance from its potential suppliers. 
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analysis of a candidate lOR. (See 0.91-06-022, mimeo. p. 14.) 
Offsets already owned and exemptions from offset requirements are 
both assets that may be consumed in a repower project and thus have 
a Value equal to the cost of a corresponding amount of offsets 
acquired in the open market. Therefore, these costs should b~ 
included in determining the costs of the repower project. 

SDG&E argues with respect to the first issue that the 
e~emption is a direct benefit of the repower and would not exist 
absent a repower. We disagree. The utility could shut d6wn a 
boiler for the benefit of a project at a different site or for a 
repower at the boiler's eXisting site. However the shut~down is· 
classified, it is the equivalent of an offset acquired from a third 
party and the utility is consuming it in the process of deVeloping 
new generation. Thus, we agree with the parties arguing that there 
is an opportunity cost in the shut-down that must be reflected in 
cost-effectiveness anaiysis and the lOR benchmark. 

There are several instances in this phase where a utility 
did not include the value of offsets and exemptions in a manner 
consistent with this discussion. we will not require new 
cost-effectiveness analyses in these instances; the repowers appear 
hiqhlY cost-effective regardless. 26 Where we designate repowers 
as IDRs, hOWeVer, the utility must correct the lOR's capital costs 
to include the full cost of offsets, as indicated above. 
3.1.3.2 Residual Eaissions of a Repower Project 

Another issue concerns how to calculate the residual 
emissions of a repower, considering ·the interaction of offsets and 

26 We recognize that ER-90 also found many r~powers to be 
cost-effective. 
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exemptions from offset requirements. 27 In the Update~ we follow 
air district rules in calculating residual emissions. south C6a~t 
AQMD disagrees with the utilities' calculation of residual 
emissions for repowered capacity that is exempt. 

According to south Coast AQMD, an exemption from needing 
to obtain an offset is not equivalent to an offset for purposes of 
calculating residual emissions. south Coast AQMD believes the 
utilities err when they apply dimaginary· offsets to the emissions 
from the exempt capacity, effectively setting the net emissions 
from that capacity at some negative number. South Coast AQMD 

argues only the emission offsets and offset ratios associated with 
the incremental capacity should be netted against the total repower 
emissions. 

we agree with South coast AQMD. When the residual 
emission calculation is performed correctlY, most repowers will 
have net residual emissions for the total repowered capacity, 
roughly equal to the actual plant emissions minus the offsets 
acquired for the incremental capacity.2S 

we note that the effect of this improper treatment of 
emissions from exempt capacity is to improve the cost-effectivehess 
of repowers by reducing the imputed emissions costs. HoweVer, for 
the reasons stated in the preceding section, we will not require 

27 A repowerinq is basically a new power plant utilizing an 
existing site and some components of an existIng plant. The . 
repowered plant/s emissions will probably differ from those of the 
e~isting plant that it replaces, so the repower's residual 
emissions, like those of any other long-term resource option, must 
be included in cost-effectiveness analysis. 

28 I~ is possible however, for a repower to"have net "negative 
emissions when the Incremental capaoity and the offset ratio are 
large enough. For example, if an existing 100 kW plant is 
repowered to 606 HW and the offset ratio is 1.311, the offsets for 
the increment c6uld exceed the emissions rate of the total 
repowered capaoity. 
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the utilities to re-do their cost-~ffeotiveness analyses~ We 
expect the utilities to correotly calculate repower emissions in 
the next Updat~. We also expect the utilities to make this 
correction for this update in their pUblished bid solicitations 
based on re~ower IDRs. 

". -". 

Finally, we invit~ the air districts to continue to 
provide their valuable input to the Update, as south coast AQMO and 
san Diego APCO have in this phase. we will continue to refine our 
procedures to coordinate with and to complement actions of the 
california air quality regUlators. (see D.91-06~022, mimeb. 
p. 40.) 
3.i.3.3 Offset cost calculation 

calculating the cost of an offset is another significant 
issue. There ar~ methodological differences between the parties, 
although these differences do not materially affect the finding of 
resource need. 

DRA and the utilitie~ both value offsets at the marginal 
cost of emission control for the various criteria pollutants (see 
Attachment 5) for the respective utilities. ORA and the utilities 
differ on the time period for which the offset value is calculated. 

The offset calculation for nitrogen/oxygen compounds· 
(NOX) is the one all parties concentrate on because NOx is 
generally the most significant criteria pollutant in california. 
ORA starts with a levelized (or annualized) number based on the 
cost of NOX emission control equipment having a ten-year life. ORA 
calculates the net present value of the ten-year payment stream, 
multiplies it by factors which represent the amount of offsets 
required, and then considers the resulting number a one-time 
capital cost. This cost would be used in ICEM in the same way as 
other capital costs. 
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Although the approaches of the three utilitIes differ, 
each essentially views the NOx Offset value as an annualized number 
which applies to all years of an lOR's operation (as opposed to the 
10 years used by ORA). Edison and SDG&E calculate a 'one-time 
offset cost, and PG&E calculates annual offset costs. 

We find that DRA's method for calculatirtg offset costs is 
correct. Calculating the one-time offset purchase price based on 
the net present value of a lO-year amortization appropriately 
applies the south coast AQMO's marginal cost methOdology. In 
contrast, the utilities' methods overstate offset costs and inflate 
the bidding benchmark for repower IORs. The utilities should 
correct their IORs' capital costs accordingly~ 

EVen ORA's method yields Offset prices higher than those 
found currently. ThOse prices may be expected to rise rapidly, 
hovever, as demand for offsets increases. 29 Furthermore, the eEe 
anticipates that offset prices could reach levels consistent with 
ORA's calCUlation. (see ER-90 at p. 5-8.) We are satisfied with 
the ORA method for this Update • 
3.2 How DSM Affects This Decision 
3.2.1 Fully Integrated Resource Planning 

After recognizing air quality impacts in our planning 
goals for electric utilities; probably· the single most important 
resource planning task faoing this commission and the CEC is 
improving our capability to evaluate DSH and to directly compare 
OSK resources with supply-side resources. 

29 ER-90 (in AppendixE, p. E-54) notes that NOx offset costs . 
in the south coast AQMD ranged from $4,100 to $13,500 per tort/year 
one-time cost, and that these costs have risen rapidly. GRA/IEP 
panelist Branchcomb reported at the en bano hearing .that PG&E has 
reached agreement to sell NOx offsets to the saoramento Munioipal 
Utility oistrict for a one-time cost of $28,000 per ton/year. 
(RT 5257.) 
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until recently, both this commission and theCEC ti~ed 
ICEM to test the cost-effectiveness of generation resQurceoptions 
and the standard Practice Manual to test the cost--effectiveness of" 
DSM options. 30 The use of different planning tools makes it 
difficult to ensure that the final resource plans result in an 
optimal mix of generation and DSM. with our renewed emphasis on 
DSM, thi~ difficulty becomes a major concern. 31 we also believe 
there is substance to GRA/IEPts claim that current procedures in 
the ER/Update cycle create a de facto set-aside for DSH. 

SOG&E is the leader in addressing this concern, i.e., the 
need to fUllY integrate supply- and demand-side planning. In the 
current Update, SOG&E performed a pilot analysis adapting ICEM to 
evaluate both generation and DSM resource options. After peer 
review and workshops,·SDG&E m6difi~d its pilot analysis and 
incorporated the results in its resource plan testimony in this 
phase. 

Meanwhile, PG&E and Edison are doing their own pilot 
analyses. DSM resOurces differ from generation resources in many 
ways, and PG&E and Edison have larger loads and leSS homogeneous 
service areas than doeS. SDG&E. Thus, the two larger utilities 

3() The full title of the current version of the Manual is 
standard practice Manual for the Economio Analysis o£ Demand-side 
Management programs. The Manual is a joint product of the two 
commissions, in consultation with energy utilities and other 
interested parties. 

31 The Manual is well-adapted to analyze the characteristics of 
DSM resource options, but the Manual uses a ·static· test of 
cost-effectiveness. leEK is a ·dynamic· test, i.e., it rec~nizes 
that marqinal costs decline with each resource found cost-effeotive 
and added to the resource plan. ICEM's ·dynamic· character makes 
it superior to the Manual, at least with respeot to determining the 
size and timing of res6urce additions. RelyIng entirely on the 
Manual might be inconsistent with least-cost planning, i,e., might 
result in 6ver~reliance on OSM. See our oritique of Edison's 
all-conservation resource plan (section 6.1 below). 
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cannot necessarily adapt ICEK in the same ways that SDG&E did. We 
will again use peer review and workshops to assist their progress. 
We hope that PG&E and Edison will each have an nintegrated planning 
methcdn for analyzing the cost-effectiveness of supply- and 
demand-side resource options in the next update cycle. 

SDG&E's progress gives us confidence that SDG&E has a 
reasonable level of nuncommittedn DSM in its resource plan. 32 The 
CEC in ER-90 expressed dissatisfaction with the level of 
uncommitted OSH for SDG&E and indicated it would accept a hi9her 
level if sustained in the Update. (Id. at p. 6-21.) SOO&E here 
shows about twice tha ER-90 level of uncommitted OSH, amounting to 
about 30\ of SOO&E's resource need oVer the next eight years. The 
parties agree, subject to some general reservations about OSH 
forecasting discussed in the following section, that SDG&E'S levels 
of uncommitted DSH are reasonable. 

We applaud SDG&E',s leadership and also the efforts of 
PG&E and Edison in this area. We caution, however, that the 
resource plan phase Of the ,Update is too compressed a review tor us 
to say that SDG&E's nintegrated planning method- is now perfected. 
These adaptations of leEK are new, and SDd&E made several revlsiQI'lS 
to its estimates during this phase, which suggests the possibility 
of further modification to improve accuracy or ease of use. We 
also hope that the CEC in ER-92 will continue this effort, since 
our agreeing on appropriate levels of OSH is impOrtant to both 
commissions. Thus, we anticipate much activity in workshops here 
and during ER-92 t6"further refine our integrated planning methods • 

. , 

32 Uncommitted DSK consists of utility DSM programs that are 
cost-effective but not yet authorized. ER-90 refers to them as 
·programs not currently in place but which should receive 
regulatory approval during the forecast period.- (~. at p. 4-12.) 
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3 • 2 • 2 Reliance oil OSM Programs 

We alluded in the previous section to our renewed 
emphasis on OSK. Theelect'ric utilities also have strong new 
incentives to pursue DSM programs because of earnings opportunities 
created by cur adoption of incentive mechanisms proposed in the 
California colloborative. MoreoVer, the CEC has projected that DSM 

programs should fill about 70% of statewide resource needs (ER-90 
at p. 6-2), with an even higher level for PG&E and a slightly lower 
level for Edison. (Id. at pp. 6-3, 6-1().) Some parties now 
suggest that this degree of reliance on OSM programs nay be unduly 

optimistic. 
specifically, ORA proposes several generic adjustments to 

various components of the utilities' forecasts. (See Exhibit 353, 
pp. 4-14, 4-15,) GRA/IEP g6 further. Their testimony argues that, 
currently, -the largest uncertainty in the resource plans (is) the 
level of uncommitted (OSM) assumed.- (Exhibit 381, p. 7.) GRA/IEP 
witness HoUse criticizes the current planning process, particularly 
the incomplete integration of resource planning that we discussed 
in the preceding section. He also cites evidence that DSH savings 
are often oVerstated and may not persist. (see generally id., 
chapter 3.) He recommends· that we -discount the uncommitted OSM 
levels of ER-90 by 56\ to adjust for uncertainties about whether 
the energy savings predicted will actually be realized.- (Id" 
p. 26.) According to House, this adjustment would result in about 
the same levels of uncommitted DSM as those the CEC adopted in the 
1988 Electricity Report. 

We do not make the requested adjustments to the 
utilities' DSK forecasts, but we share many of the concerns 
expressed by ORA and GRA/IEP. successful conclusion of the 
integrated planning e~eroise described in the preceding section 
would moot some of these concerns in luture updates. Also, we will 
address both the measurement and evaluation issues raised by 
GRA/IEP and DRA, and the issues raised by ORA witness Schultz about 
coordination between different CPUC proceedings, in our 
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consolidated DSM rulemaking and investigation. (R.91-08~003 ~~d 

I.91-08-()()2.) . 
We also agree with GRA/IEP witness House that, giVen the 

large amount of DSH in current utility resource plans, it is 
legitimate to consider the uncertainty of oSM forecasts, especialiy 
if evidence shows that the confidence levels for these forecasts " 
are lower than for other key planning assumptions. Conversely, 
uncertainty analysis could include CEERT's suggestion to create a 
scenario utilizing DSM a~d renewable resources exclusively. 
3.2.3 DSM Bidding Pilots 

In a separate DSM Rulemaking/Investigation 
(R.91-08-003/I.91-08-002) , we are testing various forms of DSM 
bidding pursuant to PU code § 747 and our recently adopted rules 
governing OSM. 33 PU code § 747 requires that one or more energy ,i 

utilities implement pilot programs to test: (1) the ability ot OSM 

bidding to deliver benefits to utility customers, separate trom ailY 
generation resource bidding systeml (2) the feasibility Of an 
integrated bidding system that includes bOth generation resources 
and DSH programs; and (3) a program of competitive DSM bidding 
auctions for gas utilities. We haVe recently approved a DSH-only 
bidding pilot for PG&E, and additional pilots will be submitted for 
our consideration this year. (See 0.92-03-028.) 

On February 24, 1992, Transphase systems, Inc. 
(1'ransphase) filed motioJ}s to intervene in the Update and to 
consolidate integrated bidding with this proceeding. Transphase 
requests that third-party providers of DSM services be allowed to 
bid, along with QFs, for the deferrable generation authorized 
today. TO this end, Transphase recommends that we augment the 
solicitation packages for final standard otfer 4 to incorporate 
integrated bidding procedures. In Transphase's view, this proposed 

33 See D.92-02-075 in R.91-08-001/I.91-08-002. 
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consolidation would eliminate the need fOr A'redUl1dartt* integrated 
bidding pilot(s) and prevent relitigation in a OSM proceeding of . 
all the qeneratlon/supply-side issues currently being resolved in 
this Update. 

PG&E, SDG&E, DRA, and GRA/IEP filed repli~s to the motion 
and were unanimous in their opposition. 34 They stated that 
including a DSM solicitation in this Update would be premature and 
would unduly complicate and delay the bidding. 35 

He deny Transphase's motion to consolidate. First l 

contrary to Transphase's assertions, an integrated bidding pilot is 
easily accOmmodated within the overall level of resource additions 
adopted in today's order. There is no basis for Transphase's 
apparent assumption that, unless the integrated bidding pilot 
·counts against· QF-deferrable generation, the entire resource plan 
could be subject to relitigation. As illustrated in Fiqure 7 

above, a relatively small portion of total resource need will be 
subject to QF bidding over the 1992-1999 period (i.e., less than 
1500 HW or 15\). An inteqrated bidding pilot (or pilots) could 
easily be subsumed within the remaining thousands of HWs of need, 
e.g., within the forecast of uncommitted DSM. 

second, we prefer to test various forms of DSK bidding On 

a pilot scale, before allocating a large amount of capacity through" 
any single auction and form of bidding. This approach is 
consistent with PU code § 747(0), which requires that ve ·assess 

34 GRA/IEP's reply was timely served but filed a day late. For 
gOOd cause, GRA/IEP's request for leave to tile late is grant~d. 

35 SDG&E also notes that Transphase's petition to intervene is 
deficient under Rule 54 of the commission's Rules of Practice and 
Procedure. We agree with SDG&E that Transphase ·raises new 
issues ••• at the eleventh hour.· We therefore deny the petition 
without prejudice. Although this ruling technically moots the 
motion to consolidate, we eXplain in the body of the opinion why 
such consolidation would not be appropriate. 
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e the feasibility and implications of implementing the tested bidding 
systems- before making recommendations on whether DSM bidding 
systems should be used to fulfill future electric utility resource 
needs. He disagree with Transphase that the only Utrue testy 6f 

integrated bidding requires immediate implementation of the 
integrated bidding pilot(s) at a scale commensurate with supP1Y- . 
side bidding. J6 

consideration of integrated bid.ding pilot(s) will remain 
in our DSH Rulemaking/lnvestigation. ~e leaVe the scheduling of 
the various phases of that Rulemaking/lnvestigation to the ALJ 
assigned to that proceeding. 
3.3 Bow Transaission Access Affects This Decision 

Growth in alternative generation capacity is only one 
step toward our achieving a fully competitive electric generation. 
market. An efficient market in electric supply alsO depends on 
efficient use a! transmission facilities. Utilities still control 
their transmission systems, and QFs have only such access to the·? 
wholesale market as the interconnecting utility is ~illing to 
provide. If a OF does not own its transmission system, and cannot 
arrange for a utility to transmit its energy, it cannot get its 
energy to the marketplace. Thus, the transmission sector remains a 
natural monopoly and a -bottleneck- to achieving full competition 
in the electric generation market. 

The issue of transmission access affects this deoision In 
a number of ways. It is significant for integration purposes, when 
a OF is selling power to an interconnecting utility. It is als6 

36 We also disagree with Transphase/s assertion that the proposed 
consolidation could be accomplished without any disruption in the 
schedule for this proceeding or the DSKRulemaking/lnvestiqation. 
Transphase/s assumption that proposals for integrated bidding 
protocols can be developed, adopted, and implemented without 
extending the auction schedule is unrealistic. 
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significant for wheeling purposes, when a QF uses the transmission 
system to transmit its output through an interconnecting utility's 
area to the purchasing utility's system. 

Thus, in order to compete to serve a potential buYer, a 
QF must have reasonable access to the transmission system. A OF 
also needs to have reasonable assurance of the costs and other 
terms under which it may have its output integrated into an 
interconnecting utility's system or wheeled by the utility 
connecting the QF to the purchasing utility. 

FUrthermore, Our bidding process needs refinement to 
allow direct comparison Of an IDR's transmission costs with the 
transmission costs of the bidding QFs. These costs would then be 
included with all other costs of the bidders and of the IDR against 
which they are bidding. This means that specific information 
regarding an IDR's transmission costs should be reflected in the 
benchmark price. It also means that a QF needs to know in advance, 
from data published by the utility, what its transmission costs 
will be in order for the QF to properlY determine its bid. The 
utility would then use these same pUblished transmission costs in 
order to evaluate the bids and determine the winners. This process 
will further our goal of deVeloping an environmentally sensitive 
least-cost resource plan which accounts tor all the costs of power 
(as delivered to the utility load center) of the competing resource 
options. 

For this reason we have instituted a pardliel proceeding 
(1,90-09-050) where we are considering these key transmission 
issues. These two proceedings are closely linked, and we 
antioipate significant progress in the transmission investigation 
within the current update cycle. This progress should include some 
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~ reflection of transmission costs and reasonable access to wheeling· 
service as part of this Update solicitation. 31 

~ 

We recognize that SDG&E's system has special transmission 
considerations. Our transmission investigation and its impact on 
SDG&E's system have strategic implications that influence the size 
of the SDG&E solicitation in this Update. (See section 5.1 below.) 
3.4 How strategic Preferences Affect This Decision 

We have designed the Update process bearing in mind that 
the process mUst deal with many variables and many policy goals, 
sOme of which may conflict with each 6ther. 38 Our first 
principles, with which everyone agrees, are that nO forecast Of 
future conditions is perfect, and that every resOurce plan will 
contain tradeoffs. 

Modern res6urce planning is a combination of computer 
analysis and expert judgment. The conputer analysis helps quantify 
potential problems (e.g., capaoity shortfall, rising fuel eXp~risesi. 
high environmental costs) and likely outcomes given various 
assumptions. Expert judqment--not the computer analysis--is used 
to craft a solution (the resource plan) tailored to the problems 
and policy goals as these are perceived at a particular time. 
Expert judgment is always necessary because computer modeling 
results are no better than the necessarily uncertain input 
assumptions, and because some things are not (and may never be) 
quantifiable. 

31 see section 8.1 on coordinatinq the schedule of 1.90-09":'050 
with th~ Update, 

38 There are conflicts inherent even in traditional least-cost 
planning. For example, we want "reliable- service but e)Ctrem~· .' 
degrees 6£ reliability may require prohibitively eXpensiVe reserVe's 
6f qeneration and transmission facilities. Resource planners have 
alwars had to balance reliability and cost. Recognition of air . 
qUal ty impacts simply adds another factor for planners t6 try to 
balance. 
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For these reasons; this Commission has always insisted 
that each utility;s resource plan testimony explain how the utlli~y 
is respOnding to uncertainty and incorporating strategic 
preferences in its plan. virtually every party agrees with this in 
prinoiple. 39 

strategic preferences do not strongly affect the PG&E 
resource plan at this time. The reason is that PG&E's testimony 
shows little variation between the base case, alternative 
scenarios, and th~ recommendations of ER-90. Other parties i 

recommendations on IDRs and total MW for PG&E's sollcitation:d6 not 
differ markedly from PG&E's own position. 

strategic preferences are vital for SDG&E and Edison 
because the recognition of residual emissions costs shows that 
these utilities would benefit from increased investment in 
resources with low or no emissions. New resources become 
cost-effective earlier in the utility resource plans, more 
iow-emission resources arE! cost-effective; and total MW of need 
increase somewhat, compared to traditional least-cost planning 
(1. e., planning that does not recognize residual emissions co'sts). 

EVer since 0.86-07-004, we have constrained final 
standard Offer 4 solicitations to observe the CEC's integrated 
assessment of need. This means that for each utility, we generally 
will not make any m6re MW available for bidding in a given Update 
cycle than the CEC would find needed pursuant to its theil--current 

39 Unfortunately, Edison has presented its case in such a fashion 
as to obscure its actual preferences and its reasoning behind then. 
(see section 6.1 below.) 
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.~. Electricity Report. 40 We have expressly stated that in 
appropriate circumstances we might make fewer MW available. 

In today's decision, the deferrable resources we identify 
for PG&E and Edison substantially correspond to the MW levels that 
the CEe has recommended for bidding in this Update cycle. Our 
consideration of SoG&E's strategic preferences and our own judgment 
on SDG&E's situation persuad'e us to authorize a small solicitation. 
The deferrable resources we identify for SDG&E amount to slightly 
more than half the MW that the CEC recommends SDG&E nacquire noWA-

Before discussing each utility's resource plan showings, 
we discuss belOW the key strategic considerations that the parties 
have debated. 
~ • 4 .. 1 Evaluation of Short-tent vB.. Long-term Resources 

The Update and final standard offer 4 primarilY address 
long-term electric resource needs met by construction of n~w plants 
or by long-term purchases. A resource plan, however, contains: . 
purchases of varying duration. The question has arisen whether the 
utility shoUld test all potential resources by the environmental 
least-cost method, i.e., inclUding the cost of residual air 
emissions. 

The commission conoludes that, for this update and until 
further order, utilities should evaluate short-term purchase 
options (those of five years duration or less) on a traditional " 
least-cost basis, i.e., without factoring in residual emissions 

40 One oircumstance in which a larger solicitation might be 
appropriate is where a major portion of a utility's resource mix. 
were to becom~ unexpectedly unavailable for a long period. since 
the CEC has a standing committee that may consider modifying an 
ElectrioityReport in extraordinary oircumstances! we think it is 
Unlikely that this commission would find itself w thbut guidance 
from the CEC should a generation supply emergency arise. 
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costs. 41 Because there is inherent tension between this tn;atl1lent e 
of short-term purchases and other policy goals, all parties are 
invited to comment in future Updates on the impact of such 
treatment. 
3.4.1.1 usefulness of Short-term Purchases 

Short-term purchases always have several advantages 
relative to other resOurce options. The most obvious advantage 
from the california perspective is that such purchases provide 
inter-regional balance, by allowing utilities to benefit from 
surplus generation and different peak load patterns that may 
prevail in other markets. The pacific Northwest and Desert 
Southwest currently haVe surplus generation at certain times during 
the year, and the pacific Northwest, in contrast with california, 
eXperiences its peak load during the winter. These circumstances 
enable a.wide variety of sales and eXchanges to take place between 
the regions, with cast savings for all participants. 

There are other important advantages. New power plants, 
for economic and technical reasons, tend to be 'lumpy' (100/S of 
KW). A utiiity can often serve a small incremental need for 

capacity more cheaply through short-term purchases than through the 
construction of a new plant. 

Short-term purchases can also serve various hedging 
strategies. Forecasts of need always haVe a degree of uncertainty, 
but short-term purchases can mitigate such risk by enabling the 
purchasing utility to delay commitment to building a new power 
plant·until, e.g., anticipated load growth appears more certain. 
In fact, one valuable form of diversity for a utility system is to 
have resources of different and staggered duration, so that the 

41 This definition of short-term resources was generally agreed 
to by the parties in the previous phase (Phase 18) of this 
proceeding. 
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. _ utility is neither flush with generation nor faced with sudden 
generation shortfalls. 

To summarize, short-term purchases help an electric 
utility smooth its supply curvej maintain prudent reserves~ and 
maximize its ability to participate in inter-regional wholesale 
markets. such purchases will always playa part in least-cost 
resource procurement. 42 

3.4.1.2 Concerns with Short-term Purchases 
The aboVe enumeration of the advantages of short-term 

purchases also makes clear that a utility nay haVe too great a 
reliance on them. Economic advantages associated with short-term 
purchases depend in part on the persistence of surplus generation 
on other utility systems. As these systems approach resource 
balance, bargains will disappear, and the purchasing utility would 
be better off building new plants. At that point, short-t~rm 
purchases should not defer commitment to long-term generation 
resources. 

MoreOVer, short-term purchases are a patch t not a 
structural solution. Edison and SOG&E, in particular, need to 
modernize, diversify, and clean up their present mix of power 
plants. Also, short-term purchases generally do not provide system 
stability benefits, such as Voltage support, whichSDG&E has argued
are needed on its system. Short-term purchases help to minimize 
potential rate shock but they do not themselves accomplish these 
needed changes to the utility infrastructure. ToO much reliance on 

42 We note the CEe has netted out of-its need assessment a 
substantial amount for -spot capacity- purchases, e.g '

1 
700 HW for 

PG&E and 400 HW for Edison throughout the planning hor zon. 
short-term purchases also appear in the CEe's -committed- resource 
categories. (see generally Chapter 6 (-Integrated Assessment of 
Need-] of ER-90.) 
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short-term purchases could e~acerbate the existing st'ructural 
problems on the utiiities' systems. 
3.4.1.3 Why Short~termPurchases Should Be Evaluated 

without FactoriDq in Residual Eaissions costs 

In 0.91-06-022, we determined that since emissions impose 
measurable costs upon oui:' societY, they shOuld be accounted for in 
evaluating long-term purchases. This resource pian phase, and the 
resultant bidding cycle, is the first time that a residual emission 
analysis will be applied to long-term purchases. In short, it is 
the first time that environmentally sensitive least-cost planning 
is put into practice. 

since we are in this transition phase, it is useful to 
maintain our traditional least-cost planning approach when 
evaluating short-term purchases. Although we have determined that 
taking externalities into consideration provides a better 
indication of the real cost of generation, not applying a residual 
emissions analysis to short-term purchases will ease the transition 
phase, and will help cushion any potential rate or other impacts 
that may result from incorporating externalities in evaluating 
long-term purchases. 

we eXpect this policy to chiefly affect output from 
plants that have already been built. In other words, utilities 
vill have less of an incentive to build new power plants with high 
levels of emissions solely for the purpose of making short-term 
sales into the california market. Short-term purchases do not 
provide the kirtd of price signal and long-term commitment by our 
california utilities that would encourage oth~r utiliti~sto make 
such investments. By the same token, even if we factor 'in residual 
emissions costs in evaluating short-term resources, this may not' 
result in the clean-up of the e~isting plants, especially it there . , 
remain other buyers in the market. 
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3.4.1.4' Interim Nature of this POlicy 
We are concerned that this bifurcated analysis (i. e'., 

applying enVironmentally sensitive least-co~t.plannifig to i~n~-ter~ 
purchases or new construction and traditional least-cost plc'uloiilg 
to short-te~ purchases) might lead to too much reliance on 
short-term purchases. Such reliance could increase costs and 
ultimately obstruct many of our resource planning goals (to 
modernize existing energy infrastructure, develop renewable 
technologies, assist air quality compliance, Invest in DSM, ensure 
reliable service). Therefore, we stress this bifurcated approach 
is an interim pOlicy that we will carefully monitor and revisit. 
Furthermore, we recognize that as other state and federal 
regulators increasingly factor externalities into their own 
resource decisions, it may be appropriate to modily this policy.43 
3.4.2 -pOrtfolio' strategies 

InVestors know that concentrating one's assets in a 
single investment, or i\ single type of investment, is generally 
riskier than holding a diversified portfolio. A similar concept 
applies to ~lectricity resource planning, and especially t6 
deVelopments in resource planning over the past 16-20 years. . 

For example, we have come to recognize that DSH programs 
(conservation and load management), among their other advahtages in 
comparison to new pOwer plants, can help diVersity our resource 
mix. Many believe DSH is less risky than building new plants, and 
in any case, DSM involves a different set of risks; the things that 

43 For this phase, each utility was directed, in pertormin<.J its 
long-term resource· plan cost-effectiveness analysis, to -count air 
emission costs for all resources Once they are added to its sYstem, 
even if the added resource is short-term.- (ALJ Ruling, July 12, 
1991, mimeo. p. 6.) This direction is consistent with today's 
decision, the intention is to ensure residual emission costs are 
taken into account when testing pOtential long-term resources. The ~ 
ruling is affirmed and will govern resource plan modeling in future 
Updates • 
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c<luse' plant construction to incur overruns may not increase the 
cost of DSM at all. 

We haVe also come to recognize the Value of having our 
utilities look to independent sources and to other utilities for 
supply-side resources, and recently for demand-side resources as 
well. This change in procurement strategy has many benefits, such 
as competitive pricing, technical innovation, and diversity of 
size, location, and technOlogY. 

These examples are already familiar. The update process 
is a product of this procurement strategy, and at the same time it 
brings additional types of portfolio planning issues into focus. 

An important reasOn why ~e have frequent Updates (every 
two years) is that our forecasts ot future conditions are 
constantly changing. Thus, reSource plans must be revised 
frequently, and utilities must always have the ability to make' 
resource commitments between Updates. 

Also, we would not want to have a drastic makeove'r of. any 
utility system in anyone update. For this reason, even it we had 
not already accepted the CEC's limit on need for this solicitation, 

. . 
we would not require Edison, for example, to solicit all the 1700 . 
MW of clean generation that the base case analysis says would be 
cost-effective. That would be putting too much weight on the 
current forecAst. 44 

What we here call portfolio considerations influence 
today's decision significantly. They are one reason why we have 
both gas-fired "and renewable IDRs for each utility. They are the 
main reasOn why we limit the IDRs for SDGSE to less than 60\ of th~ 
additional capacity that the CEC recommends SDG&E acquire now. 

" . 
44 Another concern might be whether the size of the solicitation 

would be so large as to drive up the market price, cODpared to the 
price that could be obtained through a serles of smaller 
solicitations. 
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~ The IORs designated for PG&E-constitute a tiny portion of 
its system capacity; they also do not significantly increase -the 
number of QFs on PG&E's system even if they are fully sUbscribed. 
Edison's IORs constitute a somewhat higher but still quite small 
portion of the Edison system. 

The situation is different for SDG&E, which has 
significant reliability-based need over the next eight years, and 
which under all of its scenarios would be increasing its system 
capacity by one-third or more. The limits ~e place on SDG&E's . 
solicitation keep the OF contribution to its total capacity in line 
with the other utilities. They also ensure that SDG&E will fill 
its large resource needs from a variety of sources, not just QFs 
and not just this solicitation. 
3.4.3 -Go Short- strategies: Nort-biddable Need 

SDG&E has suppOrted in this Update, as in the previous 
update, a strategy which always reserves, for provision through 
short-term purchases, 50% Of its perceived long-term need. SDG&E 
attributes much of its success in lowering its average electricity 
rates below those of PG&E and Edison to its use of this -go short
strategy. 

There are several advantages to such a strategy, 
according to SDG&E. The strategy positions the utility well to 
take advantage of low-priced supply, which SDG&E says will continue 
to be available in the wholasale electricity market. Also, the 
strategy enables the utility to avoid premature commitment to 10n9-
term resources. 

We approve SDG&E's position in principle, while we 
continue to be skeptical about SDG&E's formulaic application of 
that prinoiple. -Go short- strategies serve many of the same 
purposes as -portfolio· strategies in that they hedge against many 
kinds of risk. We have ai~o indicated that short-term resources 
should always have a role to play in resource procurement. (see 
section 3.4.1 above.) But SDG&E has no convincing explanation of 
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why the reservation should be 50\:, or any other stated.fraction, 
rather than a current judgment about what market conditions·~t th~ 
time of the current forecast suggest would be appropriate. 

wGoing short" is plausible for a small or mid-sized 
utility (like SDG'E) whose neighboring utilities haVe surplus 
capacity. Uow much that utility should go short depends on 
particular circumstances, such as the projected persistence of 
surplus capacity, the utility's ability to meet reserVe margin and 
system stability criteria, the lead-times of various r~source 
options, etc. A utility that always goes short may find itself 
buying in a seller's market. While it is true that premature 
commitments are costly, the same may be said of commitments made 
too late. 

Although we grant SDG&E's request that we designate 
substantially less capacity for this solicitation than the total 
potentially deferrable capacity shown in ICEK analysis, Our reasOns 
for doing·s6 are primarily those ciiscussed in the preceding section 
and in section 5.1 below. SDG&E wIll have to produce a more· 
rigorous and more circumstantial demonstration of its 6go short· 
strategy than this recOrd contains for us to accord that strategy 
much independent weight. 

The effect of a solicitation that is smaller than a 
utility's total need is to leave the utility with discretion, until 
the next update, over ho~, when, or eVen whether to acquire this 
needed but not biddable capacity. The utility's exercise 6f that 
discretion would be subject of course to our traditional 
reasonableness review. 
3 .... 4 Use of Base case and Alternative scmlatios 

Our base case scenario for each utility in the update 
derives, with very limited exceptions, from the CEC's supply and 
d~mand forecasts in its latest Electrioity Report. We also give 
utilities broad latitude to eXplore the effeots of uncertainty, 
which they generally do through alternative scenarios. The goal is 
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resource plans that work well even if the future differs frOm the 
forecasts, as it always does in qreater or lesser degree. There 
will probably always be some tension between giving adequate scope 
to this uncertainty analysis without having the alternative 
scenarios displace the base case and the CEC's *integrated 
assessment of need. h 

In this Update, ve have analyzed many scenarios, Some of 
these scenarios indicate large quantities of deferrable capacity; 
in excess of the CEC'S need assessment, fOr SDG&E and Edison. We 
apply various strategic preferences (our Own and the utilities') to' 
remain consistent with ER-90 in our designation 6f IDRs, and we 
consult both strategy and the scenarios to decide on optimal lOR 
timing. 

The base case indicates *ideal- timing, i.e., how soon 
the utility ~ould add a particular resource were it not constrained 
by the permitting and construction process, QFs often have shorter 
lead-times than utility-owned resources, so it makes sense to show 
the tDR in the first year the lOR becomes cost-effective even 
though the utility itself could not build the lDR that fast. Now 
that residual emission costs are included in ICEH analysis, woleao·. 
resources are cost-effective sooner. In the case of SDG&E and 
Edison, many resources are cost-effect1veearly in the planning 
period, too soon even for most QFs to compete against. 

We will continue to have the base case represent ideal 
timing of resource additions. The usefulness of this approach was 
well demonstrated in this phase of the Update,' where it revealed 
the substantial potential benefits from emissions reduction on the 
SDG&E and Edison systems. Use of so-called *realistic· lead-times 
would have ~asked this important information. 

We do not rely on the base case for lDR timing, however. 
We have chosen instead on-line dates that will permit a wide range 
of QFs (both long and short lead-time developers) to bid. For all 
three utilities, we spread out the lDRs over more than one year to 
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minimize lumpiness and possible rate shock.PG&E and Edison db not
have significant reliability-based need, so we assign their IDRs to 
the later years of the deferral window. SDG&E does have 
reliability needs, and as a result we assign earlier on-line dates 
to its JORs. 
3.4.5 Purchases Fro. Existing Plants 

We haVe previously described how our policy on short~t~rm 
purchases ensures an appropriate continuing role for such purchases 
without compromising the long-term gOal of achieving a resourcerni>c 
based on environmentally sensitive least-cost planning. (See 
section 3.4.1 above.) SOme commenters wOuld preserve a brOader 
role for purchases frOm existing plants by ignoring residual 
emissions in cost-effectiveness analysis of any such purchase, even 
one tor a 30-year term. These commenters argue that e>cisting 
plants would run anyway, perhaps by selling their output to 
utilities not regulated by this commission. 

we reject this argument. If accepted, it would subv~rt 
the policies of PU Code § 701.1. First, the proposed -e~istin9 
plant- exception would commit california indefinitely to a policy 
distinguishing emissions costs solely on the basis of when the 
emitting plant was built. While calitornia utilities would still 
be constrained from directly adding such generation by bUildinq it 
themselves, anyone else couid build a plant with high emissions; 
and california utilities could thereafter purchase its output 
because it would then be an -existing- plant. Instead of getting a 
message that california will prefer resources with low emissions, 
clever competitors would quickly realize that the -existing plant
exception will swallow the rule and r~ward the cheap supplier; no 
matter how high its emissions are. 

second, every resource that goes into a long-term plan 
- , 

necessarily backs down some other resOUrce. EVery long-term 
purchase from an existing plant means that some amount of DSM, or 
repowering, or renewables development won't happen. As long as 
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e some significant category of long-term resource option is excluded 
fiom residual emissions valuation, we lengthen or thwart altogether 
the transition to a less polluting; more efficient resource mix to 
serve California. 
4. PG'H's Resource Need 

We designate two IORs for PG&E. 45 specifically, we 
designate as IORs the repower of Hunters Point units 2 and 3, for a 
total of 221 MW net capaoity, and a variable speed wind IDR of 
22.5 KW effective capacity (1S0 MW gross capacity). These two 
IORs, taken tOgether with PG&E's oVerall resource additions, are 
appropriate for PG&E during this update cycle. The overall 
resource additions during the deferral window include 700 KW of 
spot capacity purchases and about 2500 MW of uncommitted O5H. 46 

PG&E also recommended that the HUnters point Repower b~ 
designated as an lOR, and that only QFs located in San Francisco 
and Northern San Mateo county should be eligible to d~fer the 
repOwer. We agree with PG&E and adopt this recommendation. (see 
section 4.2.2 below.) PG'E's filing indicates that the Hunters 
Point repower is a cost-effective resource addition in,1992; 
however, PG&E's system does not have reliability-based need, so we 
set an on-line date of 1997 for this repower in order to maximize 
competition among QF bidders. 

We designate the variable speed wind lOR as a set-aside 
in compliance with PU Code section 701.3. That is, only renewables 

45 See Figures 1 and 4, following page 3 above! summarizing th~ 
parties' positions on IORs for PG&E and the on-l ne dates we . , 
approVe. As Figure 1 Bakes clear, there is substantial agreement 
among the parties regarding deferrable capaoity additions for PG'E. 

46 Because sp6t capaoity purchases and OSM are not deferrable by 
QFs, abOut 93% of PG&E's resource need during thus Update oyole 
will come from sources other than QF bidding. uncommitted OSK 
programs are projected to fill about 75\ of PG&E's need over the 
next eight years. 
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may bid against the wind IDR. PG&E originally recommended the 
variable speed wind IDR but later supported a single speed wind lOR 
of a lower capacity (3.8 ~ effective) after discovering a 
"modeling error." We approVe PG&E's original recornrneridati6n for
reasons stated in section 4.2.1 belOW. since PG&E originally found 
the variable speed wind lOR to be cost-effective in 1998, we adopt 
1998 as the on-line date for this IDR. 

Our conclusions regarding the Hunters point Repower are 
consistent with ER-90, Which found the repower needed. Althouqh 
ER-90 designated the net capacity of the Hunters Point Repower at 
188 HW, the difference in MW reflects PG&E/s newer version of the' 
project which it presented in this resource plan phase of the 
proceeding. Although the wind IDR is beyond ER-90 /S need 
assessment, it is a small amount Of capacity, especially for a 
utility system as large as PG&E/s. Designating this wind lOR is 
aiso appropriate in order to meet the statutory set-aside 
reqUirement. 
4.1 critique of PG&E's ResOurce Plan Analysis 

_ There was relatively little controversyreqarding PG&E's 
resource plan filing. Overall, we believe that PG&E has made a 
persuasive showing, subject to the qualifications set forth below.-

PG&E presented a base case plan and an alternate case 
using the Nevada PUblio service Commission's residual emission 
values. PG&E then applied a three-step uncertainty analysis to 
both plans before reaching a determination that its base case plan 
is its preferred plan. 

PG&E's uncertainty analysis used ranges of load growth 
and fuel prices as pro)(ies for the host of resource plan input 
variables that coUld have been tested. PG&E then modeled high-, 
medium-, and low-resource need scenarios, with PG&E's base C8seas 
the medium-ne~d scenario. PG&E also assigned probabilities of 
occurrence for each scenario, and again for each scenario used ICEK 
to develop a least-cost plan. 
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e PG&Ethen quantified the impact of pursuing the IJ'wrong" 
plan (seeing what extra costs would result, e.g., if the future 
turned out to be low-need when the utility had pursued the hiqh
need plan). The base case plan seemed to work best although the
range of outcomes was quite small. Finally, PG&E considered 
various hedging strategies that would enable it to reduce costs in 
the event of forecast error. 

GRA/1EP's and eEERT's overall criticism of PG&E's 
analysis is that it did not contain a sufficient range of cost
effective alternative resource plans from which to consider the 
most appropriate plan. We agree that PG&E's uncertainty analysis 
provided relatively little insight. 

A major uncertainty fo~ PG&E is residual emission costs. 
PG&E is using noderate interim valUes (generally less than 30\ of 
those applicable to Edison and SDG&E) becaUse the air quality 
districts in PG&E's service area are developing the studies ahd 
programs from which compliance measures and costs wiil he deriVed, 
(see 0.91-06-022, mimeo. p. 30.) PG&E could have mOdeled a wider 
range of residual emissions costs but apparently chose not t6 do 
so. As a result, we have no information ort what hedging strategies 
might be appropriate if, for e~ample, PG&E is required to reduce 
NOx emissions. 47 

We do not question PG&E's fundamental tenet that only a 
limited number of variables need be tested in order to reasonably 
investigate uncertainty. we also accept the notion that high and 

47 Under the California clean Air Act, air quality distriots are 
not solely concerned with their own attainment status but must also 
take steps to reduce transport of pollution out 6f their distriots 
if they are contributing to attainment problems downwind. Thus; 
PG&E could be strongly affeoted if transport studies now in . . .. 
progress support findings of the Air Resources Board that emissions 
from the San Franoisco Bay Area are contributing to non-attainment 
in the San Joaquin Valley. 
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low ranges should be tested. However, both the varlabl~s arid the 
ranges Rust be chOsen with care. This appears to be an appropriate 
topic lor workshops when We begin the next Update cycle. 

Parties have also articulated more particular concerns 
regarding PG&E/s filing. FOr example/GRA/IEP argue that PG&E 
should submit a supplemental filing because of a problem in th~ way 
PG&E modeled the stream of capital costs associated vith its wind 
IDRs. Although we agree with GRA/IEP that PG&E/s method for 
treating capital costs does not appear appropriate I Ve do not 
believe supplemental filings are necessary. However, this problem 
should be rectified in later updates. (see section 4.2.1 below.) 
similarly, although we share many of DRA's and GRA/IEP's concerns 
regarding the level of uncommitted OSM in PG&Eis plan, we do not 
believe that supplemental filings are necessary to address this 
issue. (See section ).2.2 above.) Finally, since we find a 
22.5 MW wind lOR in PG&E/s deferral window, we do not agr~ewlth 
GRA/IEP and CEERT that it is necessary for PG&E to calculate it fuel 
diversity premium at this time. 48 

4.2 loRa 
4.2.1 wind 

Po'E should solicit bids using as benchmark a variAble 
speed wind lDR of 22.5 MW effective capacity (150 MW gross 
capacity). Only renewable QFs may bid against this lOR. This 
results in a smaller set-aside for PG&E than for Edison or soa'E, 
but PG&E has a much more diverse resource mi~ than the latter 
utilities. 

48 PO&E was the only utility to propose a comprehensive fuel 
diversity premium valuation method for this Update cycle. However, 
this issue was removed from consideration in this update cyole . 
because renewable resources appeared in the deferral window for all 
three utilities. 
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PG&E originally supported the variable speed wind lOR but 
later supported a single speed wind lOR of lower capacity (3.8MW 
effective, 25 HW gross) after discovering a "mOdeling errorW in the 
treatment of operating and maintenance (O&M) costs. PG&E e~plained 
that, after "correcting this error, the single speed machine became 
mOre cost-effective than the variable speed machine, even though 
the former has higher capital costs. An additional result, 
according to PG&E, was that the variable speed machine did not 
become cost-effective until beyond the eight-year deferral 
wwindow.· 

u.s. Windpower supports PG&E's original recommendation, 
which uses data u.s. Windpower included in a quote requested by -
PG&E for a wturnkey· wind project. PG&E Witness ~atz conceded on 
cross-e~amination that PG&E had assumed a higher capaoity factor 
for the single speed than for the variable speed machine, and that 
if the same capacity factor were assUmed for both machines, the -
latter would be more cost-effective. (RT 3182-91.) MoreoVer, ro&'E 

did not base its assumption on any judgment regarding the relative 
merits of the two machines. Instead, PG&E had in mind a specific 
company-owned site with outstanding wind characteristics but 
insufficient area to support the larger project. (rd.) 

we reject PG&E's reasoning. Either type of machin~ could 
be built at PG&E/s site, sO PG&E would need to justify its 
preference for the more e~ensive machine on some consideration of 
the different designs. There was nO such consideration. We aiso 
find implaUsible the notion that only one small site in california 
has the wind charaoteristics PG&E claims. If there were such a 

. site, however, it would be more appropriate to develop a wind lOR 
based on more realistio environmental c6nditions. 

We also reject PG&E's proposed single speed lOR-because 
it is toO small to be worth troubling over. In 0.91-09-073, mimeo. 
pp. 10-11, we suggested that generation resource options should 
meet a minimum size criterion to justify the e~ense of hOlding an 
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auction, The teiemetering requirement for QFs (10 HW and abO"ie)on 
the PG&E and Edison systems is a logical threshold for IORs on 
~hose system~.49 

We designate the variable speed wind lOR a sat-aside in 
compliance with PU Code§ 70t. 3. 50 This is superior tc:) s~ttlng 
aside a portion of the Hunters Point lOR for bidding by renewable 
QFs. First, the geOgraphical restriction we place 'on bidders 
against that lOR make it unsuita'ble for set-aside purposes. 
SecOnd, renewable IORs provide a more appropriate bidding benchmark 
for renewabl~ QFs. 

u.s. Windpower argues in its brief that PG&E should be 
required to build the variable speed wind IDR if QFs do not fully 
subscribe that capacity. u.s. wlndpower reasons that its Wturnkey· 
quote depends on the utility own~r's financing the 'project at the 
utility cost of capital, which is lOwer cost thail that available to 
,a QF de.velop"er. PG&E opposes this suggestion and, supported by 
Edison, moVes to strike portions of u.s. Wlndpower'g brief.as 
relying on ~acts not in evide.nce. (u.s. W!J,dpower participated 
through briefing and cross-examination but did not otter 
testimony.)51 

49 See D.87-05-060, 24 CPUC 2d 253, 275. Telemetry provides 
real-time information to the utility dispatcher on the output from 
each telemete~ed,plant. SOG'E has a much smaller system and . 
correspondingly lower telemetering requirement (two HW and above), 
which we shall use as the lOR threshold for SDG&E. . . 

50 concerning the capaoity faotor to be assumed for the lOR, PG&g 
should use 27\ or a lower capacity faotor, calculated as' suggested 
by u.s. Windpower in its reply comments on the proposed Deoision. 

51 We deny PG&E's motion. PG&E's own testimony indicates this 
lOR derives from a -turnkey· quote, Which Webster's New World 
Dictionary (2d college Ed.) defines as -a methOd of construotion 
whereby the contraotor assumes total responsibility from design 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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~ in D.91-06-022, we urged the utilities'to discuss cost 

• 

data with QF developers. (Id., mimeo. p. 37.) Turnkey projects 
may provide a way to lower the cost of renewable technolOgies and 
increase utility participation, both of which seem ,desirable. 
MOreoVer, the contractor in a turnkey project bears the risk of 
developing the project at the contract price; this factor largely 
negates our reasoning in deciding not to hold the utility to the 
benchmark price if it builds the IDR. (Id., mime6. pp. 71-74.) 

We will require PG&E, subject to two alternative 
conditions, to pursue the variable speed wind IDR or another 
renewable project if the lOR is not substantially fully subscribed. 
First, PG&E may itself deVelop the renewable capacity if it is 
willing to accept the benchmark price as a cost cap. Second, it 
PG&E chooses not to develop the renewable capacity itself, it mus't 
pursue the lOR it u.s. windpower is stIll willing to proceed under 
the terms and conditions of its turnkey quote. 

We impose this :requirement because this lOR is a 
set-aside. We think the legislative policy expressed in PU Cod~ § 

701.3 requires us to ensure each utility acquires some additional 
amount of renewable generation. We do not adopt a generic policy 
for lDRs based on data from turnkey quotes. We may consider such a 
policy in the methodology phase of this proceeding or in later 
Updates. 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
through completi<?n Of the project." The assertion, regarding ' .. 
relatiVe costs Of capital follows from the relatively higher risks 
QF developers bear, which this commission has acknowledged many, ' 
times. (see, e.g., D.91109, 3 CPUC 2d I, 15 (1979).) These two 
prop6sitions fora the factual basis for U.s. Windpower's argument, 
which for the most part goes to policy matters properly raised'on 
brief. 
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Finally, for later Updates, we note a problem in the way 
PG&E modeled the stream of capital costs associated with its wind 
IORs. Briefly, a nballOonn occurs at the end of the variable speed 
rnachine's 20-year useful life. (see Exhibit 300, Table lIA.) It 
appears tha~ PG&E created a levelized cost stream based on a 
30-year life, sO a large payment has to occur in the 20th year or 
there woUld be an under-recovery_ We agree with GRA/IEP that this 
method for treating capital costs dOes not appear appropriate 
either for cost-effectiveness analysis or for payments under final 
standard Offer 4. 
4.2.2 Hunters Point Repower 

PG&E's filing indicates the repower of Uunters point 
units 2 and 3 is a cost-effective resource addition in 1992. PG&E 
recommends that the repover be deferrable only by QFs located In 
San Francisco and Northern san Mateo county. We conclude that the 
repower of Hunters point units 2 and 3 is cost-effective, that it 
is a deferrable resource, and that as PG&E recOmmends, only local 
area QFs should be eligible to defer the repower. 

According to PG&E, the Hunters Point repower would 
increase the existing 214 MW capacity of units 2 and 3 to 435 KW, 
resulting in a net increase of system capacity of 221 KW. The 
repowering would significantly improve the heat rate, compared with
the existing units, and would reduce fixed O&K costs. PG&E also 
indicates the repower would defer a transmission line expansion 
otherwise needed t6 serve future area loads and t6 meet local 
reliability needs. 

In support of the recommended geographical restriction, 
PG&E oites its san Francisco Operating criterion. The oriterion 
oreates a local reliability-related dispatch protocol, which 
requires that local generation capaoity be sufficient to meet sO% 
of san Francisco loads·during daytime hours, except sundays, to 
protect the San Franoisco downtown network from a major disturbance 
to the San Franoisco power supply. The oriterion makes San 
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Francisco subject to its own dispatch protocol, partialiy de-linked 
from the total system dispatch logic. 

PG&E's cost-effectiveness analysis inclUdes benefits 
associated with heat rate improvement (production cost savin~s), 
capacity value of the incremental capacity (221 MW), lower fi){ed 
O&M costs, emission reductions, line loss redubtions, and the 
deferral of a t~ansmission line expansion. PG&E also quantifies 
what it considers unique Nlocal· benefits that arise because of the 
peculiarities of San Francisco's location and consequent 
constraints in serving that load. In its calculation, -local· 
benefits equal the difference in total benefits assigned to Hunters 
Point and a similar cost-effective repower located elsewhere in 
PG&E's service area. 

DRA asserts that PG&E has failed to satisfy the four-part 
test tor nondeferrability of specific projects. We disagree. PG&E 
demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of the repower, identified and 
quantified its unique characteristics, and quantifi~da 
·subtractor* which it would apply to n6n-local QFs. - An 
unrestricted bid, as recommended by ORA, would not deter or 
eliminate the transmission system upgrades. 52 

DRA also suggests that PG&E should have ~~amined 
alternatives to the repower, such as other generat16n options and 
transmission upgrades. While PG&E did not present an analysis of 
such alternatives, we generally agree with PG&E's argument that 
additional local generation is less likelY to be affected by 
earthquakes than transmission lines which are eXpOsed to earthquake 
hazards over an extended distance. As to alternative local 

52 At best, an unrestricted bid might leave ratepayers 
indifferent by financing the cost of the upgrades through the use 
of a subtractor. 
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generation options, screening of resource 6ptions before testing in 
iCEM seems sufficient for this purpose. 

GRA/IEP recOmmend that any restriction on the bid he 
limited to the existing capacity of units 2 and 31 QFs could bid 
for the incremental capacity regardless of their location. GRA/IEP 
do not believe that PG&E's estimated annUal six MW load growth 1s 
sufficient cause for constructing the increment in Or near San 
Francisco. However, PG&E indicates that lOcal annual load gr6wth 
could range from 6~14 MW. 53 The repower both defers transmission 
line construction to meet that growth and satisfies San Francisco's 
unique reliability needs. 

We also note that the existing capacity of units 2 and 3 
would be assumed in an analysis of whether to construct a hew 
transmission line; thus, it is the incremental capacity Which would 
defer such construction. For these reasonst the entire capacity of 
the repow~r, subject to the geographical restriction, should' be 
subject to QF 'biddinq.54 

CEERT contends that PG&E does not need additional 
generation in San Francisco for reliability and that, to achieve' 
the claimed local benefits I PG&E need repower only one unit, not 
two. He have already noted local load growth, however, and we 
accept PG&E's testimony, as did the eRe in ER-90, that the two-unit 
repower is optimal. 

The geographical restriction is unusual, and the 
potential OF capacity that could be developed tor interc6nnection 

53 PG&E's six KW annual load growth estimate for the San 
Francisco area may be low since it assumes that Customer Energy 
Effioiency prOgrams will reduce by eight MW the forecasted 14 MW 
growth. 

54 But for the constraints of the San Franoisco Operating .. 
criteri9n, we would haVe made the Hunters point repower deferrable 
by QFs regardless of their lOcation. 
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_ at the speoified sUbstations may well be insuffioient to. fully 
subscribe this IDR. We believe even a partial subscription this 
clOse to a major load center vouid have significant benefits, As 
with any undersubscription,the utility viII have the'ability to 
decide after the auction whether to pursue the IDR as originallY 
configured, downsize the IDR, pursue some other resource option, or 
simply defer reconsideration to a future Update. 

considering the geogra~hical restriction, we direct PG&E 
to make an outreach effort tailored to this narrow sOlioitatiot.. 
PG&E should take vigorous steps to alert potential bidders, many of 
whom may be snaIl concerns not actively involved in or aware of the 
Update. 
5. SOO'B's ResourCe Need 

SDG&Eis IDRs total 473. HW. 55 Specifically, we desiqnate 
the Encina 1 repover (273 HW net) and 200 Hw ot geothermal as 
SDG&E's IORs. We set aside half of .the geothermal capaoity f6r 
renewable bidders, pursuant to pU code section 701.3. The Encina 1 
repower and geothermal IDRs result in a reasonable total 
solicitation that vill reduce emissions and help diversify SoG&E's 
resOurce mix. SDG&E's oVerall resource additions during the 
deferral window include 100 HW of spot capacity purchases, about 
400 MW of uncommitted DSKJ and 687 MW of other generation. 

In its strategic preference plan, SDG&E also designated 
the Encina 1 repower as an lOR. SDG&E needs resource additions 
now. Although repowers were found cost-effectiVe as early as 1992; 
we choose later on-line dates in order to reduce lumpiness and 
ma~imize competition among QFs while obtaining generation for 
SDG&E's system soon. We therefore establish the fOllowinq on-line 

55 See Figures 2 and 5, following page 3 above, for summaries of 
the parties' positions on IDRs for SDG&E and of the on-line dates 
we approve. 
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dates for the Encina repower IDRa 1995 will be the on~line date 
for 135 MW and 19~6 will be the on-line date for 138 MH. The 
benchmark price for both years will be based on the Encina 1 
repower's costs and emissions characteristics, with appropriate 
escalation for the later on-line date. 

Although some of SDG&E/s scenarios show geothermal 
additions to be cost-effective as early as 1992, we designate 1997 
as the on-line date for 100 MW of geothermal and 1998 as the 
on-line date for the other 100 KW Of geothermal. Half of each 100 

MW is designated as a set-aside. staqgerin~ the lOR On-line dates 
from 1995 through 1998 will provide SDG&E with planning flexibility 
and avoid lumpiness problems. 

The result we reach tOday is close to SDG&E's 
recommendation. SDG&E finds about 745 HW of deferrabl~ generation, 
and recommends that abOut hAlf of that (375 MW) be subject to QF 
bidding during this update cycle. Our result stops well short of 
filling all need shown in ER-90. There, the CEC finds that SDG&E 
needs 1,292 MW of new resources by 1999, of which 850 KW (including 
a set-aside for renewables of 460 MW) are categorized as -acquire 
now· and the remaining 442 MW are deferred to ER-92. 56 Our -
decision results in QFs bidding for 56\ of the total MW that ER-90 
recommends SOG&E ·acquire now.· 

our choices of IDRs and total capacity for this 
solicitation are influenced by the high quality of SDG&E's resource 
plan testimony, which convincingly sustains SDG&E's strategic 
preferences. SDG&E has acknowledged its substantial need for new 
resources, and has sensibly assessed its resource opti6ns. We 

56 DRA, GRA/IEP1 andCEERT all recommend a larger solioitation 
for SDG&E (1017.5, 1178, and 1500 KW respeotively). For reasons 
set forth in the text and elsewhere In the deoision( we find that a 
smaller solicitation is appropriate for SDG&E at th1s time. 
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~ differ with SDG&E's bottom-line recommendation 6nly because of ' its 
inadequate representation-ot renewables. 57 

Our designation in this Update cycle of fewer MW than the 
CEC has recommended as lI'acquire now· is consistent with sound 
strategy for SOG&E. SDG&E will be able to fill its remainingneed l 

and respond to the CEe's recommendation of renewable capacity 
beyond that amount set aside in today's decision, from its other 
resource options. Those options include the responses to SDG&E's 
requests for proposals issued in preparation for its resource pian 
showing. 58 

5.1 Critique of SDG'E's Resource plan Analysis 
SDG&E presented a convincing analysis of its system, 

needs t and strategies. It began by seeking proposals for 
short-term and long-term purchases. This request elicited offers 
to seli power froD many utility and nonutility generators. SDG&E
also e)Cclmined many possibilities for developing new generationitnd 
modernizingitsexistin~'plants. Most important from our 
perspective, SDG&E became the first electric utility we knowot to 
complete a cost~effectiveness analysis applying the same dynamio 
methodology to DSM and generation options. We have, as cl result, a 

57 We note that SDG&E's proposal for renewables (100 HW) is low 
under the Nevada scenario (ioeo 1 the scenario using lower emissions 
values for plants sited in atta nment areas). The Nevada scenario 
shows 350 MW 6f renewables to be cost-effective for SDG&E over the 
next eight years. 

58 We have preferred t6 use SOG&E projeots as lORs Inst~ad of the 
long-term purchases shown in SDG&E's Strategio Preference plan. 
The reason is 9reat~r fle~ibility--the SDG&E projects will still be 
available after the bidding, should it appear prudent at that time 
to pursue them, while the purchases mayor may not be still 
available. Also, the purchases all appear to be fossil~fired. Our 
deoision not to have long-term purchase IDRs at this time does not 
preclude our using purchased-power IDRs in other oircumstances. 
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thoughtful and thorough examination of SDG&E's resource options 
existing as of the preparation of its compliance plan. 

SDG&E also performed ICEM analysis on a large number of 
scenarios and presented the results in a clear and useful manner. 
with SOme exceptions (see, e.g., section 5.2.1 below), SDG&E was 
careful to set forth both the data it relied on and its sources for 
the data. 

SDG&E, moreover, was by far the most forthcoming of the 
utility respondents in discussing its corporate strategies. This 
careful marshaling of options, analysis, and strategies is a mOdel 
for future Updates. 

The key issue for SDG&E is not whether it needs 
resources. SDG&E vigorously pursues wholesale purchases, and so it 
will typically show some need in each update. 59 That is the case 
here. SDG&E sees risk in committing to all of its perceived need 
at any given time because such commitment could inhibit its ability 
to utilize the wholesale market to greatest advantage. Soo&E sees 
particular risk in full commitment at this time because SDG&E 
believes the long-term outlook for gas prices reflected in its base 
case is much too high, with resulting strong pOtential for 
selecting the wrong quantity and mix of resources to fill that 
need. 

SDG&E asserts that its management of its short-term and 
long-term resources has enabled it to move from a position as. the 
highest cost supplier among the utility respondents at the 
beginning of the 1980s to its present position as lOwest cost 
supplier. we earlier criticized SDG&E's *go short- rule-of-thumb 
(see section 3.4.3 above), but SDG&E's showing clearly demonstrates 

59 SDG&E analyzed a scenario using traditional methods (no costs 
imputed to residual emissions) and still showed need for over 
1,000 HW during the next eight years. 
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the feasibility and desirability of something considerably less 
• 

than full commitment at this time. Our own thinking on Wportfoli6W 

strategy also helps us reaCh substantially the same conclusions as 
SDG&E reCommends. 

Last but not least, SDG&E's transmission situation 
inclines us to limit the solicitation {or this Update. SDG&E has a 
much smaller and less varied service area than do PG&E and Edison. 
The evidence suggests there is little potential for development of 
additional independent generation within SDG&E's service area, so 
most of the bidders will probably be off-system. 60 This is a 
problem because (1) SDG&E, compared to PG&E and Edison, occupies a 
transmission cul-de-sac. and (2) the wheeling arrangements for the 
coming SOlicitation are still being worked out. While the 
negotiating conference in 1.90-09-050 produced encouraging 
progress, it seems prudent to start the wheeling program with a 
reasonably small solicitation. 

He do not entirely agree with SDG&E on the impact of gas 
price uncertainty. However, we have accepted SDG&E's 
recommendation, supported by the CEC, that the ER-92 gas price 
f6recast be used for purposes of bid evaluation. (see sec'tiqn 9.1 

below. ) 
SDG&E also goes too far in dropping renewable capacity 

almost entirely from its strategic Preference Plan. Our addition 
of 100 KWof geothermal to that plan (for a total renewable lDR 
capacity of 200 HW) better balances our planning obj~ctives for 
this update. 

60 We antioipate! in contrast, that the majOritr of the bidding 
in the PG&E and Ed son auctions for this update w 11 come from 
on-system QFs. 
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5.1.1 Repower of south Bay unit 3 

In A.91-08-028; which we haVe consolidated with the 
Update, SOO&E sought a commission finding of nondeferrability for a 
propos~d repower/desalination project at the South Bay Power Plant, 
not specifying which unit. 61 The application stated that the 
reppwer Would add 300-455 MW, and it requ~sted that the commission 
make the finding of nondeferrability contingent upon the repover's 
link with the desalination facility. 

In subsequent testimony and brief, SDG&E changed its 
position. It now seeks nondeferrability for a 455 MW repower of 
south Bay unit 3, whether or not an associated desalination 
facility is built. SDG&E cites voltage support and land use 
benefits Of developing an existing site to justify a finding of 
nondeferrability tor this repower as a stand-alone project. 

GRA/IEP and ORA oppose SDG&E's request, which they say 
does not satisfy the commission's criteria for nondeferrability on 
a project-specific basis. We agree and therefore reject SoG&E's 
request. 

In D.S6-07-004, we recOgnized that a speoifio project nay 
have ·such complex impacts on the utility's existing system that it 
would be difficult to avoid them ••• because their system impacts 
would still be desirable or be impossible for QFs to provide.-
(21 CPUC 2d 340, 380.) We adopted the following criteria for a' 
showing that a specifio project should be nondeferrable. 

-This showing must (1) establish the project's 
cost-effectiveness, (2) set forth .the aspeots 

61 In its application, SDG'E also requested ex parte and 
expedited treatment. By rulinq (August 2~, 1991), the assigned ALJ 
consolidated the application with the update, under the rationale 
that the Update permitted more eXpedited treatment of SDG'E's . 
request than a separate application. The ALJ rejected ex parte 
treatment, however, holding that disputed issues of fact and policy -
made a hearing appropriate. we affirm the ALJ ruling in all 
respects. 
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of the project claimed to justify a finding of 
nondeferrability, (3) quantify the economic and 
ope~ational benefits Of such aspects, and 
(4) describe the impact Of attempted deferral 
through the use of 'adders' and standard offer 
contracts. * (Id.) 

As discussed below, SDG~E/s showing is inadequate under these 
criteria. 

, .... 

SDG&E has shown that the repower, as a stand-alOne 
project, is cost-effective in a number of its scenarios. Now that 
SDG&E itself has del inked the repowei from the desalination 
facility, sOme of our concerns regarding the uncertainty of that 
facility are moot. 62 However, even accepting the showing of 
cost-effectiveness, SDG&E has failed to satisfy the other three 
criteria. 

specifically, SDG&E has failed to show that the repower 
provides unique and nondupiicable benefits, through either ~n 
associated desalination facility or the alleged Voltage s~pport and 
land use benefits, such that a deferral of the repower would be 
wasteful. 

For e~ample, the commission recognizes the need for 
sources of fresh water supply for southern cailfornia. As we have 
already noted, however, the record is silent on the specifics of 
the desalination facility, -or eVen its feasibility. If the 
desalination proves cost-prohibitive, the faoility would confer ~6 
benefit, no matter who bears the costs. Moreover, SDG&E has not 
demonstrated to what extent the desalination facility depends on 
the repower. If this or a si~ilar faoility could go forward by 

62 we remain concerned that ratepayers not sUbsidize an 
assooiated desalination faoility. SDG&E says there would be no 
such subsidy, but sinoe the record contains no detailed agreement 
with the water agenoy, we cannot determine whether such agreement 
would fairly apportion the finanoial and other risks of the 
faoility. 
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buying s~eam or ~le¢triclty from SDG&E 6r,another source, then the 
repower may hav~ a' benefit froin'association wIth the facl1ity,'but 
society woUld not iose theherteflts of desalination if this 
sp~cific repower we~~ defer~ed.6~ 

SQG&E Jlow'oarguesthat the mOst important reason for 
granting n6ndeferrability is,that the repowerwill provide 'needed 
vOltage support.SDG&E dOes not document this need for. voltage 
support; nOr does it establish that this proj~ct is uniquely suited 
to meet that need, or even that the repower will meet the need. 64 

We hold that sooteE did not meet its burden 6f proof on this issue. 
Finally; SDG&E claims iand Use benefits of using an 

e~isting site, as opposed to developing a new site. The asserted 
land use benefits are not bAsed on geographical or other land use 
considerations specific to South Bay unit 3 and SOG&E's system~ 
SDG&E instead argue.s generally that utilizing anexistliu} 
generation site is preferahle to deVtHOping a new site. This 
propOsitIon·is not self-evident. For ekample, SDG&S does not 
convincingly establish whether the repower and continued 

63 We have a' further concern vith SDG&E's assertion of the 
desalination faoility artd:land use benefits to support its request. 
In D.86-07-004, we stated that a r~quest for a finding of . 
nondeferrability must depend on the speoifio pI'6ject's impaots 2.D 
the utility system. Neither desalination n6r land use are system 
impaots. This commission has.a.duty to regulate~leotrio utility 
service and rates, and t6 consider in I'es6urce plannin9 certain 
externalities (e.g., air emissions) pursuant to legislative· . . 
direction. since we hold thatSDG&E has not justified a fii1dinq of 
n6ndeferrabHity anyway, we will not a~dress the qenet,io issue. of 
whether non-system benefits are ever a proper basis for a finding 
of n6ndeferrability. We n6te,.however, that attempting to fairly 
weigh such benefits would likely enta~l enormous complexity and 
matters far beyond OUr regulatory purview. 

64 SOG&E's testi~ony refers to a study purportedlr supporting 
this claim, but SDG&E did not introduce this study nto the record, 
or state any speoifics about the study. 
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operation of the plant would' caUse mOre or less 'land useiinpact" c. ,c'. 

than a project at an alternative site. In fact, SDG&E introduc'ed : ' 
testimony establishing that the cOJllmunity surroundi~g the south Bay 
units was opposed to a repower as a stand-alone project. MOreOVer, 
the land use benefits of using an existing site are already 
reflected in our method fOr determining the IDR benchmark. (See 
section 6.1.1 below.) 

Because SOG&E has failed to show that any aspects of the 
repower support nondeferrability, it is not necessary to address 
the remaining two criteria beyond noting that SDG&E's showing is 
defective in their case as well. specifically, SDG&E made little 
effort to quantify the economic and operational benefits of th~ 
aspects of the repower, nOr did it investigate whether QFs could 
provide equivalent benefits through use of ·adders· and standard 
offer contracts. 65 

We stress that our rejection of SDG&E's request does not 
preclude SDG&E from pursuing the repower, either linked with the " 
desalination facility or as a stand-alone proJect. The eEe in 
ER-90 found that SDG&E needs 1,292 MW of new generation by 1999. 
We are designating 473 HW as 10Rs in this bidding cycle. That , 
leaves SOG&E with ample additional capacity to fill using its sound 
discretion. 
5.1.2 Heber 

Although the Update currently does not permit all-source 
bidding , we have urged utilities to use the update to prompt better 
terms from non-QF sellers. (0.91-06-022, mineo. p. 82.) SDG&E 

.. 
65 We note that SDG&E has analyzed a possible Voltage support 

adder, and that the commission has approved SDG&E's valuation 
method for this adder. (See 0.88-09-026, 29 CPUC 2d 263, 278-79, 
289.) SDG&E is silent on whether it has discussed this adder with 
QFs operatin9 or planning to operate in areas 6n the SDG&E system 
where it ant10ipates need for additional voltage support. 
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attempted to do so in this phase of the Update by issuing two· e 
reqU~sts for proposals to establish aiternatives for its resOurce 
plan and ·for lOR candidates. 66 These requests allowed independent 
power producers (IPPs), among others, to submit proposals. 

ERCE is an IPP that responded to SDG&E's request for 
long-term proposals. ERCE proposed to purchase the SDG&F! Heber 
geothermal plant (which SDG&E Was planning to retire becaus~ of 
heat supply problems) and to convert it to a gas-fired facility. 
SDG&E ranked ERCE's proposal in Tier 3 and rejected it. ERCE 
intervened in the Update to challenge SDG&E's evaluation process. 
ERCE requests that We reject SDG&E's resource plan or alternatively 
require SDG&E to revise its evaluation process by usiri9 an 
independent party to evaluate potential IDRs. 

SDG&E argues that it properly rejected ERCE's proposal 
because SDG&E construes 0.90-03-060 as barring SDG&E from 
considering the Heber plant as a potential IDR. SDG&E believes 
that its litigation with the heat suppliers causes uncertainty ov~r 
future plant ownership, and that this uncertainty makes ERCE's 
proposal unsuitable for use as an lOR. SDG&E also notes that the 
ERCE proposal appeared only marginally cost-effective in the 
initial cost-effectiveness screening. This screening did not take 
into account any gas system costs that were SDG&E's responsibility 
under the proposal. 

ERCE does not agree with SDG&E/s reading of D.90-03-060. 
ERCE also maintains that the litigation was in the process of 
settlement and cites Resolution E-3~36 (October 23, ~991), in which 
this commission n6ted that SDG&E had negotiated settlement of the 

66 SDG&E issued r~quests for proposals up to seven years and for 
long-term proposals. It received 34 lon9~term proposals,. 6f which 
11 failed the initial cost screeninq. SDG&E ranked the remaining 
23 proposals in three tiers. Tier 1 projects were viable with 
minor issues, Tier ~ projects seemed viable but had substantial .' 
issues, and Tier 3 projects did not appear viable because of issues 
deemed unlikely to be resolvable. 
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heat supply litigation. -The resolution also authorizes SDG&Eto
decommission and salvage the plant. ERCE apparently views this as 
adequate assurance that SDG&E has control oVer the ultimate 
distribution of the Heber plAnt. 

The heart of ERCE's objections is its belief that SDa&E 
has manipulated the screening process to favor SDG&E's internal 
projects oVer those of outside suppliers. ERCE believes that if 
its proposal is not selected as an IDRI it has no means, as an IPP; 
to compete to fill part of SDG&E's resource need. 

We find no basis for granting ERCE the relief it has 
requested. We make this finding even though we agree with ERCE 
that D.90-03-060 does not preclude the Heber plant frOm heing an 
IDR. D.90-03-060 precludes the Meber geothermal return-to-service 
option as a candidate resource addition (36 CPUC id 2, 48) but -is 
silent on alternative uses of the site and assets at tha site. 
HoweVer, ERCE has not presented persuasive evidence to show that 
SDG&E should have ranked its pr6posal higher. SDG&E's concerns, 
which are not limited to the ownership issue but include the 
marginal cost-effectiveness of the proposal and questions regarding 
gas supply Under the propOsal, provide a reasonable basis for 
ranking the proposal in Tier 3. 61 

We also agree with SDG&E that non-QFs, includ.ing IPPs, 
have oth~r ways to deal with SDG&E than by offering up IDRs for "QFs 
to bid against. BetWeen updates, our utilities will have to decide 
hOW t6 fill undersubscrihed IDRs. They also will make short-term 

67 The record does not support ERCE's contention that SDG&E in 
its analysis of resource options disoriminated against IPPs and 
other utilities, nor does the record suggest that SDG&E singled out 
ERCE inappropriately. SOO&E assigned 11 of the 23 long-term 
proposals to Tier 3, but that still leaves 12 proposals in Tiers 1 
and 2. FUrthermore, our deoisions do not require any of the 
utilities ~o issue requests for proposals in preparation for the 
update. If anything, SDG&E has gone further than either PG&E or 
Edison to test the waters among potential competitors for filling 
SDG&E's resOurce needs. 
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transactions and even lonq-termtransactions to capture IIfle,(;tin-g _ 
opportunities" or to fill long-term need that we did rt6t include in 
the final standard Offer 4 auction. This latter category, o'f' 
needed but not biddable HW, is substantial for SDG&E in this' 
Update. 

we commend SDG&E for its use of requests for proposals.'. 
We view this use of such requests as an appropriate way to promote 
competition and deVelop the best possible package of IDRs, 
consistent with the current bidding mechanism. 

ERCE's challenge also raises a difficult question oVer 
how far the Update should go in reviewing utility actions to be 
taken (or not taken) outside the Update. The capital and running 
costs used in cost-effeotiveness calculations for candidate IDRs 
are fair game tor litigation in the update, but we are reluctant to 
hear in the update questions on utility management decisions that, 
like SDG&E's handling of Heber and of the reqUests for prOposAls, 
are properly the subject of traditional reasonableness review. 

What ultimately happens to the Heber plant is still an 
open question. SDG&E, eVen in retiring the pla'nt, has an 
obligation to its ratepayers to obtain ma~imum value. If ERCEor 
any other buyer is willing to pay a reasonable price, a sale would 
almost surely provide greater benefit to ratepayers than simplY 
scrapping the plant. 
5.1.3 MOx Eaissions ~t 

Another issue concerning residual emissions is DRA's 
argument that SDG&E included the wrong ·cap· On NO~ emissions for 
certain power plants. ORA states that SDG&E erred by using a cap 
of 0.20 lbsJMWh, when the san Diego APeD antioipates a 0.10 lbs/HWh 
NO~ limit in effect beginning in 1996. SDG&E argUes that its cap 
was proper for a number of reasons. First, SDG&E states its 
approach is consistent with limitations imposed by the south Coast 
AQMD, whose minimum level requirement of 0.15 lbsJMWh need not be 
achieved until 1999. Second, SDG&E argues that the San Diego 
APCD's proposed numbers are not realistio, and the fact that SDG&E ." 
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• technically may be unable to comply with the proposed rulecoul<r _c_ 

influence the content of the final rule. Third, Soo&E states that 
it performed a sensitivity analysis using the cap of 0.10 Ibs/MWh
and indicates that using the lower emissions rate WOuld have litfle 
impact on its resource plans. 

Accordinq to SDG&E; the effect Of its using the higher 
emissions rate appears to be neqligible in this Update. HOWever, 
we aqree with ORA that in the next Update, the utility should use 
the emissions limit of the local air district which is in effect Or 
li~ely to be in effect during the bulk of the periOd modeled for 
cost-effectiveness analysis. If the local air district is 
contemplatinq a new limit, the utility should examine if and how 
that new rate would alter its planninq results. 
5.2 IDRs 
5.2.1 Geothermal 

Geothermal IDRs are cost-effective in all of SDG&E's 
scenarios. All parties makinq recommendations identify geothermal 
IDRs f6r SDG&E. SDd&E recOmmends that 100 HW of geothermal be 
desiqnated as an lOR, while DRA and GRA/IEP both recommend 400 HW 
and CEERT recommends 500 MW. For the reasons set forth in section 5 
and 5.1, we identify 200 MW of qeothermal as IDRs for SDG&E. Half 
of this capacity is a set-aside pursuant to PU Code section 701.3. 

The parties disaqree with SDG&E's geothermal cost data 
used for its geothermal IORs. ORA and GRA/IEP both ar9Ue that 
SDG&E's geothermal costs, which SDG&E indicates it qot from generio 
data and data SUbmitted by generio developers, are inadequately 
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documented. Both DRA and GRA/IEP recomm'end we adopt geothenrial 
costs similar, but not identical, to those used by Edison. 68 

Also, we note that SOG&E shows different total costs than 
Edis6n does, eveil though simiiar data should apply to the 
geothermal technology and known geothermal resource areas (KGRAs) 
of southern california, We agree with ORA and GRA/IEP that 
Edison's methOd of determining geothermal cOsts; based on ER;"90 
data, is better documented on the record than SDG6rE's. However, 
even Edison's costs do not fully comport with ER-90. (See 
section 6.2.1 below.) For purposes of preparing a bid solicitation 
package, we direct both SOG&E and Edison to use the complete set of 
fixed and variable costs developed by the eEe staff in ER-92 for 
liquid-dominated flash geothermal technologies. 69 

In its bid solicitation package, SDG&E should specify the 
KGRA in which its geothermal IDRs would be located. The RGRA 
should have sutficient resource potential to accommodate SOC&E/s 
IORs and, in r~lation to SDG&Eis systemJ should have lOwer 
transmission upgrade costs than other gGRAs •. This information is 
necessary in the event· tra-nsmission considerations are inCOrpOrated 
in this year's auction. 

68 DRA's rec6mmend~tion differs trom Edison's cOsts in that DRA's 
prOpOsed qe6thermal lOR cOsts do not inolude imputed fuel costs, 
but instead inclUde fi~ed 0&" costs. GRA/IEP suggest that Edison's 
variable O&M costs be split into fixed and Variable components. In 
short, SDG&E, Edison, ORA, and GRA/IEP all agree- that a geothermal 
plant has significant O&M costs. They disagree-over the level of 
those costs (SDG&E uses a lOwer number than the other three 
parties) and on the distribution of those costs between fixed and 
variable cOmponents. 

69 . see Technology Charaoterization Report, October 11, 1991. 
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5.2.2 Encina 1 RepOwer 
SDG&E designates the Encina unit 1 repower as an lOR in 

its strategic preference Plan. We agree and approve this r~power 
(273 HW net) as an lOR for SDG&E. 

Although the Encina repower is cost-eff~ctive, it is 
slightly less so than, for example, the South Bay 2 repower. 
However; SDG&E has strategic reasons to prefer the Encina 1 
repower. SDG&E is considering the repower of another of th~ South 
Bay units (see section 5.1.1 aboVe) and believes that the adjacent 
community would strongly resist the increase in local gas-fired 
generation associated with development of more than one repower.-

SDG&E has given us a fair picture of its resource options 
as they appeared at the time of the resource plan filings. It has 
alsO explained the practical considerations that underlie the 
selection of IDRs for its preferred plan. We appreciate SDG&E's 
candOr, which inclines us to give weight to SDG&E's judqment ontlie 
relative feasibility of these resource options. That judgment 
provides a reasonable basis for departing from the least-cost 
ranking derived solely from computer modeling. 

We also prefer the Encina repower to the much larger -
south Bay 3 repower (455 Hw net). We have declined to find the 
latter project nondef~rrable (see section 5.1.1 above)t howeVer, 
making the south say 3 repower an IDR would result in a larger 
total solicitation than ve deem appropriate for SDG&E at this time. 
The Enoina 1 repower, in conjunction with the 200 MW of geothermal 
IDRs we authorize above, results in a reasonable total solioitation 
that will also help diversify SDG&E's current resource mix. 

SDG&E also recognized that, where the selected IDR is 
slightly higher cost than the ICEM least-cost choice, the b~ncbmark 
for bidd~rs should be the costs of the strategically chOsen lOR. 
We agree and direot SDG&E to use the Enoina 1 repower cOsts in its 
solicitation. 
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6. Edison's Resource Need 
Edison's IDRs will total 735 MW. 70 speoifically, we 

designate as IDRs the Huntington Beach repower (385 MW net),. 300 MW 
of geothermal, and 50 MW (effective capacity) of wind. -Half· Of the 
geothermal and wind capacity is set aside for renewabl~ bidders, 
pursuant to PU code section 101.3. These IDRs, when taken together 
with Edison's overall resource additions, form an appropriate 
resource mix for Edison during this update cycle. Edison's'6Verall 
resource additions during the deferral window include 400 MW of 

spot capacity purchases, close to 3000 MW of uncommitted DSM, and 
432 KW of other generation. 

In its suggested alternative plan, Edison designated only 
the Huntington Beach repower and 50 KW of wind as IDRs. (See 
sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 below.) Edison's resource plan scenarios 
show wind and repower projects cost-effective as early as 1992 and 
1993, respectively. since Edison's system does not have 
reiiability-based need, we choose the on-line dates of its 
suggested alternative plan, namely 1997 for the wind IDR and ·1998 
for the Huntington Beach repowert in order to promote as much 
competition among QFs as possible. 

We also designate 300 MW of geothermal as anIDR. 
Edison's scenario found geothermal to be cost-effective as early as 
1992. In order to avoid lumpiness problems, 1997 will be the 
on-line date for 100 MW ?f the geothermal and 1999 will be the 

. on-line date for 200 MW. 
The result we reach today is consistent with ER-90. The 

CEC finds Edison needs 1,167 MW of new genaration by 1999, of which 
760 KW are categorized ·acquire now,· with the remaining 407 KW 

70 See Figures 3 and 6, following page 3 above, for a summary of 
the parties' positions on IDRs for Edison and the on-line dates we 
approve. 
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~ deferred to ER-92. Our decision results in QFs bidding for most of 
the total MW that ER-90 recommends Edison ~acquire now." 

Our decision falls between the parties' recommendations. 
Edison appears to recommend no solicitation at all but would agree 
to IDRS totalling 435 MW under its suggested alternative plan. 11 

GRA/IEP and DRA recommend 1159 HW and 1000 MW respectively, and 
CEERT recommends 1200 HW be designated as deferrable capacity. 

We base our decision on maintaining a balance of 
objectives and consistency with ER-90. The IDRs we designate today 
equal about 16% of Edison's resource need. Edison's base case 
resOurce plan relies heavily on uncommitted DSM, which meets about 
65\ of Edison's need during the deferral window. Our decision is 
in keeping with a sound portfolio strategy for Edison, and will 
reduce the risks of relying on one type of resource to meet such a 
large percentage of new need. 

When Edison's AII-DSH plan is rejected (see section 6.1 
below), and Edison's suggested alternative plan is understood, 
Edison's OVerall perception of need is quite similar to our own. 
Edison's alternative recommends 709 HW of· new generation, about th~ 
same as our result (735 KW)~ The chief distinction between 
Edison's recommendations and today's decision is that Edison's plan 
is too lean on renewables and designates the san Bernardino r~power 
(274 MW net) as nondeferrable. 

since Edison's system is overwhelminglY fossil-fueled, we 
choose renewable IDRs for almost half of the solicited capacity.72 
Half (175 HW) of the total renewable IDR capacity is designated as 

11 Judging from Edison's comments on the Proposed Deoision, 
Edison now disavows its suggested alternative plan altogether. 

72 This is a modest level of renewables. We note that under the 
Nevada scenario (in which lower emissions costs are imputed to 
plants in attainment areas), over 1000 MW of renewables are 
cost-effective for Edison's system over the next eight years. 
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a set-aside pursuant to the legislative requirement. ER-90 
recommends Edison acquire 380-600 MW of renewables nOw. If We 
assume that most Of the winning bidders against the renewable IDRe. 
are themselves renewables,73 the auction results shbuld reach the 
low end of the ER-90 target for renewables. 
6.1 Critique of Edison's Resource Plan Analysis 

If Edison/s ·suggested alternative resource plan" is 
truly its preference / 74 then Edison, as we demonstrated in the 
preceding section, should find little to disagree with in today/s 
decision on IDRs. But for reasons that are not clear, Edison 
manufactures two alternative plans which it uses to magnify its 
differences with this commission. 

For example, Edison represents that the NBase Case 
Resource plan (i. e., CPuc Base Case) results in a need·· for new 
capacity of 2,100 HW •••• - (Exhibit 316, p. 2-1.) This is wrortg. 
The ICBM computer analysis using these assumptions (mostly ER-90 
plus uni.form emissions values fromD.91-06-022) shows a very lar'qe 
resource need, but the Base Case Resource Plan required by 
D.91-06-022 must be one that comports with our requirement of 
consistency with the CEe's integrated assessment of need. 75 The 
ER-90 need assessment for Edison indicates Edison should acquire 
760 HW during this Update cycle. The -CPUC Base Case- that Edison 
attacks is neither required nor approved by our resource 
procurement decisions. 

7) This is a reasonable assumption because fossil-fired bidders 
would either face large subtractors trom their energy price or have 
to acquire sUfficient offsets to avoid the subtractors. 

74 Edison so indicates in Exhibit 316. 

75 There are other strict requirements applicable to resource 
plan analysis in the update, e.g., compliance with emissions 
limitations set by the air qUality district(s) having jurisdiction 
over the respondent utility. 
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• At the other extreme is Edison's All-DSH Resource Pl~n. 

• 

This plan, as the name sU9gests, involves no new power plant 
construction at all. Edison says in its Concurrent Brief (at 
volume I, page 4, emphasis added) that, Hfrom a ratepayer 
perspective, the commission should not put any resources out for 
bid. If Edison had unfettered discretion, it would put no 
resources out for bid. n And two pages later: nEdison's ratepay~rs 
wOUld be better off from a cost perspective if no new powerplants 
were put out to bid in this Biennial update. Edison would not be 
opposed to such a commission decision.· 

The conclusion is inescapable that Edison's ·preferred· 
strategy is in fact the All-DSK Plan. curiously, Edison chOse not 
to support this strategy in its testimony despite th~s Commission's 
repeated invitation to Edison and the other respondents to inolude 
in their resource plan showings a description and justification of 
preoisely what they would do in their ·unfettered discretion,· 

This commission vigorously supports OSH programs, but 
there are Dany other resource options and planning objectives to be 
considered. We are frankly skeptical that any reasonable analYsis 
could weigh (among others) DsH, plant modernization (e.g., 
repowerinq), development of alternative and renewable fu~l 
technOlogies, and power purchase opportunities in regional markets, 
and reach the conclusion that DSM should e~clude all the rest. 

The following list sets forth a few of our major concerns 
about Edison's All-DSM plan. 

1. Hot Least-Cost. Edison derives its estimate 6! 
cost-effective DSH potential from analytical tools different from 
those used to test supply-side options. until the same tools are 
used for both, there is no assurance that the resulting plan is 
-least-cost.· In fact, the -static· cost-effectiveness tests 
currently used for DSM by Edison will aimost certainly result in a 
sub-optimal selection, timing, and sequence of resource additions. 
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2. prematur~. In contrast to Edison, SDG&E has shown 
that ICEM can be adapted to test both generation and DSM resources. 
Edison is now working on its own integrated planning pilot 
demonstration. There is no obvious need to drastically increase 
the DSM level in Edison's resOurce mix until Edison has perfortned 
its integrated planning pilot; the results have been reviewed, and 
modifications have been made in preparation for use of the 
integrated planning tool in the next Update cycle. The All-DSM 
Plan should also await new measurement and evaluation procedures 
for DSM programs. (These procedures are under development in 

R.91-08-00J/I.91-08-002.) 
3. Unprecedented aDd IJIplausi..ble. The CEC, CPUC I and 

utilities have investigated OSM potential on an ongoing basis for 
years. Absent dramatic technical advances, it is reasonable to 
assume that currant projections ot DSH potential already account 
for the large majority Of practicable cost-effective opportunities 
for utility OSK programs. Edison's AII-DSM plan, however, assumes 
almost twice as much OSH as ER-90, which already relies on 
uncommitted OSM to meet about 2/3 of Edison's resource need through 
1999. 76 This sudden discovery of untapped OSM potential has 
undergone scant review and appears to rely on highly optihistic 
assumptions concerning both energy savings and market penetration. 

4. Inconsistent with ER-90. ER-90 supply and demand 
projections form the base case in the Update. While the CPUC 
allows the parties to run sensitivities around those projections, 
Edison has failed to run any sensitivity assuming less DSM than in 
ER-90, so we haVe only an incomplete record of hoW different levels 

76 We note that Edison apparently took the position before the 
eEe that the ER-90 OSH forecast is itself too high. (See ER-90 at 
p. 6-13.) 
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~ ofDSK affect Edison's system costs or rates, and accordingly no 
basis for modifying ER-90's need assessment. 

~ 

s. High Risk. Because the All-DSM Plan would add "nO 
generation resources, Edison essentially counts on all the 
projected DSH actually materializing. This is unrealistic for any 
category of resource. Edison also proposes such exclusive reliance 
despite the fact that techniques for measuring and evaluating th~ 
success of conservation programs are still evolving. The record in 
the update shows that the target savings in many such programs 
either do not m~terialiie or do not persist. 

6. Bad Invest.ent Strategy. The CRC and the CPUC have 
both stressed diVersity as a means to hedge against reliability and 
price risks in electric resource procurement. This emphasis is 
consistent with mOdern investment theory. In contrast, Edison's 
All-DSM Plan by definition e~cludes all other long-term investment 
options. 

7. Inconsistent with Edison's Announced Objectives. 
Edison dOes not square its All-OSK Plan with planning objectives 
used to justify its recommendation not to add QF reSOurces. For 
example, Edison stresses the need for load-following resources"on 
its system. Vet many DSM progrAms (perhaps most) haVe no ability 
to fOllow load. Baseloaded conservation prevents purchases of 
economy energy and exacerbates minimum load problems to the same 
extent as bas~loaded gen~ration. In contrast, final standard Offer 
4 provides the utility substantial ability to curtail QF output at 
the utility's discretion. By ignoring this differenc~ in its 
AII-DSM Plan, Edison is applying one set of criteria for its own 
earnings opportunities and another set tor the competition. 
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_ .' . Another important example is Edison's use of' the ... 
reliahl1ity criterion. Edison would add generation resO\1rc~s only 
when required to meet its reliability standard. In contrast, 
Edlsonwould pursue all DSM programs (not just oppOrtunities'that 
would otherwise be lost) regardless of whether its system showed a 
rteed for more resources in a given year. 

8. Neglect of Major PIC=lI'ming GOals. Edisori's' All-DSM 
Plan eievates one worthwhile goal--the capture of cOJiservatloll,' 
opp6rtunities--to absolute supremacy, while neglectiJig'~ll .o.th~rsl 
irtcludiilg inany that the CEC and the CPUC haVe endorsed, a'Jid many 
that are embOdied in statute. For example: 

o The plan does not encourage the 
development of independent sources of 
electric energy (see PU code section 
2801). 

o 

o 

It does not value the resource 
diversity provided by renewable ' 
resources (see PU Code s~ction 701.4) . 
or reserve any portion of need for such 
resources. (See PU Code section 
701. 3.) 

It fails to modernize, through 
repowering or retirement, Edison's 
10,000+ HW of aging gas-fired , 
facilities. This failure will require 
Edison to. shut down many older piants 
or spend more money on emission control 
retrofits in order to complY with the 
south Coast AQMD retrofit rule. There 
is no showing that this potential 
increase in capital expenditures for 
retrofits results in an optimal 
resource plan, nor is it clear that the· 
All-DSH Plan even accounts for that 
increase. 

It does not demonstrate optimization 
among the various goals (c6st . 
minimization, energy efficiency, " 
environmental improvement, reliability, 
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resource diversity, development of 
renevables) specified in PU Code 
section 701.1. 

The plan does not consider short-term 
and long-term power purchase 
opportunities in regional markets. 

9. Inappropriate Risk AJlocatiori. Edison is protected 
by our fuel cost balancing account (ECAC) from almost all risk 
related to fuel price variation.- I.e" if its costs are higher 
than predicted, the increased costs, with interest, are recorded in 
the balancing account and the balance amortized periodically 
through rates adjusted in ECAC proceedings, Risks are 
approximately symmetrical because the ECAC also results in lower 
rates when fuel costs decline. But as Edison relies on 
unprecedented amounts of DSK in its resource plan, the risk of such 
reliance (that Edison will incur higher costs of generation and 
purchased power if the desired oSM savings do not materialize) 
falls almost 100\ on ratepayers. Before an All-DSM Plan is 

- adopted, thEi current regulatory allocation of fuel price risk must 
be reconsidered and possibly changed. Edison does not analyze· or 
even acknowledge these possible implications for riskalloeation. 

10. unaccounted-for Costs. Edison compares only the 
capital costs of various resOurce plans. Edison's rates; however, 
reflect not only capital costs but also items that are expensed, 
such as fuel costs and most DSK expenditures. Furthermore, some of 
Edison's DSM programs require ratepayer expenditures (e.q., 
purchase of n~w appliances) in addition to eXpenses reflected in 
rates. To compare the ratepayer impacts of different resource 
procurement strategies, both capital and expense items must be 
accounted for, and all impacts must be considered. Focusing on 
only some of these categories presents an incomplete and 
potentially misleading picture. 

we emphasize that the above list is not a critioism of 
DSH, nor is it a criticism of innovative resource planning. What 
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we are pointing out is that Edison has failed to make its case. in 
future Updates, we hope EdisOh w"i11 provide the kind of frank and 
far-ranging discussion of strategic preferences that we find in 
this rt!cord from SDG&E. 

Edison's comments on the proposed DecisiOn and statements 
at the en banc hearing strongly confirm Our finding that by far the 
roost expensive strategy is to do nothing_ Running Edison's 
existing system would cost ratepayers billions of dOllars. Edison 
has economic need for large amounts of new resources. DSM can meet 
much of that need, but we would merely be repeating past plan~ing 
errOrs if we relied On a single category of resource to meet all of 
those needs. 

Edison now argues that the solicitation should be • 
delayed. As we have jUst discussed, delay is the most expensive 
strategy. Edison has to make a series of interrelated decisiOns 
now regarding DSM programs, repovering, compliance strategy with 
South coast AQMD retrofit rules, and s6 on. Bidci1ng in this 
solicitation will also inVolve transmIssion service, which in turn 
will require the utilities to make assumptions about" the loads and 
resources on their systems. we cah see no good and much harm in 
keeping these matters in suspense for an indefinite period. The 
solicitation should go forward this year. 
6.1.1 San Bernardino Repower 

Edison seeks it determination of nondeferrability for the 
repower of san Bernardino units 1 and 2. These are gas-fired 
facilities. The proposed repower w6uld increase th~ e~istinq 
capacity by 274 HW, from 126 to 400 MW. 

The commission's nondeferrability test for speoifio 
projects is set forth in D.86-07-004 and discussed in section 5.1.1 
above. Edison argues that the project is cost-effective, will 
provide operational fle~ibility and efficiency for Edis6n's systell, 
provides economic and land use benefits assOciated with an e~istin9 
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~ site, will use less water than many other types of generation, and 
will provide emission reduction benefits. 77 

GRA/IEP and DRA argue that Edison has not met our 
nonde£errability test. GRA/IEP and DRA generally do not contest 
the cost-effectiveness of the proposed repower. 18 However, both 
arque that the repower does not satisfy the other three criteria in 
our nondeferrability test. We agree with GRA/IEP and ORA that the 
San Bernardino repower fails that test. 

The aspects of the rep6wer that Edison claims justify 
nondeferrability are not shown to be unique or impossible for QFs 
to provide. Edison proposes that its Huntington Beach repower be 

17 Edison's witness stated on cross-examination that Edison 
believes repowers are generically nondeferrable, at least where 
there is no system-wide increase in capacity. we disagree. In· 
D.S6-01-004, we rejected proposals to establish -broad categories 
of generically nondeferrable resources. M (21 CPUC 2d 340, 380.) 
We haVe made narrow e~ceptions to this rule (e.g., hydro license 
renewals) and find no persuasive reason to expand the list. The 
CEC has declined to consider repovers qenerically nondeferrable, 
and we reaffirm our holding in D.86-07-004. 

We also note that the category of deferrable resources 
includes ·eXpAnsion ••• of an existing resource.· (D.91-03-058, 
mimeo. p. ~.) The repower would more than triple th~ capaoity of 
these san Bernardino units. The fact that Edison would retire a 
like amount of capacity elsewhere on its system does not change the 
effect of th~ repower on the san Bernardino plant. utilities 
commonly accompany the addition of new capaoity with retirement of 
aging plants. We fail to s~e why Edison's intentions regarding 
retirement of other plants have any relevance to whether . 
competitors should be allowed to bid against the cost of the 
proposed repower. 

13 DRA does question the way Edison condUcted its cost
effectiveness analysis. speoifically, ORA argues Edison did not 
include the total offset costs of the project. This happens, . 
according to DRA, because Edison obtains offsets for the repower by 
retiring other Edison plants without recognizing the value of the 
offsets so consumed as a cost of the repower. We agree with ORA. 
(See section 3.1.3.) 
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deferrable by QFs, yet fails to elucidate any aspect of the san 
Bernardino repower that convincingly distinguishes the on~repower 
from the other. For e~ample, Edison argues that the San Bernardino 
repower is needed to provide Edison with operational 
fle~ibility~19 Yet fle~ibility is not unique to this repower or 
to utility plants, as the Edison witness conceded. He also noted 
that this repower's ninability to be used for ~amping and 
regulation control would not be a benefit." (RT lj93.) 

Edison'.s arguments regarding use of an 
parallel SDG&E's and fail for the same reasons. 
above.) We acknowledge the economic benefIts to 

existing site 
(See section 5.1.1 
using existing 

equipment and interconnection at an already develOped site, but the 
final standard Offer 4 procedure captures these benefits. In other 
words, the low cost of the repowering at an existing site is 
reflected in the lOR's lover costs compared to other resource 
options, anc;l it is these lower costs that become the benchmark 
against which a OF bids. 

Edison also argues that a finding of nondeferrability is 
justified because the San Bernardino repower will use less water 
than many other types of generation. Yet, Edison's own testimony 
establishes that both geothermal and wind resources can reqUire 
less fresh water per HW-h6ur than a repOwer does. 

79 Edison states that o~rating flexibility considerations are . 
one 6fthe key reasons that we have considered peakers

b 
such as 

combustion turbines
l 

to be nondeferrable •. In D.87-11- 24, 26 CPUC 
2d 62, 72, we reaff rmed that ·our main reason for considering 
peak~rs nondeferrable by OFs is that such plants typically have n6 
energy-related capital.costs.· (Id'l e~phasis added.) We also 
noted that our eXperience with negot ated curtailment and 
dispatchability agreements between QFs and utilities confirmed ·our 
belief that the absence of energy-related capitAl costs, and not 
the complexity of devising appropriate cOntractual operating terms, 
dictates our decision not to authorize a peaker-based long-run 
standard offer.- (~.) 
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Finally, Edison generallY argues that the repower will -_
improve in-basin emissions by the installation Of new emissions 
control technology, and will allow Edison to monitor this new-
technology to ascertain whether its benefits justify futUl'eUse in 
other plants. other than general statements, Edison does not 
demonstrate the rep6wer's role in its air quality program, or 
whether the use of this technology elsewhere would enable it to 
gain the needed information. Thus, Edison has not met its burden 
of proof on this issuei 

No detailed discussion of other criteria is necessary. 
Edison's attempts to quantify economic and operational benefits are 
perfunctOry, and it fails to eXplore the aVailability of such 
benefits through Madders· and standard offer contracts. 
6.2 lOb 

6.2.1 Geothermal 
Geothermal IORs are highly cost-effective in Edison's 

base case (1200 HW as early as 1992). usinq the Nevada residual 
emissions vaiues for plants in attainment areas, 1100 HW of 
geothermal are Cost-effective over the next eight years. GRA/IEP 
and CEERT each recommend 400 MW, while DRA recommends 626 Mwof 
geothermal. . 

For the reasons discussed in sections 6 and 6.1 above, We
designate 300 MW of geothermal IDRs for Edison. Half of this 
capaoity is set aside pursuant to PU Code seotion 701.3. 

GRA/IEP question Edison's division between fi~ed and 
variable components of geothermal costs for these lDRs. GRA/IEP 
endorse Soo&E's number for variable O&M cost, and they would deduct 
that number fr6m Edison's t6talO&M to derive a cost for fi~ed O&K. 

Edison testified that it used geothermal cost data from 
ER-90, and that ER-90 did not use a fi~ed O&H component. However, 
our review of ER-90 and its supporting documentation indicates the 
CEC developed both fi~ed and variable geothermal O&K costs. For 
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purposes of preparing a bid solicitation package, Edison should use 
the same geothermal· costs we determined appropriate for SDG&E'. eO 

Also, Edison should specify 1n its bid package the KGRA' 

in which its geothermal IORs would be located. (See section 5.2.1 
above. ) 
6.2.2 wind 

There is relatively little controversy regarding a wind 
lOR for Edison. Edison recommends 50 HW of wind in its suggested 
alternative resource plan. DRA, CEERT and GRA/IEP each recommend 
100 HW of wind. A wind resource is cost-effective for Edison as 
early as 1992, and is found to be cost-effective in virtually all 
the scenarios Edison presented. As discussed in sections 6 and 6.1 
above, we designate a 50 KW wind lOR for Edison, with a 25 MW set
aside for renewables pursuant to the legislative set-aside 
requirement. 

GRA/IEP advocate that the costs of the wind lOR should be 
the average of Edison's estimated costs for san Gorgonio and 
Tehachapi wind generation. (See Exhibit 309, pp. 5-3, 5-4.) we 
disagree. Because we anticipate speoific transmission cost 
considerations to be part of this bidding cycle, it is importa'nt 
lor the utility to designate at least the general location of each 
lOR. In this case, the wind IDR should be set in the lOcation m6st 
benefioial to the Edison system. According to Edison, the capital 
and O&M costs are the same for both sites, but the transmission 
line and substation upgrade costs at san Gorgonio are lower. 

80 speoifically, Edison should use the complete set of fiXed and 
variable costs developed by the CRC staff irt ER-92 for liquid
dominated flash geothermal technologies. see TechnolOgY 
Charaoterization Report, October 11, 1991. 
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Therefore, Edison should base its wind IDR price on' the San 
Gorqonio costs. 81 

6.2.3 Huntington Beach 3 RePower 
Edison designates the Huntington 

an lOR in its suggested alternatiVe plan. 
this repower (385 MW net) as an IDR. 

Beach Unit 3 repoweras 
We agree and approve 

The Huntington Beach repower was found cost-effective in 
many of Edison's scenarios. GRA/IEP also recommend this repower as 
an lOR. In ER-90, the CECoffers a similar recommendation. 

Although the repower of Huntington Beach unit 3 is 
cost-effective, it is slightly less sO than, for e~ample, the 
repOwer of San Bernardino units 1 and 2. HOWever, we prefer the 
larger size of the Huntington Beach repower to the smaller (274 MW 
net) San Bernardino repOwer. This lOR, 300 MW of geothermal, and 
50 MW of wind, result in a reasonable total solicitation for 
Edison. 

Edison's comments on the Proposed Decision indicate that, 
given our rejection ot its request for a finding of 
nondeferrability for the san Bernardino repower, it would prefer we 
design"ate the latter as an IDR. we affirm the proposed Decision. 

First, the CEC found that Huntington Beach 3 should be " 
repowered as early as 1996. While the eEC mentions the repower of 
three other units and selective catalytic reduction retrofits at 
various other units, the san Bernardino rep6wer is nowhere 

81 We earlier directed PG&E to use a generic capacity factor in 
establishing its wind lOR (see section 4.2.1 above), while we here 
direot Edison to use site-specifio considerations for estimating 
transmission upgrade costs associated with its wind IDR. The 
difference arises because all of the respOnd~nt utilities use 
qeneric gross-to-effective capacity conversion factors for 
as-available technologies like wind. This is appr6priate given the 
nature of as-available resources. In contrast, as we made olear in 
1.90-09-050, we favor a site-specifio approach for the transmission 
upgrade costs of IDRs and QFs competing against them. 
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mentioned in the CEC's need assessment for Edison. (See ER-9Q at 
pp. 6-12, -13.) Edison should present its case regarding the San 
Bernardino repower in ER-92. 

Second, in view of the fact that the Huntington Beach 3 

and the San Bernardino repowers are both cost-effective, it makes 
economic sense to seek to -defer- first through bidding the more 
costly of the projects. If Edison believes it must, for whatever 
reason, commit to the San Bernardino repower before the next 
update, it has room to do so eVen if all IDRs are (uily subscribed. 

'l'he benchmark price of the Huntington Beach repower IDR 
should be the costs of this strategically chosen IDR, and not the 
ICEK least-cost choice. (cf. Section 5.2.2 above.) Edison should 
also correct both the repower IDR's capital costs to include the 
full offset costs (see section 3.1.3.1 above), should ensure the 
repower's residual emissions calculations are consistent with· our 
determination in section 3.1.3.2 aboVe, and should recalculate the 
olfset costs consistent with Section 3.1.3.3 above. 
1. Feilding Motions and Requests 

A few motions and requests, generally dealing with 
procedural matt~rs, are pending. with the eXception of SDG&&/S 
request for official notice, they are minor and,. to the ext~nt they· 
are not disposed of elsewhere in tOday's decision, we deny them 
without conment. 82 . 

On December 18, 1991, SDG&E requested this commission 
officially notice a new gas price forecast adopted on November 6; 
1991, by the CECa The forecast is lower than that used in ER-90 
and the utilities' base case filings here. SDG&E believes the 

. , 
82 On October 3, 1991, Edison filed its -Request •• ito consider 

the Overall Impact of the Commission's Resource planning . 
Deoisions.- Our analysis of Edison's showing in ,this phase of the 
Update (see sections 3.1 and 6.1 above) adequately responds to this 
request. 
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~ forecast lends authoritative support to its position that th~ 
possibility of lower than anticipated fuel prices constitutes a 
major risk, on~ which resource planners should hedge against in 
this ER/Update cycle. The CEC supports SDG&E's request, which We 
grant. (see Section 9.1 below.) The new forecast, which is part 
of the CEC's preparation of ER-92, will be used in evaluating bids 
in the auction to be conducted pursuant to today's decision. 
8. Remaining Tasks for this Update cycle 
8.1 changes from D.91-06-022 and I.90-09-050 

Before opening the solicitation, we will hold hearings 
regarding changes to the contract and to auction protocol that were 
necessitated by the changes we made to'final standard Offer 4 in 
n.91-06-022. 83 We anticipate holding these hearings in March 
1992, and issuing a deoision soon thereafter. 

As we discussed in section 3.3 above, we alsO hav~issu~d 
a transmission access investigation (I.90-09-050),which is closely 
linked with this proceeding. We reaffirm our desire to make 
substantial prOgress in that inVestigation within the current 
update cycle, so that weighing of transmission costs cis part of 
total costs, together with reasonable access to wheeling service, 
could be included in this year's solicitation. 

We have issued an interim opinion in that investigation, 
with pOlicy direction on key transmission issues. (see 
n.91-10-049.) We have a~so held a negotiating conference in order 
for the parties to narrow the issues and develop a consensus 

93 Many parties have participated in workshops on these issues 
since shortly after 0.91-06-022 wAs issued. We understand that 
some of the parties have reached proposed stipulations or . 
settlements on a number of issues, although some issues still 
remain f6r hearing. 
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approach as far as possible. 84 We anticipate holding hearings ~ 
this spring, and issuing a decision soon thereafter. It is . 
possibl~ that the latter decision will also entail changes to the'·· 
final standard Offer 4 contract, in which case the assigned ALJs 
should ensure that these are incorporated in the contract as 
expeditiously as possible. 
S • 2 The Auction 

This is the first time that the utilities will issue 
solicitation packages for final standard Offer 4. We belieVe·· it is 
prudent to develOp some procedure by which the parties can 
preliminarily review the solicitation packages in order to prevent 
delay or confusion that could result from typographical errors, 
omissions, or other problems with the packages turning up atter the 
utilities have published them. The assigned ALJs should promptly 
schedule a workshop or prehearing conference to consider the 
appropriate method, scope, and timing of a pre-publication review 
Of the utilities' solicitation packages. 

The number, timing, and specific attributes of the IDRs 
that we designate in this decision raise some bidding and scoring 
issues. a5 The auction resulting from today's decision will be 
held with multiple IDRs and several different on-line dates for 
each utility. The process is complicated further by a set-aside 
requirement for each utili.ty. Individual transmission costs and 
residual emissions evaluation may also be factors in each bid. We 

a4 From December 16-20, 1991, and from January 13-24, 1992 the 
parties successfully negotiated a serIes of agreements in principle 
and narrowed the range'of issues to be resolved in contested 
hearings. 

85 We do not intend by this discussion to revisit previously 
decided bidding and scoring issues, such as the second-price 
auction. 
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want to ensure that the bidding and scoring rules result in an 
optimal group of winners in each auction. 

For example, given the on-line date, emissions, and 
transmission cost characteristics specifiedior each lOR, it would 
be difficult for a QF to submit a single bid against all a 
utility's IDRs. But if a QF could only compete against a singie 
IDR, there is a chance that some Rlosers" on one lOR would have-Won 
had they been allowed to also sUbmit a bid specific to oneal the 
other IDRs of the same utility. 

since this is our first auction. a goOd case could be 
made for conducting the simplest pOssible auction in this update 
cycle. This would mean that a QF would hav~ to choose which of 
several IDRs to bid against. 

such a limitation on biddingj as we haVe noted t might not 
yield the best group of winners. There is a significant danget of 
a poor outcome because of the possibility Of each"QF ·gamingh the 
auction by choosing to bid against the lDR that would give it the 
highest economic rents, while lower price IDRs that QFs might still 
be able to beat might go under-subscribed. 

There are probably many approaches by which to resolVe 
these bidding and scoring issues. One such approach. in the form 
of a proposal in order to stimulate further discussion; is set 
forth in Attachment 6 to this d~cisi6n. The assigned ALJs should 
request the parties' views on whether this approach, or some other 
suggestiont is desirable or feasible in this update cycle as an 
alternative to a simple One bid per QF per lOR approach. If riot; 
then the SOlicitation sh6uld proceed under the latter approach. 
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We note that a recent ALJ rUll nq86 directs the parties ~ 
to serve testimony regarding (1) a proposed settlement on final 
standard Offer 4 contract modifications, and (2) unresolVed issues 
regarding sales by QFs to muitiple I~ntities, terms tor as-available 
sales in excess of firm commitment, and aggregation of IORs for 
bidding purposes. We agree that consideration of the latter three 
issues is timely. The oircumstances of this solioitation, with 
multiple IDRs for all three utilities, makes the aggregation issue 
an important one. Moreover, developments in our transmission 
access investigati6n open the possibility of QFs becoming active 
sellers in the short-term wholesale electricity market. That 
possibility should be explored. In many ways, it would fUlfill one 
of Our major goals when we embarked on our QF program. with 
reasonable assurance of transmission access and the ability to make· 
long-term and short-term sales, QFs would be able to compete fairly 
with utilities and IPPs, and we could proceed quickly to lift the 
current QFs-only limitation in our bidding process. 
8.3 Methodology Phase 

Each update provides a forum for considering changes in 
methodology for all of our standard offers. Our original schedule 
for this Update establishes Phase 3 as the methOdology phase. S7 

To date, we haVe had concurrent activity in the resource ~ 

plan phase and Phase 3 on selected issues. (See, e.g., 
D.91-11-022.) wa will ~ontinue concurrent activity in Phase 31 

however, our review of methodological issues will be limited. In 

86 ALJ's Ruling (February 6, 1992) SchedUling service of 
Testimony and Hearing on Modification of Final standard Otfer 4 
Contract to Implement Decision 91-06-022. 

81 This phase would also address things like costing periods for 
time-differentiated prices, to the extent that these are in need of 
revision. (see generally 0.88-03-026, 27 CPUC 2d 502.) 
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particular, no matter resolved in D.91-06-022 or in today's 
decision is subject to reconsideration in Phase 3. 88 

Consultation with the parties is appropriate to schedule 
and coordinate activity in Phase 3. The assigned ALJs should 
schedule a prehearing conference for this purpose. since our 
review of methodologicai issues will be limited, any party 
proposing an issue for Phase 3 must justify inclusion of that issue 
and state specific reasons for its timeliness and relative 
importance. 

A common deficiency of the utility showings in this phase 
was, surprisingly, the analysis of ratepayer impacts of the 
different resource plans presented. Edison, for e~ample, made 
broad assertions about its All-DSH plan and has a comparison of 
revenue requirements it asserts would result from different plans, 
but it does not set forth its methods Or assumptions for these 
revenue requirement dtlculations,and its cost data for the AII-OSK. 

plan conced~dly omit whole categories of expense • 
. we need better analysis of ratepayer impacts, with ail 

assumptions and methods clearlY stated. We direct the commission 
Advisory and compliance Division (CACD) to develop, before the tiext 
Update cyole starts, a common format fOr use in ratepayer impact 
exhibits. CACD should consult with the utility respondents and 
other parties, and may hold one or more workshops for this purpose. 

88 An exception can be made where the final standard Offer 4 
contraot must be changed to incorporate results from the 
transmission access investigation. 
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9. comments on PropOsed Deoision 
Pursuant to PU Code § 311 and our Rules of practice and 

Procedure, the Proposed Decision of AlJs K6tz and Econorne was 
published on February 24, 1992; parties then had an opportunity to 
file commen'ts and replies. 89 We also convened a hearing en baric 
on March 31, 1992. parties were invited to file position 
statements On the Proposed Decision and also issues statements 
addressing three topics (ratepayer impacts, fuel price foreca~ts, 
and residual emission costs) specified in Assigned commissioner 
Fessler's Ruling of Harch 24, 1992. These topics formed the basis 
6f panels at the hearing. 90 

We have e~amined this large body of oral and written 
comment from a number Of perspectives. Not the least important has 
been our appreciation of the economic recessiOn which currently 
plaques our state and 6f concerns over th~ competitiveness of that 
econ6my. While we affirm the proposed Decision in many r~spects 
(notably, the determinations on th~ type, size, and timing of 
IORs), we have made several significant changes-desiqned to reduce 

89 We received coaments from PG&E, SOG&E, Edison, DRA, GRA/IEP, 
CBERT, u.s. Windpower, and SoCalGas. All 'e~cept DRA and S6CalGas 
also filed reply comments. 

90 We received position statements and statements on one or more 
of the speoified topics from PG&E j Soo&E, Edison, ORA, CEe! CEERT, 
GRA/IEP, and Gas cogeneration Working Group. We also rece ved, , 
statements from san Diego APeD, south,coast AQKD, Natural Resources 
Defense counoil, TeXaco synqas Ino., BHP Minerals International 
Ino., Chevron U.S.A. production company, American Wind Energy 
Assooiation, and SOCalGas. 

The following parties provided panelists and Offered closing 
statements at the en banc hearing: PG&E, SDG&E Edisoni ORA, CEC, 
south coast AQMD, CBERT, GRA/IEP, Gas cogeneration Work ng group, 
and Natural Resources Defense Counoil. The various written 
statements for the hearing as well as the transoript of the hearing 
itself are part of the record of this proceeding. 
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the burden of high energy costs to all classes 6fCalifornia 
ratepayers. These changes a~fect the benchmark price against which 
OFs bid, the evaluation of bids, and the calculation of 
adder/subtractor payments related to residuai emissions. We 
summarize the most significant changes beloW. 91 

9.1 ER-92 Gas Price Forecast 
we accept CEC's recommendation that its gas price 

forecast adopted November 6, 1991, for use in ER-92, also be used 
in evaluating bids in the auction that will be conducted pursuant 
to today's decision. 92 For the purposes of consistency, we wiil 
also assess the cost-effectiveness of DSM proqrams utilizing the 
ER-92 <jas price forecast. We do not redo our need analysis, 
however. That analysis already addresses fuel price uncertainty; 
and the ER-92 gas price is within the range of prices we haVe 
considered. 

we would prefer not to use one gas price forecast for our 
base case planning analysis a~d a different forecast in the 
acquisition portion of resource procurement. That result is 
dictated, however, by the unfortunate lag that has occurred between 
the adoption of the gas price forecast underlying ER-90, the 
adoption of ER-90 itself, and our translation of ER-90 into a set 
of long-run marginal costs and bidding benchmarks. 

91 We have also made other changes to the Proposed Decision to . 
improve the discussion, respond to a motion for consolidation (see 
section 3.2.3 above), add references to the record, and correct 
typographical errors. 

92 This forecast is about -7% lower in 1999 than the forecast used 
in ER-90, according to the CEC panelist Chandley at the.rut bane 
hearing. CRT 5170.) ~he lower forecast, other things being equal, 
would tend to fav6r gas-fired QFs in the bid evaluation, because 
the fuel savings offered by QFs with low variable costs would 
appear lower than if a high gas price forecast were used. 
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We agree with CEC that we must eXplore ways to shorten 
this lag. Our concern is not so much with the bidding benchmark 
becoming out-of-date--there is every indication that competition 
will be vigorous and that bids will accurately reflect current cost 
eKpectations. We are greatly concerned, however, at the prospect 
that the winners from a solicitation based on one ER would have an 
Heconomic need W test applied at the CEC based On a later ER. If 
that were deemed necessary or appropriate, one of the fundamental 
goals of coordination between the two agencies would be frustrated. 
9.2 Nonuniform valuation of Residua1 Eaissions 

In D.91-06-022, we directed that the utilities j base case 
plAnning analysis assign a uniform value to residual emissions, 
regardless of where they occurred, based on the purchasing 
utility's marginal cost of emission control. we also required an 
alternative planning scenario, under which the value Assigned to 
residual emissions varied, depending on where those emissions wer~ 
generated. Emissions occurring in nonattainment areas wer~ still 
to be valued using the purchasing utility's marginal cost of 
control, but emissions occurring in attainment areas were assigned 
values adopted by the Nevada PUblic service commission. 

Based on the record in this phase, we determine that the 
methodology embodied in the alternative scenario is more 
appropriate for california than is uniform valuation. The 
alternative methodology should henceforth be used for the base case 
analysis in our proceedings for electric resource planning and 
acquisition. 

We acknowledge there are strong arguments for the 
methodolOgy (i.e., unilorm valuation) we are rejecting. For 
example, it is similar to the avoided cost prinoiples we have 
consistently applied in developing the market for alternative and 

- : 

renewable energy. We are not, however, dealing with a cost here 
but an externality. We question the appropriateness of rigorously 
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a}5plying ¥1arkettheory iTl a si't.uatlon ~he'~e (~nli.ke wh6lesale 
electrioi ty -sales)' theinarket is nascent' or n6n~xistent. 

we.are, aware that other jtlrlsdic'tionsaddresslng residual 
emissions valuation haVe generally/adopted urilfOhn va'iues. 93 We' 
understand their reasons for doin~~o/ but we thinkf~w 
jurisdictions,haVe situations comparable to California's, ~here the 
state and regional picture presents such drastic air quality 
di fferentials. 

, . 
The proposed DecisIon' -stronglY endorsed uniform valuation 

but properlydeciined to endorse 'the leVel of liew ?apital 
, investro'ent that such valuation implied. In effect, , uniform 
valuation was endors~dl while 'nonuniform valuation was implemented. 
we think 'clarity and. ,understandhig wiil both benefit frOm 

, unamhigUouf;lyapp'roying nonunifo:tm valuation as part of the 
planning base case~94 

93 Bonneviile power' Adminititrationis ,an e;cception. ,it a'pplies' 
different values, d~p~ndin9 on \lhethe~,the,generati6n source' is , 
w~st Or East of the Cascades. ' The CEO to dat~:has also endorsed 
valuation based 6n at least regional distiJlctions. ' 

94 We are satisfied that tha t.otlunif6nn valuatJon o"i ,re'siducU' 
emissions is the co~tect methodology. However, as witb'other 
planning inputassumptlons, the commission has benefite~ from. 
the parties'analyses of alternative scenarios.· In the instant 
case, these aiternative scenarios iU\1J'!J:iJiated the potential 

(Footnote continue's on· next page) 
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This change in methodology should also be'· reflected 'in" e 
thefiilal standard otfer4 payment structure. Speoifica.11y,the 
emissions rate of the winning OF (measured per unft'of <jeneration 
output) will ~till be compared with that projected fOr the IDR"but 
any adder (or subtraotor) will be computed using the emission value 
for the QF's generation site. 
9.3 cost a/Offsets 

We affirm the proposed Decision in valuing offsets at the 
purchaser's marginal. cost of control. However, we prefer ORAls 
method of calculating the one-time payment of that cost to the 
utilities' methods, which result in a significantly higher payment 
and correspondingly higher bidding benchmark·for those IDRs (i.e., 
the rep6wers) for which offsets would be requir~d. (see section 
3.1.3.3 above. ) The effect of this change is to increase the 
difficulty for QFS to underbid repower IDRs. 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
e~tect, on, ratepayer~ "of vario\!s pl~nning assumptions!. inc!uding the 
values applied to residual em~ssions. such informat on w11l. 
continue to be useful in future resource plannin~ proceedings. 
Therefore, we direct the utilities to present alternative planning 
scenarios in future Updates. A private cOst scenario (with . 
emissions valued at zero) provides us with reSOUrce plans that meet 
reliability concerns and demonstrate how utilities would ,reduce the 
costs of operating their systems absent our additional objective of 
reduoing t~~ environmental impac~6fresidual emissions. A second 
scenario valuing residual emissions based on the purchasing . 
utility's marginal cost of emission' c6ntrol provides us with 
information about the cost ot aggr;essively reduoing residual 
e~issions, wherever they occur. BOth bound the resource planning 
spectrum, on the one hand ignoring residu~l emission illpacts, and 
on the other, taking residual emission valuation to their resource 
planning extreme~ It is within this spectrum that we wish to 
continue to strike a reasoned, balanced approach to meeting our 
objeotive of minimizing the cost to sooiety, including 
environmental costs, of reliable energy services. 
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• lie note with interest the utilities' eagerness to lower 
the bidding benchmark, lise lower gas prices in bid evaluation, and 
in other ways distinguish (to the bidder's disadvantage) the 
acquisition inputs of this proceeding from the planning inputs. We 
stronglyend6rse consistency in planning and acquisition 
assumptions, and we have made oJily a few changes, where the novel 
issues presented in this update have required such changes. 

we emphatically reject SDG&E's argument that a hOst of 
new numbers could be plugged in just before the auctiOn. An 
auction is a very different situation from the kind of one-on-one 
negotiations where we have criticized SDG&E on occasion for using 
outdated assumptions. MoreoVer, last-minute adjustments could 
easily serve opportunistic ends, particularly where the utility 
itself is not accountable fbI" building the lDR at its stated cost. 
We have so far declined to require such accountability, but utility 
requests to revise lOR cost estimates after resource need has been 
determined suggest the accountability issue should be revisited. 
This can betaken up in Phase 3. 

Finally, another matter that shoUld be revisited soon is 
the role offsets should play in determining the amount of residual 
emissions from a power plant. In D.91-06-022, we decided that 
required offsets should be Wnetted· against a power plant's actual 
residual emissions. Where jurisdictions require offsets in it ratio 
greater than 1t 11 the Irnetting· of offsets can result in it fossil- __ 
fired plant showing negative emissions and thus appearing cleaner 
than low-emission or no-emission technologies. This aspect of 
offset policy was not at issue in the resoUrce plan phase, but we 
note that our treatment of the effect of offsets in this regard is 
at odds both with the CEC and with air quality regulators. 
Findings of Fact 

1. The Update provides an industry-wide forum for continuing 
our regulatory oVersight of utilitY/QF matters. A major purpose of 
the Update is to develop current prices for final standard Offer 4, 
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our resource plan-based. standard off~r. This invOlves quantifyirig 
the megawatts (MWs) that QFs can filIon the basis of each 
utility's need for new capacity. A winning bidder in the auction 
would still have to undergo appropriate review and obtain all 
relevant permits frOm the agencies with siting authority. Each 
two-year update cycle commences upon issuance of the CEC/s 
Electricity Report. 

2. HResidual emissions· are air pOllutants that are released 
after all mandatory pollution abatement measures haVe been 
implemented. Recognizing the enVironmental costs of residual 
emissions of different generation resource options affects 
cost-effectiveness analysis for purposes of resourc~ procurement. 

3. Despite the success of the utilities and other sectors of 
the CalIfornia economy in preventing further environmental 
degradation, these efforts did not achieve the significant 
improvements in air quality necessary to satisfy state and federal 
clean air standards. 

4. Air quality regulators haVe developed a variety of 
programs and measures from which the costs of clean-up can be 
calcUlated, Both the CEe and this commission have determined that 
such costs should be factored into the proCess by which electrIc 
utilities plan for resource additions. The effect of this 
determination is to assign. for the first time a monetaryvalue'to 
the r~sidual emissions of pOwer plants. 

5. Traditional resource planning objectives, such as 
reasonable rates and reliable service for all ratepaYers, are 
equally important objeotives to be considered along with improving 
air quality. 

6. Edison's and SDG&E's analyses b6th indicate that Edison 
and SOG&E need to change their resource mix substantially to reduce 
emissi()ns. 

7. At this tine, the commission does not haVe. an eXplioit 
value for fuel diversity, since residual emission valuation by 
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e" itself was sufficient to cause diverse technol6<Jies to appear·in 
the base case resource plans. 

8. Coal plants generally emit large quantities of carbOn and 
sox. These pollutants raise concerns about potential impacts, 
e,g., climate change and acid rain, that cross state and eVen" 
national boundaries, 

9. The extent of the climate change problem and national 
policy on climate change remain uncertain at this time. 

10. choices for long-tern reSources go to the heart of this 
planning process. These choices are ones that ratepayers will liVe 
with for 20 years, 30 years, perhaps longer. 

11. Offsets already owned and exemptions from offset 
requirements are both assets that may be consumed in a.repower 
project and thus haVe a value equal to the cost of a corresponding 
amount of offsets acquired in the open market. 

12. An e~emption from needing to obtain an offset is not 
equivalent to an otfset for purposes of calculating residual 
emissions. 

13. DRA's method for calculating offset costs is reasonable. 
DRA follows the South coast AQMots approach for developing maximum 
cost of controls required to generate offsets. This method yields 
a lOWer offset cost than the utilities' method while recognizing 
that offsets are likely to become scarce. 

14. After recognizing air quality impacts in our planning 
goals for electric utilities, probably th~ single most important 
resource planning task faoirt9 this commission and the CEC is 
improving our capability to evaluate DSM and to directly compare 
DSM resources with supply-side resources. 

15. The use ot different planning tools makes it difficult to 
ensure that the final resource plans result in an optimal miK of 
generation and OS". 

16. In its update analysis, SDG&E shows about twice the ER-9b 
level of uncommitted DSM, amounting to about 30\ of SDG&E's 
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resource need over the next eight years. The partIes agree, ~ 
subject to some general reservations about DSH forecasting, that 
SDG&E's leVels of uncommitted DSM are reasonable: 

17. The resource plan phase of the Update is too compressed a 
review for us to say that SDG&E's -integrated planning methOd- is 
now perfected. 

18. GiVen the large amount of DSM in current utility resource 
plans, it is legitimate to consider the uncertainty of DSH 
forecasts in the resource planning process. 

19. Our bidding process needs refinement to allow direct 
comparison of an IDR's transmission costs with the transmission 
costs of the bidding QFs. 

20.. The update process is designed to deai with many 
variables and many policy goals, sOme of Which may conflict with 
each other. 

21. All parties agree with the principles that n6 forecast of 
future conditions is perfect, and that every resourc~ plan will 
contain tradeoffs. 

22. Modern resource planning is a combination of computer 
anaiysis and expert judgment. 

23. This commission has always insisted that each utility's 
resource plan testimonY explain how the utility is responding to 
uncertainty and incorporating strategic preferences in its plan.-·· 

24. strategic preferences do not strongly affect the PG&E 
resource plan at this time. strategic preferences are vital for 
SDG&E and Edison because the recOgnition of residual emissions' ;
costs sh6ws that these utilitres need to change the resource mi)l on 
their systems. 

25. Short-term purchases (purchases of five 
help an eleotric utility smooth its supply curve, 
reserves, and maximize its ability to participate 
wholesale markets. 
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~. 26. Edison artd SDG&E need to modernize, diversify, and clean 
up their present mix of power plants. 

21. Short-term purchases do not themselves accomplish needed 
changes to the utiiity infrastructure. Too rouch-reliance On 
short-term purchases could eXacerbAte existing problems 6n the 
utilities' systems. 

28. Too mUch reliance on short-term purchases could increase 
costs and ultimately obstruct many of our resource planning goals. 

29. A ·portfolio· strategy involves looking t6diverse 
sources rather than a single source in deVeloping long-term 
electric resource plans. 

30. Having our utilities look to independent sources and to 
other utilities for supply- and demand-side resources has many 
benefits, such as competitive pricing; technical innovati6fi, and 
diversity of size, location, and technOlogy. 

3i. An important reason why we have frequent updates '. (eVery 
two years) is that our forecasts of future conditions are 
constantly changing. Resource plans must be revised freqUently, 
and utilities must always haVe the ability to make resource 
commitments between Updates. 

32. A drastio makeover of any utility system in anyone 
update is not reasonable. 

33. The IDRs designated for PG&E constitute a tiny portion of 
its system capaoity; they also do not significantly increase the 
number of QFs on PG&E/s system even it they are fully SUbscribed. 

34. Edison's IDRs, compared to PG&E's, constitute a sOmewhat 
higher but still quite small portion of the Edison system. 

35. SDG&E has significant reliability-based need over the 
next eight years, and under all of its scenarios would be 
increasing its system capaoity by one-third or more. ·The limits we 
place on SDG&E/s solicitation keep the QF contributioh to its total 
capacity in line with the other utilities. They also ensure that 
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SDG&E will fill its large resource needs from a variety Of sources, ~ 
not just QFs and not just this solicitation. 

36. SDGtaE has supported a "90 short" strategy which always 
reserves, for provision through short-term purchases, 50\ of its 
perceived long-term need. 

37. The base case scenario for each utility in the Update 
deriVes, with very limited e~ceptions, from the CEC's supply and 
demand forecasts in its latest Electricity Report. The utiiities 
also haVe broad latitude to explore the effects of uncertalntYI 
Which they generally do through alternative scenarios. The goal 1s 
resource plans that work well even if the future differs from the 
forecasts, as it always does in greater or lesser degree. 

38. The base case scenario indicates -ideal- timing; i.e., 
how soon the utility would add a particular resource were it not 
constrained by the permittinq and construction process. 

39. The proposed ·e)Cisting plant" exception (viz., that costs 
of residual emissions would be ignored in analyzing any purchase of 
power from an existing plant) would signal that Caiifornia is 
committing to generation with high emissions both for the short- . 
and long-term. The proposed exception should be rejected. 

40. EVery resource that goes into a long-term plan 
necessarily backs down some other resource •. 

41. We designate two IDRs for PG&Et (1) the repower of 
HUnters Point units 2 and 3, for a total of 221 MW net capacity, 
and (~) a variable speed wind lOR of 22.5 MW effective capacity 
(150 MW gross capacity). 

42. Although PG&E's filing indicates that the Hunters point 
repower is a cost-~ffective resource addition in 1992, PG&S/S 
system does not have reliability-based need. We therefore set an 
on-line date of 1997 for this repower in order to maximize 
competition among QF bidders. 

43. We designate the variable speed 
in compliance with PU Code section 761.3. 
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.~ found the variable speed wind lDR to be cost-effective in 1998, we 
adopt 1998 as the on-line date for this lDR. concerning the 
capacity factor to be assumed for the lOR, PG&E should use 27i or a 
lower capacity factor t calculated as suggested by u.s. WlndpOwer in 
its reply comments on the Proposed Oecision. 

44. Although only a limited number of Variables need be 
tested in order to reasonably investigate uncertainty, both the 
high and low ranges should be tested and both the variables and the 
ranges must be chosen with care. 

45. A -turnkey" quote is a methOd of construction whereby the 
contractor asSumes total responsibility from design through 
completion of the project. 

46. Generation resource options should meet a minimum size 
criterion to justify the eXpense of hOlding an auction. The 
telemetering requirement for QFs (10 MW and above) on the PG&E and 
Edison systems is a logical threshold for IDRs on those systems. 

47. The geographical restriction placed on bidders against" 
PG&E's HUnters Point lOR make it unsuitable for set-aside purposes. 
Renewable IDRs also provide a more appropriate biddtng benchmark 
for renewable QFs. 

48. TUrnkey projects may provide a way to lower the cost of.
renewable technologies and increase utility participation, both ot 
which seem desirable. MoreOver, the contractor in a turnkey 
project bears the risk of developing the project at the contract 
pricel this tactor largely negates ou~ reasoning in deciding not to 
hold the utility to the benchmark price if it builds the lOR. 

49. PG&E mOdeled the stream of capital costs associated with
its wind IDRs so that a -balloon- occurs at the end of the variable 
speed machine's 20-year useful life. For later updates, this 
method for treating capital costs does not appear appropriate 
either for cost-effectiveness analysis or for paym-ei-tts under final 
Standard Offer 4. 
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50. But fOr the constraints Of the san Francisc60perating' 
criterion, we would have made the Hunters Point repower deferrable 
by QFs regardless of their location. 

51. we designate the Encina 1 repower (273 HW net) and 200 MW 
of geothermal, for a total of 413 MW, as SDG&E's IDRs. We set 
aside half of the geothermal capacity for renewable bidders, 
pursuant to PU Code section 101.3. 

52. SDG&E needs resource additions now. 
53, Although repowers loIere found cost-effective for SDG&E as 

early as 1992, we choose later on-line dates in order to redUce 
lunpiness and maximize competition among QFs while obtaining 
generation for SDG&E's system sOOn. we therefore establish the· 
following on-line dates for the Encina repower IDR: 1995 will be 
the on-line date for 135 HW and 1996 will be the on-line date for 
138 MW. The benchmark price for both years will be based on the 
Encina 1 repower's costs and emissions characteristics, with 
appropriate escalation for the later on-line 'date. 

54. Although some SDG&E scenarios show geothermal additions 
to be cost-effective as early as 1992, we designate 1997 as the 
on-line date for 100 HH of geothermal and 1998 as the o~-iine date 
fOr the other 100 HW ot geothermal. staggering the IDR on-line 
dates from 1995 through 1998 will provide SDG&E with planning 
flexibility and avoid lumpiness problems. 

55. SDG&E's transmission situation inclines us to limit the 
solioitation for this update. 

56. SDG&E has failed to show that the repower of South Bay j 

provides unique and nonduplicable benefits, thiough either an 
assooiated desalination faoility or alleged voltage suppOrt and 
land use benefits, such that a deferral of the repower would be 
wasteful. 

57. 

process to 
suppliers. 

ERCE argues that SDG&E has manipulated the screening 
favor SDG&E's internal projects over those of outsld~ 

ERCE believes that if its proposal is not selected as 
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~ an lDR, it has no means, as an IPP, to compete to fill part of 
SDG&E's resource need. ERCE has not presented persuasive eVidence 
to show that SOG&E should have ranked its proposal higher. 

~ 

~ 

58. Non-QFs, including 1PPsi have other ways to deal with 
SDG&E than by offering up IDRs for QFs to bid against. 

59. The capital and running costs used in cost-e£fectiven~ss 
calculations for candidate IDRs are issues appropriate tor 
litigation in the update. Questions on utility management 
decisions, like SDG&E's handling of Heber and of the requests for 
proposals, are properly the subject of traditional reasonableness 
review, and are not appropriAte issues to consider in the updat~. 

60. Even in retiring the Heber plant, SOG&E has art ObligAtion 
to its ratepayers to obtain ma~imum value. 

61. In the next update, the utilities shAll use the emissions 
limits of the local air district that are in effect or likely to be 
in effect during the bulk of the period mOdeled for cast
effectiveness analysis. If the local air district is contemplating 
a new limit, the affeoted utility shall examine if and how that new 
rate would alter its plaJ'ming results. 

62. The parties disagree with SDG&E's geothermal cost data 
used for its geothermAl IORs. Edison's method of determining 
geothermal costs, based on ER-90 data, is better dOcumented on the· 
record than SOG&E's. However, even Edison's costs do not fully 
comport with ER-90. 

63. SDG&E has demonstrated its strategic reasons to prefer 
the Encina 1 repower. Making the south Bay 3 rep6wer an iOR would 
result in a larger total solicitation than we deem appropriate for 
SDG&E at this time. 

64. For Edison; we designate as IORs the Huntington Beach 3 
repower (385 MW net), 300 HW of geothermal, and 50 HW (effective 
capacity) of wind. Half of the geothermal and wind capacity is set 
aside for renewable bidders, pursuant to PU Code seotion 701.3. 
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65. Since Edison's system does not have reliability-based e 
need, we choose the on-line dates of its suggested aiternative 
plan; namely 1997 for the wind lOR and 1998 for the Huntington 
Beach repower, in order to promote as much conpetition among QFs as 
possible. 

66. since Edison's system does not have reliability-based 
need, and in order to avoid lumpiness problems, 1997 will be the 
on-line date for 100 MW of the geothermal and 1999 Will be the 
on-line date for 200 MW. 

67. Edison's base case resource plan relies heavily on 
uncommitted DSM, which meets about 65\ of Edison's need durinq the 
deferral window. 

68. When Edison's AII-DSM plan is rejected and Edison's 
suggested alternative plan is understood, Edison's oVerall 
perception of need is quite similar to the commission's. 

69. since Edison's system is overwhelmingly fossil-fueled, We 
choose renewable IORs for almost half Of the solicited capacity. 

70. Edison's ·CPUC Base Case,· which results in a far greater 
assessment of need for Edison than ER-90 indicates, is neither 
reqUired nor approved by our resource procurement decisions. 
Edison chose not to sUPpOrt its All-DSK strategy despite this 
Commission's repeated invitation to Edison and the other 
respondents to include in their resource plan showings a 
description and justification of their strategic preferences. 

71. This Commission vigorously supports DSM programs. 
72. The major concerns about Edison's Ali-DSM Plan inolude 

the followingl (1) the plan Is not least-cost; (2) the plan i~ 
prematurely made, before Edison has completed its integtated 
planning OSH pilot projeott (3) the plan is unprecedented and 
implaUsible, in that it assumes almost twice as much DSM as ER-90 t 

which already relies on uncommitt~d DSK to meet about 2/3 of . 
Edison's resource need through 19991 (4) the plan is inconsistent 
with ER-90, (5) the plan is high risk: (6) the plan is a bad 
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~.. investment strategy; (7) the plan is inconsistent with Edison's 
announced planning objectivesl (8) the plan elevates one worthwhile· 
planning goal to absolute supremacy while neglecting all others) 

• 

(9) the plan inappropriately allocates risk between shareholder and 
ratepayers,-and (10) the plan contains unaccounted for costSi 

-73. The aspects of the repower of san Bernardino units 1 and 
2 that Edison claims justify nondeferrability are not shown to be 
unique or impossible for QFs to provide. 

74. The final standard Offer 4 procedure captures the 
economic benefits of using existing equipment and transmission 
lines at an already developed site. The low cost of the repowering 
at an existing site is reflected in the IDRls lower costs cOmpared 
to other resource options, and it is these lower costs that become 
the benchmark against which a QF bids. 

75. Using the Nevada residual emissions values for plants in 
attainment areas, 1100 MW of geothermal are cost-effective for 
Edison oVer the next ei9ht years. 

16. Our review of ER-9D and its supporting documentation 
indicates the eEe developed both fixed and Variable geothermal O&:H . 
costs. 

77. Edison's capital and O&M costs for San Gorgonio and 
Tehachapi wind generation are the same, hut the transmission line 
and sUbstation upgrade costs at san Gorgonio are lower. 

78. ER-90 remains in place until ER-92 supersedes it. 
79. since this is the first t-ime that the utilities will 

issue solioitation packages for final standard 6ffer 4, it is 
prudent to develop a procedure by which the parties can 
preliminarily review the solioitation packages in order to prevent 
delay or confusion that could result from typographical errors, 
omissions, or other problems with the packages turning up after the 
utilities have published them. 

- , 
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80. Transphase's petition to intervene is not reasonabl.y e 
pertinent to the issues already presented 1n the Update and w6uld 
unduly broaden those issues. 

81. An integrated bidding pilot (or pilots) could easily be 
subsumed within the overall level of resource additions adopted in 
tOday's order without Ncounting againstN QF-deferrable generation. 

82. One of the fundamental goals of coordination between the 
eEC and the CPUC in the ER/Update process would be frustrated if 
winners from a solicitation based on one ER were to haVe an 
neconomic need* test applied at the CEC based on a later ER. 

83. Under our NaiternativeN planning scenario in this phase 
of the Update, the values assigned to residual emissions vary, 
depending upon where those emissions are generated. Emissions 
occurring in nonattainment areas are valued using the purchasing 
utility's marginal cost of control, but emissions occurring in 
attainment areas are assigned values adopted by the Nevada Public 
service Commission. we call this method nonuniform valuation. 

84. Based on the record in this case, nonuniformvaluatlon is 
more appropriate for California than is uniform valuation. 
conclusions of Law 

1. PG&E, SDG&E and Edison all have need ot new or additional 
electric generation that should be filled at this time. 

2. Heeting the state's objective of minimizing the 
environmental costs of providing electric service is one of severa! 
important objectives the commission must balance. Equally 
important are the traditional objectives of reasonably priced, 
reliable service for all ratepayers. 

3. pO Code seotions 701.3 and 701.4, enacted on January 1, 

1992, govern resource procurement in this Update. since our 
methodOlogy does not yet quantify the value of fuel diversity, the 
provisions of section 701.3 require us to Nset aside- a portion of 
generating capaoity for renewable resources in the coming bid 
solioitation. 
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e 4. For purposes of the renewables set-aside, we adopt: the" , 
definition of non-fossil resources that we used in D.91 .... 06-022, 
Le. r generation resources that do not use oil, coal, or natural,' 
gas as their primary fuel source. Qualifying projects would 
include wind, hydro, geothermal, solid waste, biomass, and solar 
p~ojects. such a project must not use a~y amount of oil o~ coali 

, , 

but may Use natural gas for no more 25% of its total energy input 
during a calendar year. A project acquired through the set;...aside' 
must certify compliance with these fuel use restrictions as part of 
its commitments under its final standard otfer 4 contract. 

5. The addition of residual emissions valuation to ICEH 
precludes reliance on a single ICEK scenario for resource planning 
purposes at this time. 

6. The following rules are adopted now for administering the 
set-aside capacity solicitation in this update. First, each 
set-aside will have benchmark prices set by a renewable iOR, 

second, e~cept for PG&E, all technolOgies will be allowed to bid 
against renewable IDRS, but at least half the capacity of each 
renewable lOR will be awarded to renewable bidders (assuming there 
are SUfficient renewable QF bidders to tully subscribe the 
set-aside). Third, second-price auction rules apply to the'price 
awarded the Winning bidders. 

7. since PG&E's wind IDR is a small IDR in absolute terms 
and also in comparison to PG&E's repower lOR, bidding on this wind 
lOR should be limited to renewable QFs. 

8. Our policy of recognizing the environmental costs 6£ 
residual emissions of different generation resource options should 
apply to all resource types and all fuel sources. 

9. Failing to inolude environmental objectives in our 
choices for the long term would prevent us from achieving our goal 
of environmerttally sensitive, least-cost eleotricity service. 

10. The Update long-term procurement process should not 
contain speoial exclusions for particular generation technologies, 
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generation site~, or poliutants. The same procedures, including 
valuation of emissions, ought to apply to all technologies and to 
all plants, whether existing at the time of the Update or to be " 
constructed. This conclusion follows directly from onr commitment 
to a "level" playing field" for competing sources of supply. 

11. Utilities are authorized to make resOurce acquisitions 
outside the Update process using their best judgment and subject to 
reasonableness review. 

12. G.iven the uncertainty oVer policy addressinq climate 
change, PG&E; SDG&E, or Edison should undertake a long-term 
purchase onlY if the supplier provides assurance that it alone will 
bear the cost of meeting any future costs resulting from a carbtin 
ta~, aCqUisition of tradeable emission permits, retrofits, or any 
other carbon emission control strategy or regulation applicable to 
the supplierls plant(s). 

13. In future Updates utilities should present (1) a private 
cost scenario (with emissions valued at zero) and (2) a scenario 
valuing residual emissions based on the purchasing utility's 
marginal cost of emission control, as discussed in this decision. 

14. The costs of offsets already owned and exemptions from 
offset requirements should be included in determininq the costs of 
the repower project. Where we designate repowers as IORs, the 
utility should correct the IDR's capital costs to include the full 
cost of offsets. 

15. The utilities should correct their published bid 
solicitations for this Update based on repower IORs so that only 
the emission offsets and offset ratios associated with the 
inoremental capacity of the repower would be netted against the 
total repower emissions. The utilities should also correct their 
published bid solicitation for this Update sO that the lORiS 
capital costs are based upon DRA's method for calculating offset 
costs. 
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• 16. For this Update and until further Order, utilities shotild 

• 

evaluate short-term purchase options (those of five years duration 
or iess) on a traditional least-cost basis, i.e.; without factoring 
in residual emissions costs. Not applying a residual ·emissions 
analysis to short-term purchases will ease the transition phase, 
and will help cushion any pOtential rat~ impact which may result 
from incorporating externalities in evaluating long-term purchases •. 
This bifurcated approach in valuing short-term purchases is an 
interim policy. 

17. In future updates, the utilities shall continue to 
perform their long-term resource plan cost-effectiveness analysis 
by counting air emission costs for all resources once they are 
added to the utility system, even if the added resource is 
short-term. 

lS. Ignoring residual emissions in a cost-effectiveness 
analysis for both short- and long-term purchases from e~isting 
plants (the ·existin~ plant* exception) would subvert the policies 
of PU code section 701.3 • 

19. PG&E, subject to two alternative conditions, should 
pursue the variable speed wind lOR or another renewable project if 
the IDR is not substantially fully subscribed. First, PG&E may 
itseif develop the renewable capacity if it is willing to accept 
the benchmark price as a cost cap. Second, if PG&E chooses not to . 
develop the renewable capacity itself, it must pursue the lOR if 
U.S. Windpower is still willing to proceed under the terms and 
conditions of its turnkey quote. 

20. Only QFs in san Francisco and Northern san Mateo County 
should be eligible to defer the repower of HUnters Point Units 2 

and 3. 
21. SDG&E will-be able to fill its remaining need, and 

respond to th~ CEC'S recommendation of renewable capaoity bey6nd 
that amount s~t aside in today's decision, from its other resource 
options. 
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22. A.91-()8-028, in which Soo&E requested we find e 
nondeferrable its proposed south Bay repower, is denied beca-use 
SDG&E has failed to adequately justify that finding. our rejection 
of SDG&E's request does not preclude SDG&E from pursuing the south 
Bay repower, either linked with the desa~ination facility or as a 

stand-alone project. 
23. ERCE's request that we reject SDG&E's resource plant or 

require SDG&E to revise its evaluation process by using an 
independent party to evaluate potential IDRs, should be denied. 

24. Edison's request that the repower of san Bernardino 
units 1 and 2 be deemed nondeferrable should be denied. 

25. For purposes of preparing a bid SOlicitation package, we 
direct both SDG&E and Edison to use the complete set of fi~ed and 
variable costs developed by the CEC staff in ER-92 for liquid
dominated flash geothermal technologies. (See Technology 
Characterization Report, october 11, 1991.) 

26. In their bid SOlicitation packages, SDG&E and Edison 
shoUld speoify the ~GRA in which their respective geothermal IDRs 
would be located. For SDG&E, the KGRA should have SUfficient 
resource potential to accommodate SDG&E's IDRs and, in relation to 
SDG&E's system, shoUld have lower transmission upgrade costs than 
other KGRAs. Edison's designation of KGRA should tollow the same 
criteria, as applied to Edison's geothermal IDRs and transmission 

upgrade costs. 
27. If a decision in our transmission access investigation 

(1.90-09-050) entails changes to the final standard Offer 4 
contraot, tha assignad ALJs should ensura that these are 
incorporated in the contract as expeditiously as possible. 

28. Tha assigned ALJs should promptly schedule a workshop or 
prehearing conference to-consider the appropriate method, scope, 
and timing 6f a pre-publication review of the utilities' 
solicitation packages. 
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29. The assigned ALJs should request the parties' views on 
whether the bidding and scoring approach set forth in Attachment 6, 
or sOme other suggestion, 1s a desirable or feasible alternative ,in 
this Update cycle to a simple one bid per QF per IDR approach. If 
not, then the solicitation should proceed under the latter 
approach. 

30. Consideration of unresolved issues regarding sales by QFs 
to multiple entities, terns for as-available sales in e~cess of 
firm commitment, and aggregation of IDRs for bidding purposes is 
timely. 

ll. The review of methodological issues in phase l will be 
limited. In particular, no matter resolved in 0.91-06-622 or in 
tOday's decision (except where noted) is subject to reconsideration 
in Phase 3. 

32. The assigned ALJs should schedule a prehearing conference 
to schedule and coordinate activity in Phase 3. Any party 
proposing an issue for Phase 3 must justify inclusion of that issue 
and state specific reasons tor its timeliness and relative 
importance. 

33. Before the next update cycle starts, CACD should develop 
a common format for use in ratepayer impact exhibits in the update, 
CACD should consult with the utility respondents and other parties,' 
and may hold one or mOre workshops for this purpose. 

34. since a bid solicitation should be held as soon as 
possible in 1992, this order should be effective imnediately. 

35. Transphase's petition to intervene dOes not comply with 
Rule 54 of the commission/s Rules ot practice and procedure. The 
patition should be denied without prejudice. 

36. PU Code § 747 requires that we assess the teasibility and 
implications of implementing the tested bidding systems before 
making recommendations on whetha~ DSH bidding systems should be 
used to fulfill future eleotrio utility resource needs. 
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37. Even if Transphase were permitted to interven'e· in the _ 
Update, its motion for consolidation of inte:grated bidding into the 
Update is unreasonable and would be denied. 

38. The CECis latest gas price forecast, adopted November 6, 
1991, for use in ER-9i, should be used in evaluating bidS in the 
auctioJ\ conducted pursuant to today's decision. 

39. Nonuniform valuation should be used fOr the-baSe case 
analysis. in our proceedings for electric resource planning and 
acquisition. 

40. Any adder (or subtra.ctor) for a winning elF sh~ui.d be 
computed using the emission values for the OF'S. generation sit.e • 

. 41. The issue of whether a QF's residual emissions should be 
calculated net of reqUired offsets should be reconsidered. 

42. For the purposes of consistency,. we shouid alsO assess 
the cost-effectiveness of DSM prOgrams utilizing the ER-92 gas 
price forecast. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. pacific Gas and Electric company, southern California 

Edison company and san Diego Gas , Electric company shall each 
prepare a bid solioitation package in conformance with the 
discussion, findings, and conolusions set forth in this decision. 
The assigned Administrative LaW Judges shall schedule the 
preparation, review, and publication of the bid solioitation 
packages •. The. schedule. shall allow effective coordination of these 
aotivities with Investigation 90-09-050 and with modifications to' 
the final standard Offer 4 contract and bidding protocol pursuant 
to Deoision 91-06-022 and this decision. 

2. Applica"t-ion 91-08-028 is denied and that proceeding is 
olosed. 
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," 7. 3, The assign~d AdministtativeLaw Judges shall c6nVeJ1~ 

prehearingconferences or workshOps in conformance with the 
'dis~ti~siont fi~dingst and con61usions in this decision. 

4. Before the nextBlem1ial Resource plan update (Upd~te) 
cycle commences, the commission Advisory and compliance Divisioll 

-. 

,(CACD) shall develop a common format for use in ratepayer impact 
exhibits in the Update. 'CAci> shall consult with the utility" 
respondents'tuld other parties, and may hold one or more workshops 
for this purpose. 

5. The Petition of Transphase systems, Inc. to Intervene in 
the Biennial Resource plan Update and Related Applications is 
denIed wIthout prejudice. 

6. 
Ino. and 
requests 

The petitions to intervene of BHP Minerals lnternational 
PeabOdy Coal Company are granted. All other motions and 
stili outstanding in this phase Of the update are d~nied. 
This order is effective tOday., ;~'" 
Dated April' 22; '1992, at San Franci.sco, California:: 

DANIEL Hm. FESSLER 
president' 

JOHN B. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 
NoRMAN D. SHUMWAY 

commissioners 

We will tile a written concurring opinion • 

. lsi JOHN B. OHANIAN 
Commissioner 

Is/ PATRICIA H. ECKERT 
commissioner 
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ATTACHMENT i 
Page 1 

Table of Acron~s and Abbreviations 

Application 
Assembly Bill 
Administrative Law Judge 
Commission Advisory and Compliance Division 
california Energy commission 
Coalition for Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Technologies 

california Public utilities commission 
Decision 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (Part ot CPuc staff) 
Demand-side Management 
southern California Edison company 
1990 Electricity Report of the CEC 
1992 Electricity Report of the CEe 
ERe Environmental and Energy services Company; Inc. 
GeothermiH Resources Assooiation and Inciependent 
Energy producers Association 

Investigation 
Iterative COst-effectiveness Methodology 
Identified Deferrable Resource 
Independent Power producer (any nonutility 
generator 6f electrioity other than a QF) 

known geothermal resource area 
Megawatt (one million watts) 
Nitrogen/oxygen co~pounds 
Operating and Maintenance costs 
paoifio Gas and Eleotrio Company 
California Publio Resources Code 
California Publio Utilities Code 
PUblio utility Regulatory policies Act 



QF 
R.· 

RT 

San Diego APeD 
SOC~lGas 
s6uth Coa.st 

AQMO 

sDC&E 
SONGS 1 

·862 

SOx ~ 

Transphase 
update 
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Qualffying FAcilIty 
Rulemaking 
Reporte~/s Tran~cript 

• - > .~. 

San Diego Air Pollution control Di.strict 
. southern caltf6rnia Gas company 

south coast Air ouality Hanageme~t District 

san oleg6 Gas & Electric company 
San onofre »uclear Generating Stati.6n, unit 1 

Sulfur Dioxide 
Sulfur/Oxygen Compounds' 
'i'ransphase Systems, Inc. 
Biennial Resource plan Update 

(END OF ATTACHMENT 1) 
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Landmark CPUC Decisions on 
Avoided Cost, standard Offers 

7he foliowing list, although not eXhaustive, shows where 
to find answers to the key questions that the commission has 
addressed regarding QFs. The summaries are necessarily terse and 
are not intended either to indicate each issue in any given 
decision or to substitute for review of the actual text of the 
opinion and order. In addition to these decisions, our general 
rate case decisions have been used in the past to update certain 
standard offer terms. FinallY, decisions in general rate case and 
fuel offset proceedings often contain analysis ot marginalco'st 
that is broadly relevant to QF policy. 

1. Foundational Decisions 

D.91109 adopted «avoided costw pr1c1ng for utility 
purchases from ·private energy producers· 

D.82-01-103 - guidelines for standard otf~rs 

D.82-04-071 - authorized -hydro savings prices· during 
spill conditions 

D.85-07-022 - long-run avoided cost methodolOgy 

II. Decisions Implementing Variable 
Energy Payments and standard Offers 1 
2, and 3 (the shQrt-run Ofters) 

D.82-12-120 
D.83-10-093 

0.94-03-692 
D.84-04-012 

0.88-0,7-024 
0.89-02-065 

III. Deoisions on Interim standard Offer 4 
(the Interim Long-run Offer): see 
Attachment 2 of 0.21-06-022 
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IV. show Cause Proceeding (PG&E) 

0".84-()3-093 

. -

,--

0.84-0S-031 - "'good faith" guidelines for utilities in 
negotiating with QFs 

V. Investigation of Transmission Constraints, 
Development of OF Milestone Procedure, and 
Administration of Transmission priority 

0.84-08-037 
0.85-01-03S 
D.85-01-03!) 
0.85-08-045 
D.85-09-()58 
0.85-11-017 

0.85-12-075 
0.86-02-0l3 
0.86-04-053 
0.86-11-005 
0.86-12-017 
0.87-04-039 

D.87-08-028 
0.87-09-030 
0.88-04-067 
0.89-01"044 
0.89-07-058 
0.91-04-040 
0.91-11-053 

VI. Standard Ofter 2: Suspension and Reinstatementt 
see Attar-h~eryt 2 of 0.91-06-022 

VII. D¢velopment of the Resource Plan-based offer 
(Final standard Offer 4) 

0.85-07-022 
0.86-07-004 
0.86-10-030 
D.87-05-060 

0.87-11-024 
0.88-03-026 
0.88-03-079 
0.88-09-026 

0.89-04-047 
0.89-07-045 
0.90-03-060 
0.90-06-027 
0.91-06-022 

VIII. ·Orphans,· ·pione~rs,· and Nonstandard contracts: 
See Attachment 2 ot 0.91-06-022 . 

IX. Energy Reliability Inde~ (ERt)t 
capacity Valuation Methods 

0.86-11-071 
0.91-11-057 

x. 9ut-of-service Area OFs 

0.88-04-070 0.98-09-067 

0.89-06-648 
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AV61~able das C6sts 

XII. ContractAdmir'llstratioil 

0.90-12-028 

fi.88-10-6l~ in R.8S~06~OOl (Guid~liries) 

, ,#" 

'." 

',,'t-t. 

: .. \ 

" " \ ~ .... 
" " '" .'\. 

\ . 
" (END "OF A'rI'AQ.1IEMT :2) 
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Summary of Standard Offer~1 

STANDARD OFPER 1: Variable capacity and Energy 
The QF's energy and capacity are sold on an as-availabie 

basis, meaning that the amount and time of delivery of the energy 
is not guaranteed. The OF is paid full short-run aVOided energy 
cost, plus current shortage cost, on a per kilowatt-hour basis, for 
all energy deliVered to the utility. Energy and shortage costs are 
updated quarterly and annually (respectively), with the energy cost 
based on the incremental energy rates established in the utility's 
last fuel offset proceeding and the expected fuel costs for that 
quarter. Shortage costs are based on the utility's cost of a 
combustion turbine. This contract is used by all technOlogies, but 
particularlY wind, due to the uncertain nature of that resource. 
STAKDARD OFFER 2: Firm capacity and Variable Energy 

The QF's capacity is sold on a firm basis, meaning that 
an amount of capacity is gUaranteed to be available to the utility
during its peak load period. The capacity payments are based on 
levelized, forecasted shortage costs, which are stated in the 
contract and are fixed for the life of the contract. Energy prices 
are the saffie as in standard Offer 1. Many coqenerators and biomass 
QFs hold standard Offer 2 contracts. 
STANDARD OPFER 3: Variable Capacity and Energy From QFs Not 

More Than 100 Kilowatts 

This offer is the sarne as standard Offer 1 in practice, 
but the contract terms and OF responsibilities are less involved, 
due to the small size of the faoilities. 

11 source: D.88-09-026 (in A.82-04-44 et al.), Appendi~ D. 
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HOV Final standard Offer 4 WorksA/ 

Unlike the short-run standard offers and the interim 
long-run standard offer, final standard Offer 4 derives from the 
respective utility's resource plan (including potential neW plant 
construction, refurbishments, power purchases, etc.), as reviewed 
by the commission in a biennial update proceeding. pricing under 
final standard Offer 4 varies according to when the OF comes 
on-line. During Period 2, the QF avoids a specific utility 
generation resource, and the QF receives payments based on the 
fi~ed and variable costs of the avoided resource. If the QF com~s 
on-line in PeriOd I, i.e., before the date when the avoided 
resource would have begun delivery of electricity, the OF meets 
near-term demand growth, and therefore the QF receives short-run 
marginal cost-based payments until the start of Period~. The 
commission considers uncertainties and procurement strategies for 
each utility in determining a megawatt (MW) limit at each updat~ 
proceeding. Whenever the capacity of OFs seeking final standard 
Offer 4 contracts from a given utility e~ceeds that utility's HW 
limit, the available contracts are allocated through bidding. The 
utilities are also authorized to pay QFs additional sums for 
providing performance features (e.g., downward dispatchability at 
the utility's direction) not otherwise required under the standard 
offers. 

We have adapted the following chronological overview from 
prior orders. We think the details of the final standard 6ffer4 

resource planning process are more easily grasped with the total 
design in mind. 

11 Source: 0.88-09-026 (in A.82-04-44 et al.), Appendix A. 
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step 1: The utiiity application. Foilowing the latest 
Electricity Report of the California Energy commission (CEC), the 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the San Diego Gas & Electric 
company, and the southern California Edison Company each file a 
resource plan with a 12-year planning horizon. The plan identifies 
within the horizon those potential resource additions that the 
applicant believes are cost-effective for its system. The plan 
states the costs associated with each such resource and the point 
in the planning horizon when that resource becomes cost-effective. 
The plan also states all relevant assumptions. The applicant 
presents its assumptions in internally consistent ·scenarios.« The 
latest eEe Electricity RepOrt forecasts give the supply and demand 
assumptions for the base case scenario. The applicant may also 
file additional scenarios, or otherwise deal with the range of 
uncertainties underlying the forecasts, in order to explain the 
applicant/s preferred procurement strategy. 

step 2: Hearings on the utility applications. The 
commission/s staff and other participants critique each resource 
plan. They may note internal inconsistenoies in any of the 
applicants' scenarios, present Alternative scenarios ot their own, 
criticize the applicant's assessment of uncertainty, and challenge 
the reasonableness of an applicant's assumptions. They also check 
that the applicants have correotly implemented the. commission's 
cost-effectiveness methOdology. Finally, these participants may 
eXplain their choice of the scenario best suited to the 
determination of avoidable plants. 

step 3: commission deteraination of avoidable plants for 
the respective utilities. Avoidable plants are essentially the 
cost-effective baseload or intermediate resource additions 
appearing in the.first eight years of the resource plan that is 
preferred by the Commission. This choice is the key commission aot 
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in the long-run standard offer process. The commission makes this 
choice according to the fallowing criteria, among Others: Are the 
plan and underlying assumptions plausible (i.e., internally 
consistent and reasonable, given known forecast uncertainties)? 
DOes the plan expose ratepayers to unnecessary risks, either of 
premature commitments Or of shortages? Is the plan consistent with 
energy regulatory gOals and policies? The Commission decision 
comes about five months after filing of the applications. 

step 4: The utilities' sOlicitation process and OF 
auction. After makinq any modifications ordered by the Commission, 
the utilitilt!s announce the aVailability of long-run sta.ndard offer· 
contracts based on the capacity and the fi~ed and va.riable costs of 
the aVoidable resource(s). QFs ha.ve a three-month solicitation 
period to respond. Each interested QF indicates (1) the resource' 
that the QF seeks to avoid, (2) the QF's own technology and 
capa.city, and (3) the OF's bid, which is the lowest percentage of 
the resource's fixed costs that the OF would be willing to accept., 
The bid cann6t eXceed the resource's fi~ed costs. The utility 
opens the responses at the end of the solioitation period. It QFS 
seeking to avoid a resource do not cumulatively exceed the 
resource's capacity, all these QFs are offered contracts at the 
full fixed costs of the resource. If such QFs do exceed the 
,resource's capaoity, contracts up to that MW limit are offered to 
the low-bidding QFs, and they receive that percentage of the 
resource's fixed costs bid by the lowest losing bidder. (This is 
known as a ·second price- auction.) Contract signing occurs after 
the winning bidder complies with the prerequisites of the OF 
Milestone procedure, roughly one year'after the utility 
applications. 
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" step5i UPdate to' the long-run staooardoffer. The 

,updatE! is s9hedul~d every ,b/6 years and follows' each CEC 
" ElebtricitYReport. 'The utilities ftle ~ew resource plans,' tUld 

st(!,ps 1 through 4 are 'repeatEid, w,ith such modifications to the, 

, process as th~ parties may suggest and the commission approves. 

.' 
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Background Information on 
Air Quality arid Fuel Diversity 

This attachment reproduces Sections IV.B and 
IV.C (with the original footnote numbering) 
from D.91-06-022 1 which is the decision where 
the Commission adopted its method for factoring 
air quality and fuel diversity considerations 
into least-cost electric resource planning. 
These sections summarize background information 
that is well-known to most of the parties to 
the Update hut that the general reader may find 
useful. please note that the offset ratios 
cited near the end of the attachment were 
current as of the adoption of 0.91-06-022 (June 
1991). Higher offset ratio requirements are 
either adopted or under consideration for san 
Diego and the San Francisco say Area. 

B. Ba:ckgrouild 

".' ;.. 

ER-90 made major advances over prior california resource 
planning efforts in its approach to environmental qualitY-and fuel 
diversity. All parties agree that these factors shouldaffeot an 
electric utility1s choices in meeting future demand on its system, 

- hut there is little a-greement 6n how the utility should take them 
into account. 

part of theditficulty is that these factors' impaots on 
utility costs and sooiety are not easy to calculate. The value of 
fuel diversity depends 6n assessing the financial risks of relying 
too much on a given fuel, and on calc~latin9 how best to insure 
against those risks. As for environmental quality, the prOd,:!cers 
(including utilities) that create pollution have generally not had 
to bear all the costs of pollution hut haVe instead -externalized' 
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a substantial part of those costs to society as a whole. The 
utilities logically should bear their fair share of such costs, 
although the size of that share is debatable. 

For ~urposes of this discussion, acquiring wiuel 
diVersityn for California utilities means increasing the proportion 
in their resource nix of electricity generated by plants that do 
not rely on oil/ coal, or natural gas as their primary fuel source. 
Some technolOqies burn small amounts of natural gas, e.q., 9as
assisted solar. A power plant using such a technolOgy would still 
be considered non-f6ssil if it uses natural gas for no mOre thai. 
25% of its total energy input during a calendar year. 9 

-Environmental quality· inclUdes air, water, and land use 
considerations. Most parties would limit evaluation efforts during 
this ER/BRPU cycle to air quality impacts. 10 The reason for ~he 
limitation is that the analysis ot air quality impacts has been 
spurred by recent state and federal clean air legislation and 
actions by local air management districts. california utilities, 
along with other major sources of air pollutants, are facing major 
clean-up costs now or in the near future. Air basins in california 
must now achieve annual reductions in total emissions of specified 
air pollutants, and this will inevitably affect how each electric 
utility plans and operates its system. 

The imminence of these air quality problems convinces us 
that the priority given to evaluation of air quality impacts is 
appropriate. However, all californians know that the state has a 

9 The record does not olearly define fuel diversity, however . 
our concept (adapted from testimony by PG&E witness Ross in Exhibit 
207, page 6) does not appear controversial. 

10 The eXceptions are Edison, which has a proposal regardinq land 
use, and SDG&E, which could include water and land use in the post
bidding phase of the resource acquisition process that it proposes. 
For further discussion of parties' positions, see section IV.D 
below. 
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water crisis. Environmental reviev during the permit proc~ss for 
new power plants should ensure that the plants have acceptable 
environmental impacts, but only if water is included along with 
other environmental considerations in procuring new generati6n will 
a power plant project that preserves our water reSQurces be able to 
use that fact to competitive advantage. We urge that power plant 
impact on water resources be further eXamined in the next ER/BRPU 
cycle. 
c. Air Ouality OVerview 

The following discussion serves chiefly to introduce some 
terms and concepts that are inevitable when relating air quality to 
electric generation. 

Ambient air quality standards (AAQS) apply to a rogue/s 
gallery of hazardous substances. These ·criteria pollutants· 
include certain sulfur/oxygen compounds (SOx), carbon monoxide, 
lead, particulate matter in suspension (PM), a group collectively 
referred to as reactive organic gases (ROG); and ozone, which is a 
principle component of smog. Nitrogen/oxygen compounds (NOx) are 
«precursors· (through chemical reactions in the atmosphere) to 
criteria pollutants, and also contribute to acid deposition, a n6n
criteria pOllutant. 11 carbon dioxide is also considered a 
pollutant because it is a ·greenhouse" gas and so contributes to 
possible global warming. 

concentrations of criteria pollutants in e~cess of AAQS 
are unhealthy. When the concentration Of a given criteria 
p6llutant in an air basin regularly violates AAQS, the air basin is 
designated a non-attainment area. PG&E, SDG&Ej and Edison all 
serve major metropolitan-areas that are also non-attainment areas. 

california is -~ovinq aggressively to address its air 
quality problems. ·Beginning in 1988, the California Clean Air Aot 

11 We will follow ER-90 usage in referring to NOx as a criteria 
pollutant. 
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requires that local districts reduce emissions of non-attainment 
pollutants or their precursors by 5% per year (by air basin).LOcal 
districts are required to develop new air quality attainment plans 
to meet [AAQS) by December 1991. These plans include more 
restrictive emissions limitations for existing sources and new 
procedures for permitting new sources.* ER-90, page 5-4 (footnote 
omitted). These requirements also apply to districts that are 
themselVes in attainment but that contribute to attainm~nt problems 
downwind. 

Air management districts have the ability to require 
retrofits of power piants as part of these plans. Also, air 
management districts may require new sources to apply the best 
available control technolOgY (BACT). SCAQKO has taken bathol 
these actions to deal with NOX emissions. Proposed Rule 69 01 ,the 
San Diego-county Air Pollution control District wouid apply a more 
stringent NOx emission standard than SCAQMD's and would cover 
virtually all utility electrical turbines and boilers in the 
distriot. ER-90 assumes that NOx retrofit requirements will be 
adopted in both san Diego and V~ntura Counties. 

New sources may also have to acquire *otfsetsW of any 
residual emissions after ~pplication ot BACT by arranging to reduce 
emissions from an existing source. speoifically, regulations of 
the federal Environmental protection Agency require that all 
inoreases in emissions resulting trom a major new source must be 
mitigated by the permanent reduction ot emissions from existing 
sources. "Offset requirements are administered by local air 
distriots and are set on a site-speoifio basis.' (ER-90 at 
page 5-7.) Air management districts in non-attainment areas may 
require such offsets in a ratio greater than one-to-one. This is 
the case with the san Franoisco Bay Area (1.111), Los Angeles 
(1.2:1), and San Diego (1.211) air basins. ." 
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Many of the pollutants 'mentioned above are producedwheh 
fossil ~ujl~ at~ burn~~_ 1~ ~Articular, bUrni~g oil and~aawill 
produce UOx. ,The CE9 notes that in its leEK iUliUysis, NOiwas the 
o'nlY pOllutant\ih6se ValUe actually affected the th~ingof new 
resources, and NOX' accounted for almost half the' total value 

'attributCed toresiduaiemissions .12 

, (END OF ATTACIIKEN'l' 5) 

12 ,'ER-90, page' ~-12. , The CEC says the predominance of NOxis due 
to the sllall amounts 'of sox PH, and ROO put.~ut ~y power plants 
relatiVe to their NOx emissions. Alsoiaccording to the CEC, NOx 
emitted from all sources is subject to stririgent controls, which 
leads t6a higher soc~ai. value per ton. "third of the total 
residual emissions value in ER-90 came from carbon.~. 
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Considerations for Bidding 
with Multiple iDRS and Set-asides 

This proposal is set forth in order to stimulate further 
discussion of various bidding and scoring issues raised by the 
decision at section 8.1. Although this proposal does not 
specifically state how different transmission costs and ~n-line 
dates factor into the bidding and scoring methods discussed here, 
the workshops and discussions should also address whether this 
proposal, or minor modifications to it, is sufficient to address 
these specific considerations. 
1. Desired Auction outcome 

'I'his proposal assumes that the desired auction outcome is 
the most efficient selectiQn of lCilst~cost-iesources' tak1rig~into' ' 
consideration multiple lDRs with differing emissi6ns profiles, 
compliance with legislated set-aside requirements, and price(s) set 
by the lowest losing bidder(s). 
2. Bideling and Scoring Issues 

2.1 Hut tip1e IORs 

If only one IDR exists, every bidder comp~tes against 
every other bidder and no strategic bidding due to lOR choice 
occurs. However, in the case of multiple IORs, assuming there is 
no aggregation of IDRs and bidders can choose what lOR to bid . . . 

against, bidders are likely to select the IDR that combines the 
best chance of winning with the highest level of rents. A poor 
auction outcome could result if QFs game the auction in this way 
while lOWer-priced IORs that these QFs might still be able to beat 
go under-subscribed. 
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This proposal recommends adoption of rules to aVoid 
strategic bidding and achieVe the optimal group of winners for all 
of the IDRs offered by a given utility. There are different 
options to consider, including: (1) require the QF to submit one 
bid applicable to all IORsl (2) allow the OF to submit multiple 
bids and allow the utility to select the IDR for which theQF 
receives a contract; or (3) require the QF to submit a bid (but not 
necessarily the same bid) for every lOR and fill the lOR capacity 
starting with the lowest-cost bidders. 

option 1 is ruled out because the IORs may have different 
emissions profiles from one another. Bidders are expected to 
adjust their bid price to account for expected adders or 
subtracters, so bids should apply to specific IORs. option ~ 
ailows QFs the same choice of lOR discussed above, but remOVes some 
of the ability to influence the price received. For reasons 
discussed aboVe, this proposal is an improvement but do~s not 
ensure an optimal group of winners. 

option 3, the option preferred here, eliminates the 
opportunity to bid strategically. Each bid would be identified as -
applicable to a particular lOR. (For example, bidder 1 submits 
bids lA and lB, which would apply to lOR A and lOR B, 
respectively.) 

When designating winners, in what order should the 
utility fill the lORs? From an economio standpoint, the answer 
might be that the utility should first fiil the capaoity of the 
least cost-effective lOR and end with the capaoity of the ~ 
cost-effective IOR~ The parties should discuss whether this 
sequence is appropr-iate, given our strategio bidding concerns. 

As each lOR is filled, the utility would designate 
lowest-cost bids as winners after eliminating bids from QFs that 
had already WOn. Per existing rules, the lowest losing bid On each 
IDR would set the price for that lOR. 
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A set-aside is meant to ensure that a minimum level Of 
renewable resources will enter the resOurce plan.1! There are many 
ways to address this issue, but this proposals boils them down to 
two! (1) restrict bidding on specified IDRs to renewable 
technologies: or, (~) allow all technolbgies to bid against all 
IORs but establish rules to ensure that renewable QFs win a minimum 
amount of the available capacity. 

Restricted bidding has potential problems similar to 
those discussed in the preceding section. The least-cost renewable 
QFs might bid only against set-aside IORs, where their chances'of 
Winning and achieving high rents are maximized since n6 competition 
with fossil-fired QFs occurs. Also, because some renewable QFs 
actuallY may be competitive with fossil-firedQFs, the latterQFs 
could also realize higher prices through restricted bidding • 

The second approach seems preferable. By allowing all 
technologies to bid against any IDR, competition would be ma~imiied 
without losing renewabie capacity so long as enouqh renewabie QFs 
enter the auction to subscribe the set-aside fully. 

This proposal chooses to fill the set-aside portion of 
the lOR first, based on the lowest cost renewables, followed by the 
all-technology portion, based on the lowest cost remaining bidders, 
regardless of technology type. The price awarded to the winners in 

1/ The assumption here is that renewable QFS bid sUffioient 
capaoity to at least fill the set-aside. 
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both the s~t-aside and ali.-technOlogy portions would b'e the pric~ 
of the lowest losing bidd~r in the all-technology portion of the 
lOR, unless'this price is less than the price of any of the winning 
renevables in the set-aside portion. In that case, winners in the 
set-aside portion would get the price of the lowest losing 
renewable bidder. 

Establishing th~ price paid to all winn~rs as the lowest 
losing bidder in the all-technology portion of th~ lOR should 
prevent strategic bidding. The exception is necessary to ensure 
that a renewable winner does not receiVe less than what it bid. 
3. Straddlil'l<l the IIW Lhit 

It is highly unlikely that each IDR will be filled 
perfectly in an auction. For example, the winning bidders against 
a sO MW lOR may be bidder A (30 KW)i followed by bidder B, whose 
bid is also.for 30 MH. In effect, B's bid straddles the MW limit 
of the IDR. 

The discussions and workshops should address wh~ther the 
commission's existing rules, approved in D.87-05-060 (24 CPUC 2d 
253, 261), are appropriate in straddling situations for IDRs (or 
set-asides) with small HW limits. One issue might b~ whether a 
renewable QF whose capacity straddles the set-aside limit shOUld be 
able to have the balance of its capaoity considered for the all
technology portion of that. lOR. 

For convenience, the eXisting straddling rule is 
reproduced below from Edison's bidding protocol. 

6.2 Last capacity Increment 
(a) DOwnsizing 

If the last (contraot) awarded results in an 
aggregate total Effective capacity greater than 110\ 

of the capacity of the Deferrable Resource ••• , then 
the last bidder shall be given 30 days to reduce the 
size of its project. Failure of the bidder to reduce 
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its project capacity' to a level that:will make the 
aggreg~t. ~otal ~tfe~ti~e c~~acity le~~ th~~ 110t of 
the-capacity' 6f the Deferrable Reso\Jl'ceshalLresult 

" in:th~ rejection of ,its bid.' Only on'e, bidd~rwil1 be 
given the 6ppc)'r"tunity to downsize' its project. All 
6therbids will be rejected. 
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Additional Appearances 

Protestant: shAron Province, Attorney at LaW, and Robert Sones, 
for ERC Environmental and Energy Services company. 

- -

Interested parties: Arlene L. Iehien and DaVid Mundstock, 
Attorneys at Law, for California Energy Commissiol'lt Rives, 
Boley~ Jones & Grey, by James c. paine, for ~acifiC.6rp dba 
pacif.lc Power & Light company; Arthur s. LUjan,for san Diego 
Building and co~struct:i6n-Trades council AFL-ctt); Bernardo R. 
Garcia, National staff Representative, for utility Workers Union 
o~ America, AFL-CIO: Messrs. skadden, lit'ps, Slate, Meagher &: 
F16m, by SteveD F. GreenWald, Att6rney at LaW, f6r Chevron 
U.S.A., IncOj Frank J. Mazaneo, for State of caiifornia, Prison 
Iildustry Authority; Timothy s.O'Grady,fol; PG&E/Bechtel 
Genera~irtgCPJlpiulY; Jo Shaffer, . for her~elfj sue vigais, -for BHP 
Minerals. International Inc.: and Michael HI Hyer, for Peabody 
coal Company. 
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Commissioner Patricia M. Eckert, Concurring: 

',"':. , 

I support the order today in this phase of the Biennial Resource Plan Update 
proceeding but write to express my deep concerns with respect to the ordds adopted 
methOdology (or internalizing the costs of residual power plant emissions. First, I do not 
support the economic concept of internalizing residual power plant emissions by 
incorporating the emission values into the planning and/or acquisition phases of the 
process. Second, I fundamentally disagree with the order's adoption of an emission value 
for carbon. 

I base my support for this order. however. on strictly adhering to California Public 
Utitities Code § 701. I (c). which mandates in part that "the commissioJJ shall include a 
mlue for any costs and benefits to the t/lvitonmellt. including air qualit)'." in evaluating 
resources for cost-effecth-eness. The language of the statute clearly dictates that the 
Commission adopt a value greater than zero. I believe that good cause exists, at this 
time. for adopting a zero value for residual einissions. 

IDternalizjne Resjdual Emissions 

The inference that there are unpriced externalities that lead to inefficient utility 
production choices simply because residual power plant emissions exist is flawed. This 
is the erroneous inference mandated by statute and embraced by our order. Residual 
emissions would exist even under conditions which completely and efficiently internalize 
the cost of enussions. Superimposing additional emission costs on top of the current 
costs of utility air quality compliance entails assessing the costs utilities have already 
incurred (0 internalize emissions. Assessing this level of cost provides a basis from 
which to evaluate whether additional expenditures are necessary to roouee powet plaitt 
emissions. The Commission has nOt undertaken this evaluation. nor is it required to 
under the statute. Absent this assessment. however, I believe we may be placing 
additional costs onto ratepayers (or benefits that do not exist. 

An economically more attracth'e approach to value residual emissions is an emission 
trading scheme. Approaches such as those adopted under the federal Clean Air' Act o( 
1990 (or SOx emissions. and the recent action by the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District to move to an emission trading program I beJie'o'e underscores the 
advantages this approach offers. 
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CarbOn Emissions 

Pubtlc UtiHties Code § J01.1 (c) also mal}dates that any emissIon values thatouc . 
Commission adopts must be consistent with those adopred by the California Enttgy 
Commission. The California Energy Commission adopted a value (or caroon in ER-90. 
Our decision in this proceeding also adopts a value for carbOn. 

This troubles me. I am concerned because it is known that the scientific communit)' 
is split on whether CO2 emissions contribute to global climate change. Yet, our 
decision. albeit adhering to the letter ot the statute, ascribes a value to tarbontmissions 
~ because owners of existing generation facilities in the future. max be requited to 
reduce carbon emissions if cacbon is found to contribute to global climate change. 

If. in the Cuture. it is proven thai carbon emissions do contribute to global climate 
change. I am similarly skeptical as to how much CaHfomials contributiOn to limiting only 
one of the so-called greenhouse gases will have any real impact globally. The potential 
magnitude of the problein is enonnous and it requites natiOnal and international 
cooperation. 

I donO, believe that it is the public interest to force ratepayers to pay a CO2 surcharge. 
(or electricity when ratepayers can have little confidence that we as Corhn1issioneiS.ot 
the scientific COnUnunity. understand global climatologiCal systems. . 

E\'en under § 701.1(c). I question the Commission's statutorj authority to assign costs 
(values) where none can be ascertained Or identified with respect to CO2-

April 22, 1992 
San Francisco. CA 
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commissioner John B. Ohanian, concurring 

~ .-~- -. ~: -. -. 

Todayls order adopts a resource plan for our utilities which will 
have major ramifications for California's ratepayers well into 
the next century, I am voting for this order because it adopts 
much of what I prefer to see in this plan. I must, however, 
express my reservation about two substantive issues. 

First, we are not using the most current information available to 
the commission. I recognize that there comes a point when one 
simply must close the record and make deoisions. I am a 
proponent of that view. On the other hand, basing a decision in 
1992 on a report issued in 1990, which in tUrn was based 6n data 
from the 1980s does not well serve the people Of california • 

My preference in this case would have been to reopen the record 
to receive updated information on resource need. If our plan 
adopts a resource need in e>tcess of aotual need, thEm the 
ratepayers of this state will sUffer the consequences, and sOme 
of these consequences may last more than fifteen years. 

Because timing is such an important factor in issuing our 
decisions I recommend that my colleagues schedule the next BRPU 
case to enable the commission to use more current information if 
it is expected to be available. 

I am relieved that we did adopt a more current gas price 
forecast. This aot alone may save California ratepayers more 
than a hundred million dollars through the remainder of the 
century. We have also adopted non-unifo~ environmental values 
for generation sources. This will allow our utilities to access 
inexpensive purchased power from areas east and north of 
california which would other wlse have been exoluded to the 
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detriment of California. These changes were essential for my 
support for this order. Between them, these two modifications-to 
the proposed Deoision make a substantial improvement from the 
Proposed Decision which merits support. 

Second, I am troubled by the set aside program adopted in today's 
decision. The entire concept of a least cost resource plan is to 
minimize the long run costs of adding generation capaoity. Yet, 
into this plan we inject a special olass of uncompetitive 
pr6ducers who will be propped up by ratepayers in expectation 
that the technolOgY may someday be Valuable. I completely 
disagree with this part of the order. 

We must recognize that this is a biennial process. If a resou~ce 
is not competitive today becaUse of some alleged cyolical low in 
alternative resource prices, will that resource be able to 
compete in two years when prices return to the Rnormal N leVel? 
Disoussions of abnormal prices remind me of the old soviet union 
which could not teed itself because of seventy-five consecutive 
years of unusually bad Weather. Reliance upon the -bad weatherN 
reasoning instead of the truth eventually lead to the collapse of 
that nation. 

Put another way, are we supposed to adopt a resource as part of 
the long-term plan in hopes that it will become comp~titve 
tomorrow? I hope not. We should select only those resources 
which can stand on their own merits in today's world. 

Let me also point out that set aside programs for uncompetitive 
resourc~s is contrary to my belief of allowing markets to 
determine outcomes where competition exists. This entire 
planning proc~ss is supposed to be about establishing a 
competitive framework where resources can bid against each other 
on the proverbial level playing field. A set aside program is 
nothing more than favoring a chosen few to prevail over the 
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utilities at the expense Of ratepayers. such subsidies a~e the 
bane of moving the utility industry toward efficiency. 

Let me digress a bit into why the price Of natural gas is a fine 
benchmark against which to compete without setting up artificial 
reasons to try to out-guess the market. It is my belIef, and 
this has been stated elsewhere in print as well as by I!lOuthtthat 
resource prices tend to reflect all known market information 
about that resource. In the gas market there are an enormous 
number of well informed buyers and sellers of natural gas 
determininq the price of that commodity. we can look to the 
futures market in New YOrk, we can look at one and two year deals 
which have been struck by our jurisdictional utilities, one can 
look at m6st price fOrecasts done by non-industry groups, and we 
see that gas prices are not expected to rise preoipitoUsly in the 
near term. Certainly not before the next BRPU deoision. The 
natural gas price is precisely the benchmark to Uset without 
modification. If a resource believes that natural gas prices 
will rise precipitously, then let it bid with that in mind. <it 
is one of the promises of non-utility power production that 
developers take the risk of development, not the ratepayers. 
Yet, it is upon these ratepayer hostages that uncompetitive 
resources are being foisted. I remain opposed to this concept 
and its inclusion in this order. 

Much of my frustration with this process is not with my 
colleagues. We have worked dilligently to implement the sfatutes 
as they have been presented to us. Unfortunately, because of a 
lack of consistenoy in the statutes we find ourselves compelled 
to aid particular interests in this case while also trying to 
miniMize the rate impacts to utility customers. In my opinion, 
the legislature could do California a great service by 
establishing a self-imposed moratorium on legislation intended to 
influence a process which has not yet digested the eXisting 
statutes. 



In summary I I ~ec6nimel'ld' that the commission, s¢h'eduleits', next 
BRPU deoision in such away a's 'to incorporate,uPdated resource 
information. S$(;Ond, the conuilission sho\ildn'ot try' to outguess 
tha market by 'establishing set aside prO<jrams fOr res6tirces'which 
can't compete wit'h the alternative supply source' forecast'. ' 
Fli1aliy, 1 wish t6thank my colleagues for accomodatingmany of 
my views in this difficultande~tremelY compl~x proceeding. 

san Frans!s'co, Cai!fornia 
April 22, 1992' 


